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1.0. Abstract 
 
This appendix describes the development of a set of 10 yearly fuel reduction treatments 
that cover approximately 1,400 acres of the Sinlahekin Wildlife Area (SWA). Stand 
examinations, were used to develop a set of cover types and a plant association key 
during phase 1 of this project, and these were linked to the silvicultural and fuel models 
using Arcview GIS. Canopy cover for the SWA was calculated using a new method, patch-
pattern analysis, which takes advantage of the shadows and solar angle to calculate tree 
height and crown width. Potential and actual vegetation maps were developed using a 
technique of coincidence mapping, which compares the percentage overlap of similar 
classes of cells from different sources of raster inputs. Arcview GIS was used to map 
stands and calculate measures of stem density, canopy cover and basal area, and then 
stands were divided by slope and administrative ownership to allow analysis of potential 
treatments. 
 
Goals of the project were to restore forests to be resilient to fire through fuel reduction, 
while conserving the oldest, dominant cohort of trees (legacy trees*) in a stand. 
Management strategies and prescriptions were developed to achieve these goals over the 
long-term. Treatments considered were pruning lower branches, raking duff away from 
boles, reducing fine fuels below 3.6 tons/ac, reducing coarse fuels below 2.9 tons/ac, 
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reducing stem densities of the youngest cohort of trees, and reducing canopy bulk 
density (ladder fuels) to less than 0.2 kg/m3.  Treatment methods include both 
controlled fire and mechanical modification.  
 
Treatments were categorized by equipment accessibility, and by several sets of 
priorities. Riparian treatments were designed to be compatible with stricter requirements 
for retention. Mechanized thinning costs were determined. Data, GIS files, maps, burn 
plans and reports were provided on digital media to the SWA Manager, along with hard 
copies of maps and the reports.  
 
Development of a long-range plan for fuel reduction treatments was based on both an 
ecological model and a fire behavior model. The ecological model was used to determine 
stand structural and compositional characteristics resulting from different treatments 
over time. The fire behavior model was based on surface and canopy fuel and weather 
characteristics. The ecological and fuel models were linked in a spatial database used to 
model treatment effects on fire behavior and stand composition over time and space. 
Input files developed for fire behavior modeling included eight custom fuel models 
developed specifically for the SWA for input into fire behavior modeling software FARSITE 
and Flammap. 
 
Fire behavior was predicted with several software packages including Behave, Flammap3, 
and Nexus. Stands were prioritized for treatment 4 different sets of criteria: (1) stands at 
risk of high-mortality fire that need careful fuel reduction treatments to achieve 
acceptable survival; (2) stands likely to have flame lengths > 4 ft during controlled 
burning; (3) stands needing thinning to reduce overstocked pole trees; and (4) deciduous 
stands that may require fire to function as suitable wildlife habitat. 
 
1.1. Background 
 
A long-term management plan for the semi-arid Sinlahekin Wildlife Area (SWA) of North-
Central Washington was developed to maintain sustainable conditions and key ecosystem 
components through time. The need for this project was based on the accumulation of 
forest fuels over time to produce forest conditions in which key ecosystem elements are 
at risk of loss from large, stand-destroying fires. The goal of this project was to develop a 
long-term plan for restoring fire to the ecosystem while maintaining key wildlife habitat 
components. 
 
Restoration treatments were planned to move stand density, structure, and species 
composition toward more sustainable conditions resembling the presettlement 
landscape (the historic range of variability*) (Metlen and Fiedler, 2006). In dry forests, 
fuel reduction and stocking level control is a necessary component of landscape 
restoration.  
 
Stand treatments in the SWA were prioritized by need, location and cost and planned 
over time and space to provide for a representative distribution of all stand types. 
 
Fuel treatment prescriptions, strategies and priorities were developed using spatio-
temporal modeling of fire behavior and vegetative succession on the SWA landscape. 
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Treatments were prioritized by environmental and economic costs and benefits. 
 
Two models of forest structure and composition were integrated in this analysis, an 
ecological model of vegetation composition and structure and a fire behavior model, used 
to determine fire effects on the landscape. Both models require integration of data at 
multiple spatial and temporal scales. The ecological and fire behavior models were used 
to help predict the outcome of different management alternatives over time and space. 
An optimum management plan can be developed by weighing the costs and benefits of 
treatments over time. 
 
The ecological model was used to characterize the ecological and structural parameters 
that control stand conditions within the SWA, and to determine the costs of silvicultural 
and fuel reduction treatments. The ecological model was developed from a combination 
of field data, satellite imagery*, patch analysis*, pattern recognition, ecological modeling 
and external vegetation classification sources. 
 
The fire behavior model uses input data on topography, weather, vegetation cover, stand 
structure*, surface fuel loads, crown fuels, fuel moisture, and wind patterns. The model 
was used to determine flame lengths, fire spreading rates (rate-of-spread, ROS*), heat 
output per unit area and crown fire potential*, (determined here as crown fire activity*).  
 
The process of developing fuel treatment strategies required information on the expected 
interaction of fire, fuels, weather, vegetation, and management, from which likely future 
landscapes could be modeled in conjunction with cost / benefit calculations (Agee, 1998, 
1993).  
 
In stands of pure ponderosa pine, treatments were designed to move future stands 
toward relatively open conditions, with random to clumpy spatial distribution, canopy 
cover < 50%, basal areas* of 40-80 ft2 /ac, and dominated by a greater percentage of 
large ponderosa pine. Treatments on stands dominated by Douglas fir were similar, but 
allowed for more canopy retention and fuel conditions in which shaded fuel breaks and 
thinned understory fuels would help prevent uncontrolled surface to crown fire transition.  
 
It was found that some stands in the SWA were impractical to access using ground-based 
mechanized equipment. Tree growth in these stands has stagnated and the arrangement 
and amount of fuels has led to conditions in which wildfire could result in extensive 
crown mortality. Although patchy, mixed-severity fire behavior is within the historical 
range of variability for most stands dominated by Douglas fir (Everett et al., 2001), the 
objective of planned treatments was to limit the extent of any crown fires that do occur.  
 
Crown fire hazards were quantified by Scott and Reinhardt (2001) using torching and 
crowning variables. They modeled a hypothetical stand in fuel model 10 with 0% slope, 
100% foliar moisture content and a canopy bulk density above 0.15 kg/m3 (considered a 
minimum to sustain crown fire). They found that raising canopy base heights above 8 m 
could prevent crowning (the point at which a crown fire can sustain itself). They 
emphasize that fuel reduction treatments designed to reduce crown fire potential may 
come at the expense of increased surface fire spread rate and fireline intensity*. 
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The design of treatments in the SWA was originally based on modified criteria 
recommended by Weatherspoon (2000), to treat stands such that if they experienced a 
head fire under 80th percentile weather conditions, at least 80% of the basal area of 
overstory dominant and codominant trees would survive (the “80/80” objective). These 
objectives were originally designed for wildfire protection of forests west of the Cascades. 
These objectives were dropped as silvicultural guidelines in favor of legacy tree* retention 
guidelines, however the mortality index was still used as a means of prioritizing stands 
for fuel reduction treatments.  
 
Legacy tree retention objectives were developed to fit the needs of the SWA. These new 
objectives were based on returning fire to the ecosystem, while still retaining all legacy 
trees during treatments.  
 
One of the goals of this project was to create sustainable wildlife habitats more like 
presettlement stands, with more frequent fires. Silvicultural prescriptions based on these 
goals include guidelines to favor ponderosa pine, reduce ladder fuels, reduce densities of 
small diameter stems, and retain all legacy trees in a stand. Stands treatments are 
expected to occur over several entries until the stands can sustain both legacy trees and 
fire. Mechanical thinning will target small diameter stems and ladder fuels. Large or old 
trees are presently limited and in decline, and they may need to be actively protected 
during thinning and controlled fire.  
 
Fuel loads would be reduced through controlled burning and slash pile burning. The fuel 
characteristics that were evaluated for their ability to reduce fuel loads while achieving 
legacy tree survival include surface fuel loads consumption and rearrangement, changes 
in canopy base height* and changes in crown bulk density* (CBD; generally, “ladder 
fuels”; Scott and Reinhardt, 2005, Cruz et al., 2003).  
 
Fuel treatments considered for forested stands included thinning small diameter stems, 
pruning understory branches (mechanically or with controlled fire), piling burning slash, 
raking duff 1-3 feet away from the boles of legacy leave trees (Fulé et al., 2001), 
rearranging fuels where legacy trees are limiting, and allowing creeping burns to burn 
into riparian areas to protect CWD (coarse woody debris). Project objectives were 
designed to attain the legacy tree retention objectives through reduction of CWD to less 
than 2.9 tons/ac in dry stands, insuring that duff and litter accumulations under trees do 
not significantly contribute to mortality of the 10 largest legacy trees on each acre, and 
reduction of ladder fuels to achieve a CBD of less than 0.2 kg/m3. 
 
Agee (1996) found that the threshold for transition from crown to ground fire occurred in 
a ponderosa pine - Douglas fir forest where the canopy bulk density was above 0.10 
kg/m3. Based on this and the other research papers, a target canopy bulk density 
reduction to 0.20 kg/m3 appears to be desirable to reduce crown fire potential. 
 
Fulé et al. (2001) found canopy base height to be the most important factor affecting the 
torching index, while they found that the crowning index was most closely related to 
crown bulk density. Metlen and Fiedler (2006) found that burning alone did not reduce 
overstory stem density, but it did reduce surface fuels and raise the canopy base height. 
They found that combined thinning and burning resulted in reduced conifer regeneration, 
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albeit at the expense of exotic species invasion. They suggest multiple burning entries 
are necessary if restoration was to be accomplished without mechanical thinning. 
Multiple entries could retain canopy to help suppress fuel buildup and invasive species 
until a second entry could occur. 
 
Flame lengths and crown fire activity were predicted for the SWA landscape under a 
variety of conditions and treatments. Flame lengths are one of the important fire 
behavior characteristics that determine whether a stand will be resilient to wildfire (Scott 
and Joghaddas, 2005), as well as being a management tool for controlled burning. Fire 
behavior characteristics were modeled for both pre- and post-treatment conditions, using 
a spring weather scenario for modeling controlled burns.  
 
It is expected that all treatments will need some mitigation measures to contain impacts 
within acceptable limits. There may be undesirable effects from raking and pruning 
treatments that the value of their benefits. Controlled burns have been observed to cause 
more mortality where raking and pruning had occurred previously. It is possible that 
raking may expose feeder roots that would be harmed during early season frosts. When 
trees are pruned they may be more susceptible to stress until the wound heals. Until 
more is known about the effects of pruning and raking, these treatments can be 
substituted by the judicious use of more site-specific and seasonally-specific controlled 
burns and creeping burns. 
 
Both forested and non-forested areas were analyzed in contiguous blocks where they 
could be treated with controlled fire. Planned treatments would be repeated at least 
every 20-30 years in order to remain within the fire regime, or more frequently if costs 
can be afforded using controlled fire as a primary tool. Adaptive management would be 
used where it would improve the scientific understanding of restoration treatment 
effects; this is particularly important in riparian areas. 
 
This project is based on a detailed model of vegetation and fuel characterization. The 
effects of treatments were modeled using GIS and fire behavior modeling software. The 
development of the data layers required a significant amount of GIS analysis, abundant 
computer resources, and familiarity with fire and fuel dynamics and area ecology. 
Verification of the modeled effects will require long-term monitoring under a variety of 
conditions and vegetation patterns across the West. Although initial studies indicate 
there are large sources of error in the application of fire behavior models to real 
landscapes (Keane et al., 2000), the modeled outputs produced reasonable numbers 
when stands were compared relative to each other. It is hoped that the information 
assembled during this project will help serve as a baseline from which to evaluate the 
unfolding of future landscapes through field monitoring. 
 
1.2. Data requirements and software 
 
The fire behavior and ecological models used in this project were integrated into a 
geographic information system (Arcview GIS*) containing a number of different data 
layers, or “themes”*, that allow environmental attributes to be overlaid and combined. 
The main spatial theme used for both the ecological model and the fuel model was a 
map of vegetative cover types* and stand structural attributes covering the entire SWA 
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and extending slightly beyond.  
 
The polygon map of SWA stands is contained in a polygon shapefile* named Cov_Typ.shp 
(different versions were sequentially numbered, e.g., Cov_typ4.shp, Cov_typ8f.shp, etc.). 
The attribute table* for the Cov_typ theme has one record* (row) for each stand in the 
SWA. Each record in the theme has a number of stand attributes contained in data 
fields* (columns), that summarize variables such as elevation, aspect, slope, canopy 
cover*, tree cover, etc. The development of stand variables is described in the methods 
section of this document. The results of landscape modeling based on the stand 
attributes is discussed in the results section. Files used in conjunction with this project 
are described in Appendix A. 
 
Software used to develop a model of expected fire behavior included BEHAVE 2.0 
(Andrews et al., 2003), FARSITE (Finney, 1998, Finney, 1996), FlamMap 3.01 (Finney et 
al., 2003), and the First-Order Fire Effects Model (FOFEM version 5; Reinhardt et al., 
1997, Keane et al., undated). 
 
BEHAVE can calculate surface fire behavior, ignition potential, spotting potential, 
mortality, severity, and scorch containment. BEHAVE can accept a large number of input 
variables, some of which are also output parameters. BEHAVE is useful for determining 
fire behavior for individual stands, whereas FARSITE and FlamMap extend the fire 
behavior modeling across the landscape. 
 
FARSITE determines the same output parameters as that of BEHAVE. However, FARSITE 
goes beyond BEHAVE, in that it is a spatially explicit fire growth model that can 
dynamically portray the development of a fire over time and space. FlamMap was used to 
calculate predicted flame lengths, spreading rates, intensity, and crown fire activity. 
 
FlamMap and FARSITE require raster data for input. FARSITE requires a minimum of five 
raster files (elevation, slope, aspect, fuel model, and canopy cover) to run a fire 
simulation model. Additional raster files can be added as options to run more complex 
fire behavior models. The first five raster layers are used for the surface fire model. There 
are three additional raster files were used to compute crown fire behavior (canopy height, 
canopy base height, and crown bulk density). 
 
The input files for FARSITE and FlamMap have stringent spatial integrity requirements:  
(1) they must be co-registered* so that they all have the same reference point, 
projection, and units; (2) they must have identical resolution (cell size); (3) they must 
have the same extent, i.e., the boundaries and corners of the spatial regions must match. 
 
FOFEM version 5 was used to help develop fuel models for the SWA. 
 

2.0. Methods 
 
The procedures described in this report use technical terms particular to GIS 
applications. A glossary near the end of this document describes the most frequently 
used terms; these are also asterisked whenever they are used for the first time. 
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2.1. Development of the ecological model 
 
A rigorously defined, thoroughly documented, and well developed ecological model was 
the foundation of this project. The ecological model served as a basis for predicting long-
term changes on the ground, silvicultural treatment costs and results, and in developing 
input parameters for the fire behavior model. The ecological model was developed for the 
entire SWA landscape through a combination of remote sensing, field exams, and 
analytical modeling. Different features of the model were processed in Arcview GIS as 
layers, or “themes”. A central theme used in this project is a map of contiguous, non-
overlapping stands in the SWA and adjacent ownerships called Cov_typ.shp, categorized 
by cover type, stand structure, slope, and administrative ownership. 
 
2.2. Raw data 
 
Raw data refers to input data requiring further processing prior to use in the analysis. 
Sources of raw data included 2003 and 2004 field exams, a digital elevation model 
(DEM, used to generate elevation, aspect, slope and shaded relief layers), digital 
orthophotos*, a set of grid files* on CD from Utah State University (Bio/West, Inc., 1999) 
and satellite imagery (e.g., ASTER and Landsat). Primary data are described in Appendix 
A. 
 
Raw data was processed into intermediate-level data before incorporation into the 
ecological model, as depicted in the flow chart in Figure Analysis-1. Raw data was refined 
and modified by a combination of analytical procedures, visual comparisons, GIS 
calculations and combinations of related data from external sources. Raw field data and 
raw digital data were collected primarily during phase 1 of this project, while 
intermediate level data was developed primarily in phase 2 of the project. 
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Figure Analysis-1. The flow chart below shows primary data in the left column, 
intermediate-level data in the middle, and outputs in the right column. 
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2.3. Intermediate-level data 
 
Intermediate-level data has had some degree of processing as part of this project. The 
development of intermediate level data is described below and in Appendix A. Examples 
of intermediate-level data are potential vegetation type (PVT*), sometimes referred to as 
potential natural vegetation (PNV*), cover type (land cover), canopy structure (including 
basal area, stem density by diameter class, canopy cover, tree height and canopy base 
height) and fuel models.  
 
Additional files were used for geographic alignment and registration, depiction of plot 
locations (waypoints*) for gps* plot locations, and to improve the appearance of 
printouts.  
 
2.4. Georeferencing the grid files 
 
For phase 2 of the project, all GIS data files used were reprojected into Universal Trans 
Mercator (UTM) Zone 11, North American Datum (NAD) 1983, in units of meters. Raster* 
data cell resolution* is 30 m for all input data, except for the 1998 7.5' digital 
orthophoto quads, which are 1 m. 
 
A large number of files and variables were processed to develop the final stand attributes 
for the SWA. These files are contained in both grid and vector* GIS formats as well as 
external relational databases* and spreadsheets. The files used to generate cover types 
are described in Appendices A and D. It is important to note that the shapefiles, such as 
Cov_typ.shp, are vector files with infinite resolution, whereas the same cover types in a 
grid format, will have a defined lower limit of resolution, which is the cell size. 
 
A base grid file, base30, was created to serve as a georeference* for all grid extents* and 
cell dimensions used in the fuels analysis. The base grid was laid out to extend 
orthogonally several miles beyond the SWA boundary. The grid file base30 has 1350 rows 
and 750 columns and a cell size of 30m. Boundary coordinates, in UTM Zone 11 meters, 
are as follows: left: 291,650, right: 314,150, bottom: 5,376,000 and top: 5,416,500. All 
grids used in the fuels and ecological analyses were georeferenced to the extent and 
coordinates of grid base30. The base30 grid was also perfectly collinear with the 1m 
orthophotos projected into UTM zone 11 NAD 1983. 
 
A set of grids covering a smaller area was used for fire behavior modeling. This involved 
the creation of a 30 m resolution grid named base, with 891 rows and 354 columns of 
cells, surrounding all the delineated stands in the GIS, and exactly enclosed within a 
rectangular polygon shapefile, baseclip.shp. 
 
2.5. Field Reviews 
 
Field reviews were done in 2004 to verify data and boundaries of the PVTs, to verify data 
gaps, and to gather additional fuel data. A modified field form and dictionary was 
developed to allow for rapid sampling of only those data items necessary (see Appendix 
E). This form and the dictionary were modified from the monitoring protocol used by The 
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Nature Conservancy and interagency fuel assessments  (FIREMON, 2004). 
 
2.6. Merging 2003 field data with 2004 field data in table SWASUM.DB 
 
The attribution of cover types in file Cov_typ required consistency in the definitions used 
for 2003 and 2004 field data, which were linked to gps locations* in Arcview. The 
procedure for merging the 2004 data with the 2003 database in file Plots-2003-12-
16.mdb is described in Appendix E. 

 
2.7. Cover type classification 
 
The cover type classification for the SWA depicts vegetative as well as non-living land 
cover types. Cover type classification schemes differ widely depending on the nature of 
the classification method, its scope, rigor, detail, vintage, and amount of ground-based 
information it incorporates. There are two main systems of vegetation typing used for the 
ecological model: potential vegetation type (PVT) and current vegetation, or cover type. 
Vegetation types developed for the SWA were first classified into their respective cover 
types before determination of the PVT. 
 
Vegetative cover types represent the existing vegetation of a plant association group* (ca. 
1998-2004), rather than the potential vegetation of a PVT. The vegetative composition of 
a plant association changes as it passes through different stages of succession toward 
climax equilibrium. Therefore, cover types were used as the basis for evaluating current 
vegetative conditions, whereas PVTs are more useful for predicting how the vegetation 
will respond to stand disturbances or the lack of them. 
 
Cover types were developed in Phase 1 of this project using manually digitized canopy 
density based on digital orthophotography and ASTER imagery. Cover types are 
contained in the shapefile, Cov_typ, field Cov_Typ4_. The values for the field Cov_Typ4_ 
field in the table of cover types were: 1-Marsh & Swamp, 5-Shrub steppe, 6-Agriculture, 
9-Shrub Upland, 10-Canopy openings, 97-Developed, 98-Water, 99-Rock, 101-Deciduous 
Wet Forest, 102-Aspen, 109-Coniferous riparian, 110-10 to 29% conifer, 130-30 to 59% 
conifer, and 160-60 to 100% conifer. 
 
The shapefile of cover types is used to categorizes the entire SWA into both vegetative 
and non-living cover types, or “stands”. Within the shapefile, the field Cov_Typ4_ 
identifies stand types based on the key to the cover types (see Appendix A, and the 
Results section).  
 
The phase 1 cover types were further categorized into 7 non-forested cover types, and 4 
coniferous cover types. The coniferous cover types were comprised of riparian conifer 
and 3 levels of canopy cover. Figure Analysis-2 depicts the 9 non-coniferous cover types 
and Figure Analysis-3 depicts the original 4 coniferous cover types. 
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Modeling required information on treatment needs, ecological response to treatments, 
and fire behavior effects. To model these, the cover types were subdivided hierarchically 
into successively finer categories representing structural, topographic and ecological 
attributes of the stands. The use of a hierarchical classification helps prevent against 
creating implausible data combinations. 
 
A major part of the second phase of this project specifically involved refining the cover 
types for the original 4 conifer types, as described below and in Appendix D. Phase 2 
data processing required making edits to both the data and structure of data in the cover 
type shapefile, so different versions of this shapefile were used at different stages of this 
project. Different versions of the same data files were distinguished by consecutively 
numbering them, e.g., Cov_typ4.shp, Cov_typ8f.shp, etc., however version numbers are 
usually ignored in this report and the shapefile with mapped SWA stands is simply called 
“Cov_typ”. During Project Phase 2, the attribute table of Cov_typ was refined by creation 
of new fields to represent values for stand structures, slope, aspect, trees/ac, etc. These 
edits are described in this report.  
 
The process of heirarchical classification was used to inform and modify the cover type 
classification developed in project phase 1, by defining new attributes of stands mapped 
in the shapefile cov_typ.shp. Spatial edits to the cov_typ.shp shapefile were done using 
on-screen digitizing, while geoprocessing routines were used to manipulate the database 
into successively more detailed features classified into categories by key fields. The 
categories used to characterize polygon stands in cov_typ.shp was originally contained in 
field cov_typ4_. As the classification was developed, the categories were defined 
successively in fields treat_cat, stand, and cov_fuel. Field cov_fuel was a combination of 
cover type and coniferous density and structure. 
 
2.8. Coincidence mapping 
 
The accuracy of cover type determination was independently verified by comparison with 
external cover type files, in a new analytical procedure called “coincidence mapping”. For 
this procedure, the polygon theme of cover types was converted to a grid file and overlaid 
on external grid files of cover type. The cell-wise comparison of two grids is a new 
technique (see Appendix D for a description of the map coincidence procedure). The 
general procedure for performing map coincidence was suggested by Peter Morrison of 
Pacific Biodiversity Institute in Winthrop, Washington. A description of this method was 
presented at the Northwest Scientific Association meeting in Ellensburg in 2004. The 
degree of coincidence was subsequently used to improve the vegetation classification 
system used tool to help determine the cover types in Cov_typ.shp. 
 
The coincidence mapping procedure required that the two grids to be compared first be 
re-dimensioned to be collinear. The procedure then compared the value for cover type of 
each cell in the overlapping grids, and put the results into a “coincidence layer” 
representing the logical combination of the comparison. The percentage of agreement for 
each cover type was used to determine of the percent coincidence for each grid. 
Appendix D uses ponderosa pine as an example of coincidence mapping. Steps 17.b and 
17.c. of Appendix D complete the generation of grid maps of cover types using 
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coincidence mapping.  
 
2.9. Canopy cover determination using patch-pattern analysis 
 
Percent coniferous canopy cover was determined for all forested stands in the cover type 
shapefile, Cov_typ, fields Cov_Typ4_ and Label (Figure Analysis-3. Percent canopy cover 
was only determined for coniferous stands. Other cover types such as deciduous stands 
and shrub-steppe had pre-defined values for canopy cover, based on the cover type 
classification.  
 
The term canopy cover, also called “crown canopy cover” or “crown canopy closure”, 
refers to the percent of canopy shading projected onto a horizontal surface below the 
stand. The older term “canopy density” has become ambiguous and was not used to 
avoid confusion with the term “crown bulk density”, also called CBD or canopy bulk 
density, used in fire behavior analyses. Canopy cover has a large influence on both fire 
behavior as well as vegetation ecology, therefore it was important to develop accurate, 
detailed maps of the forest canopy cover. Percent canopy cover was used as the first 
hierarchical subdivision of the cover types because canopy cover can be visually 
estimated from digital orthophoto displays. Canopy cover was initially analyzed in 2003, 
and refined in 2004. Initially, the canopy cover was manually created by editing polygons 
in Arcview using 1m resolution orthophoto images as a base layer. The visually estimated 
canopy cover was modified in project Phase 2 using a calculated canopy cover 
determination called “patch-pattern” recognition. 
 
The canopy cover determination (see Appendix C) was determined simultaneously with 
the cover type classification and PVT determination to assure that stands were 
categorized consistently. Canopy cover was determined at 1m resolution within the SWA 
(for both visual and calculated methods), and at a 30m resolution outside the SWA 
boundary (using the canopy calculations in grid file base30).  
 
The grid file of canopy cover (grid file cc_cov10) was developed specifically for this 
project using a new method of patch and pattern analysis (see Appendix C). Other 
sources of canopy closure data evaluated for this project were from the Okanogan 
National Forest and Utah State University (Bio/West, 1999), which were both found to be 
less accurate than cc_cov10. These were not used in this project. 
 
The patch-pattern analysis used a GIS algorithm to count dark and light pixels in a high-
contrast 1-m resolution orthophoto. Technically, this is a form of texture analysis. Non-
forested dark cells were first filtered out, and then percent canopy was calculated based 
on the ratio of dark to light pixels. The results of the calculation were then corrected by 
subtracting non-forested shaded cells. Non-forested shade was determined using solar 
angle, hill slope and canopy overlap to classify cells*.  
 
After creation of treatment categories in cov_typ9f.shp, the field can was used in treat.shp 
as the average overstory canopy cover for the stand, as described in Appendix A, 
depending on the treatment category. Field can was created to represent the corrected 
value of the coniferous canopy after developing the treatment types in the field stand. The 
value in can was modified by the addition of deciduous canopy > 10 m for stand types 11 
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Aspen Upland, 12 Deciduous Wetland and 14 Shrub upland. 
 
The patch-pattern analysis was output to 1m resolution grid files that identify regions* 
(patches) of cells classified by size, shape or adjacency. The 1m grid treeopen, contains 
the values of the patch metrics derived from the patch-pattern analysis. Grid treeopen 
was retained and used as a visualization tool for locating trees and stands in subsequent 
Arcview analyses, and for refining the number of trees per acre. Figure Analysis-4 shows 
a map of the grid treeopen. 
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The new values for canopy cover were used to re-attribute the stands in Cov_typ.shp into 
three categories of 10-29% conifer cover, 30-59% conifer cover, and >59% conifer cover. 
 
2.10. Determination of potential vegetation types (PVTs) 
 
The vegetation ecology within the SWA was classified into Potential Vegetation Types 
(PVTs), based on the combined ecological classification schemes of Lillybridge et al. 
(1995), Kovalchik (1994) Clausnitzer and Zamora (1987) and Brayshaw (1965), as well 
as stand maps of the SWA produced by Dana Visalli (2003) and mapped in types-
visalli.shp (see Appendix A). The PVTs determined for the SWA during this project are 
contained in the cover type shapefile, Cov_typ.shp, fields Cov_Typ4_ and Label. 
 
The PVT of a stand represents the theoretical endpoint of succession (Daubenmire, 
1966); it is the climax vegetation type that exists in the absence of stand-replacing 
disturbances. The PVT was used indirectly in modeling fuels as a constraint on the cover 
type and stand structure, but it was used only to a limited extent for direct use in 
mapping fuels. See Keane et al. (2000) for a discussion on the limitations of using PVT in 
fuels mapping.  
 
PVT plant associations are similar in concept to other commonly used vegetation 
classification schemes such as “life zones” or “biophysical environment”, both of which 
are based primarily on topography. In this project, PVT plant associations matched plant 
associations determined on the ground, regardless of the topography, wherever that 
information was available. The PVT classification did not include plant associations 
outside the SWA border, such as subalpine fir - lodgepole pine (ABLA-PICO); nor did it 
include small areas < ca. 5 ac.  
 
The riparian conifer type was too complex and too limited in extent to characterize at the 
same level of accuracy as the other forested cover types. In addition, descriptions of 
riparian plant associations in existing plant association guides are incomplete and 
lacking good descriptions for the SWA. Riparian plant associations are controlled by soil 
and topography to a greater extent than upland plant associations, making their 
delineation problematic. For these reasons, “Riparian Conifer” is mapped as an artificial 
category for this project. Riparian conifer was modeled by drawing a 105.6 ft (0.02 mi) 
buffer along perennial streams, and extending this boundary wherever the stand 
character apparently extended further. In the SWA, the riparian conifer zone is 
intergradient between different plant associations, e.g., the boundaries are an ecotone*.  
 
PVT classification contains three upland coniferous types within the SWA (see Appendix 
D for details of the classification). These are pure ponderosa pine (PIPO), mixed Douglas-
fir - ponderosa pine (PSME-PIPO), and montane Douglas-fir - western larch (PSME-
LAOC). 
 
The PVT classification was applied to the entire SWA, including riparian conifer and 
shrub-steppe. This artifice assisted in the modification of prescriptions for areas where 
the original stand structure was permanently altered, such as developed areas, or areas 
where fire suppression has changed natural succession pattern. 
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The classification of PVTs was done by manually editing individual polygons in the theme 
conif_typ.shp, fields Conif_Typ and Conif_Zone, to match the conifer classification for grid 
ctswa30, using the following codes: 201 = PIPO (ponderosa pine); 211 = PSME-PIPO 
(mixed Douglas-fir - ponderosa pine); 221 = PSME-LAOC (montane Douglas-fir - western 
larch). 
 
PVTs digitized from grid ctswa30 were compared with the PVTs determined within actual 
vegetation plots in table SWASUM. The presence or absence of the two potential 
dominant tree species on field surveys was used as confirmation of correct attribution of 
PVT in the fields Conif_Typ and Conif_Zone of the attribute table. After confirmation of the 
classification, this shapefile was then incorporated into the attribute table of Cov_Typ.shp 
using a query to determine overlapping polygons within both shapefiles. The 
classification of PVTs is depicted in Figure Analysis-5. 
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2.11. Slope determination  
 
Slope was determined for the polygon shapefile cov_typ.shp by imputing values from the 
USGS grid file of slopes derived from USGS digital elevation models (DEM). The use of 
USGS data was based on evaluation of a number of different input sources (see 
Appendices A and B for a description). The fire behavior model used the raw values 
contained in the slope grid file, while the values in the cover type shapefile cov_typ.shp 
used categorical values. 
 
Slope was summarized in field Std_Slo of the shapefile Cov_typ.shp by imputing the 
values from the slope grid file. Following attribution of the slope, the table was inspected 
and the following misclassifications were corrected: (1) blank slope values were filled in 
with values from the nearest large polygon; (2) Cover types of 1 - Marsh and wetland 
were all attributed to have a slope category of 0 or 5 (20% or less); (3) Cover types of 98 
- Water were all attributed to have a slope category of 0; (4) Cover types of 109 - Riparian 
Conifer Zone were all attributed to have a slope category > 0. 
 
Table SWASUM.DB was used to determine field-determined slope data. For the 
determination of treatments and pole stands, five categories of slope were coded in the 
field Std_Slo of Cov_typ.shp as follows: 0 (0-4%), 5 (5-19%), 20 (20-34%), 35 (35-66%) 
and 67 (>66%). Unlike the shapefile tables, the SWASUM table of plot data contains 
some slope values with more than 1 category, signified by listing both values separated 
by a + sign.  
 
2.12. Aspect determination 
 
A number of grid files with aspect data derived from digital elevation models (DEM) were 
tested for use in this project (see Appendix A for a description). The fire behavior model 
used the raw values contained in the aspect grid file, while the values in the cover type 
shapefile cov_typ.shp used categorical values (Table 1). 
 
Table 1. The processing steps used to reclassify the DEM aspect grids into the aspect8 grid are 
described in Appendix A and Appendix B. Eight categories of aspect and one additional category 
for flat areas (“F”) were coded in the field Std_Asp of the table of Cov_typ.shp as shown in the 
following table.  

Value from Aspect8 grid Aspect Degrees Std_Asp Value 
N/A flat F 
1 338-0, 0-22 deg N 
2 23-67 deg NE 
3 68-112 deg E 
4 113-157 deg SE 
5 158-202 deg S 
6 203-247 deg SW 
7 248-292 deg W 
8 293-337 deg NW 

 
2.13. Combined aspect & slope determination 
 
In order to differentiate steep, north-facing slopes, a string field Std_Slope was created in 
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the attribute tables for Cov_typ.shp and the field data table SWASUM to hold a value 
representing combined slope and aspect. Seven categories of slope combined with 
aspect were coded in the field Std_Slope, as follows:  

0 Flat = 0-4% slope 
5 Gentle = 5-19% slope 
20 Moderate = 20-34% slope 
35 Steep North = (N, NW or NE aspects) with 35-66% slope 
35 Steep = (not N, not NW and not NE aspect) 35-66% slopes 
67 Very Steep N = N, NW or NE aspects with slopes >66% 
67 Very Steep = (not N, not NW and not NE aspects) with slopes >66%; 

 
2.14. Modeling suppressed pole stands 
 
It was important to identify stands of suppressed pole stems for treatment prioritization. 
Typically, trees in suppressed stands in the SWA were in the 5-14” dbh* category, 
slightly over 50 feet tall, evenly spaced, without dominant trees, and with <25% crown 
ratios. Suppressed stands are most likely in the ponderosa pine zone at the toe of steep 
slopes. Within the SWA, stands at the toe of steep slopes tended to be suppressed pole 
stands with higher stem densities than adjacent stands with the same canopy closure. 
The reason for this phenomenon is unknown. It may be due to combinations of shading, 
slope change, frost drainage, late snowmelt, or factors favoring seedling establishment, 
such as soil movement and wind protection. 
 
Suppressed stands at the toe of slopes were modeled in Arcview by identifying stands at 
slope breaks that also had a steep increase in the gradient of canopy cover in the 
orthophotos. These stands were identified by scoring the field Std_Toe in the attribute 
table of Cov_typ.shp with “Toe”. 
 
2.15. Stem density calculated from plot data (in trees per acre, or TPA) 
 
Stem density was calculated as the number of trees per acre (TPA). The stem density 
calculations were based on field data, which was exported from the Access database 
Plots-2003-12-16.mdb, table 7Tree, into table SWASUM. This process is described in 
Appendix A. 
 
Stem density calculations in coniferous forest stands were calculated for four dbh size 
classes: 0-5” dbh, 5-12” dbh, 12-24” dbh and >24” dbh. Snags per acre were also 
calculated for snags >12" dbh and > 6' long. For combining field data into a single 
database, counts of seedlings (under 5 feet height) and saplings (stems <7" dbh) were 
multiplied by 5 to convert them from a 52.6 ft radius fixed plot (1/5 ac) to a per acre 
basis, so that they could be included in the data table for tree characteristics, SWASUM. 
 
The SWASUM.DB database was joined to the shapefile Cov_typ4.shp within Arcview using 
field Cov_Typ4_ as the key field. Refinements to the data were done simultaneously in 
Arcview and in external data tables, using comparisons with GIS orthophotos and 
calculations of new values for selected categories with and without plots.  
 
Within Arcview, the field plots were inspected to determine how well stem densities 
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correlated with cover type and to determine whether other factors controlling stem 
density were mappable using GIS. The plots were compared with available layers for 
PVT, slope, aspect, and the layer of stand thickness, patch sizes and forested openings 
in the grid treeopen, developed from patch-pattern analysis. From this analysis it was 
determined that stem densities varied widely within the existing conifer categories 
grouped by canopy density, but correlated fairly well with other variables including the 
values of the grid treeopen, PVT, stream proximity, presence of steep, north-facing 
slopes, and whether stands were suppressed pole stands on the toe of slopes. All of 
these factors were used to refine the quantities of calculated TPA in table SWASUM. 
 
The field plots in table SWASUM were grouped into categories by cover type and canopy 
cover, then sub-categorized by PVT, presence of steep, north slopes and presence of 
suppressed pole structure (see below for coniferous sub-categories). Within these stand 
categories, outlier plots were eliminated and the TPA for each dbh category was 
averaged, and in some instances, smoothed. Smoothing done when the TPA curves 
produced obvious outlier points. The values for each of the dbh categories (TPA 0"-5" 
dbh, TPA 5"-12" dbh, TPA 12"-24" dbh, TPA >24" dbh and snags per acre) were attributed 
in fields TPA0, TPA5, TPA12, TPA24 and SnagPA, respectively. 
 
To account for increased stem density in pole stands at the toe of slopes, plot data was 
used to determine the ratio of stem densities in suppressed stands to that of 
unsuppressed stands. The ratios were calculated as multiplication factors, contained in 
fields Tpacorr0 (0"-5" dbh TPA), Tpacorr5 (5"-12" dbh TPA), Tpacorr12 (12"-24" dbh TPA), 
Tpacorr24 (>24" dbh TPA), and SPAcorr (snags >12" dbh and > 6' long per acre).  
 
The TPA and multiplication factors were transferred into spreadsheet TPA.XLS, which was 
used to calculate the ratios of TPA between suppressed pole stands and unsuppressed 
stands. The TPA determinations were based on the mean of sets of plots grouped by key 
variables such as cover type, canopy cover, PVT, presence of steep, north slopes and 
presence of suppressed pole structure (see below for the key to the groups). Details of 
these calculations were annotated in the spreadsheet TPA.XLS and summarized below.  
 
The TPA values and correction factors for suppressed stands were exported into 
database TPA.DBF, which was then imported into Arcview and joined to the attribute 
table of Cov_typ.shp via the key field Cov_Typ4_. The TPA of pole stands was calculated 
within Arcview by multiplying the TPA by the correction factors for pole stands. New 
values of TPA and the correction factors for each category were annotated in the external 
table TPA.XLS. The result produced a table of cover types categorized into coniferous 
sub-categories, with each sub-category having its own set of values for mean in the dbh 
sub-categories. 
 
2.16. Subcategories of conifer stands developed to modify stem density calculations 
 
In order to reduce the variability of calculated stem densities within the forested stand 
categories, new sub-categories were made by heirarchical subdivision.  
 
Stands were sub-categorized in table SWASUM. Stands types with plots in them were 
categorized separately from stands without plots so that the mean values for TPA in each 
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dbh category could be correlated between stands with plots and plotless stands. To 
categorize the stands, queries were used to identify the cover type sub-category in field 
Tpa_Typ, the cover type in Cov_Typ4_, north slopes >34% in field Std_Slope, the conifer 
zone in field Conif_Zone, and whether stands were suppressed pole stands in field 
Std_toe. The TPA values for plotless stands was calculated using the multiplication 
factors for the dbh categories of the stands with plots in them. The complete set of 
queries is given in Appendix A. 
 
2.17. Attributes of patch size of trees and clumps of trees used in determination of 
treatment category 
 
The cell values of tree and canopy patches and patterns in the 1m grid treeopen 
(Appendix C, Figure Analysis-4) needed to be transferred into the attribute table of the 
cover type shapefile in order to use these metrics for classification of treatment 
categories and evaluation of stem densities. The values for the patch sizes in grid 
treeopen were imputed into fields of the attribute table for the cover types, Cov_typ.shp. 
Patch metrics were calculated as the percent of cells in that category out of the total 
number of cells overlapping each polygon of the cover type shapefile. Three patch 
metrics were calculated from grid treeopen: percent of cells in even, medium patches 
(treeopen value 101), scored in field tr101; percent of cells in even, thin patches (treeopen 
value 102), scored in field tr102; and percent of cells in dense patches of trees and 
shadows (treeopen values 103 or 104), scored in field tr1034. 
 
In order to evaluate the metrics of tree patches, the values for patch sizes and openings 
in the 1m grid treeopen were imputed into fields of the attribute table for the cover types, 
Cov_typ.shp. Patch metrics were calculated as the percent of cells in that category out of 
the total number of cells overlapping each polygon of the cover type shapefile. The 
procedure is described in Appendix A, “Impute grid values into overlaying polygons”. The 
procedure was modified by calculating the overlap in a temporary Arcview project file, 
swa-patch-metrics.apr, that did not have the Analysis Properties set to 30m. This allowed 
the calculation of overlapping grid cells in each stand polygon based on a 1m cell size.  
 
Three patch metrics were calculated from grid treeopen: percent of cells in even, medium 
patches (treeopen value 101), scored in field tr101; percent of cells in even, thin patches 
(treeopen value 102), scored in field tr102; and percent of cells in dense patches of trees 
and shadows (treeopen values 103 or 104), scored in field tr1034. Each category of patch 
metrics was calculated separately, using temporary grids with only values of 1 or 0, to 
represent cells with that value, or not. (see Appendix A for a description). 
 
2.18.a. Corrections to misclassified canopy cover and stem density calculations 
 
Prior to determining treatment type, the values for TPA and canopy cover were cross-
validated by comparison against each other. Based on these comparisons and inspection 
of the orthophotos, the following sets of corrections were made to the stands: (1) 
reclassification of stands with > 60% dense patches classified erroneously as <30% 
conifer; (2) recalculation of TPA values for closed-canopy stands (>75% canopy); (3) 
recalculation of TPA values for stands with medium canopies (30-75%). These changes 
and other minor ones are described in Appendix A, and briefly, below. 
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2.18.b. Corrections to TPA values in stands with misclassified conifer canopy cover 
 
Patch size metrics were used to evaluate and refine the classification and stem density 
values of conifer categories in Cov_typ.shp. Misclassified stands were identified by 
comparing the canopy cover in field Cov_typ4_ with the tree and shadow density in field 
tr1034 (Figure Analysis-4). Only stands on moderate slopes were evaluated, in order to 
prevent errors from hill shading. The classification category in Cov_typ4_ and the TPA of 
these stands was then modified as described below.  
 
Misclassified stands were identified within the < 30% conifer category of Cov_typ4_ (value 
“110”), that had > 60% cover in field tr1034. The canopy cover values of these stands 
was re-evaluated.  
 
Where these misclassified stands had a value of Tr1034 <75, they were reclassified by 
changing the value of Cov_typ4_ to “130 30-59% Conifer”) and changing the value of 
Tpa_typ to “Cov130-PP” or “Cov130-DL”, depending on whether they were in PVT zone 
201 (ponderosa pine) or 211 (Douglas fir). The values for TPA were changed to typical 
values for other stands of PSME-PIPO in the 30-59% canopy cover. Where these 
misclassified stands had a value of Tr1034 > 75, they were reclassified by changing the 
value of Cov_typ4_ to “160 60-100% Conifer”) and changing the value of Tpa_typ to 
“Cov160-PP” or “Cov160-DL”, depending on whether they were in PVT zone 201 
(ponderosa pine) or 211 (Douglas fir). The TPA values for these stands were changed to 
that of typical PSME-PIPO stands with Tpa-typ “Cov160-DL” (Pole & Mature). 
 
2.18.c. Corrections to TPA values for stands with medium (30-75%) and dense (>75%) 
canopies 
 
Inspection of the TPA values of the new conifer categories for medium- and dense-
canopied stands revealed that some TPA values were unreasonable. Stem density did not 
vary as it should have with the expected stem density of the orthophotos, nor did TPA 
values of some stands correlate well with known TPA values from plots within or adjacent 
to those stands. The TPA values were modified for stands within these canopy categories 
when they weren’t pole stands or riparian conifer stands.  
 
TPA values were increased in the 0"-5" and 5"-12" dbh categories; TPA values were 
decreased were in the 12"-24" and >24" dbh categories, as described next. 
 
Based on the TPA of 2 stands with plots in the medium canopy cover category (30%-
75%), the 5"-12" dbh category of these stands was changed from 74 TPA to 99 TPA. This 
number was 1 less than the minimum criterion that would have classified these as pole 
stands. 
 
Based on the TPA comparisons of stands with plots adjacent to stands in the dense 
canopy cover (>75% canopy), the TPA for each dbh category of those stands was 
changed. Stands were changed to the following values for each dbh category: 145 TPA 
(0"-5" dbh), 178 TPA (5"-12" dbh), 32 TPA (12"-24" dbh), 7 TPA (>24" dbh), and 5 TPA 
(snags >12" dbh and > 6' long per acre).  
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2.19. Attributes constrained prior to determination of treatment category 
 
The delineation of four of the cover types required a semi-manual set of procedures in 
order to prevent misclassification by automated GIS procedures. These cases were: (1) 
photo-interpretation of additional pole stands; (2) identification of stands on steep, north 
slopes; (3) scoring field field treat_cat as a marker for identify Riparian Conifer Zones; 
and (4) scoring field treat_cat as a marker for “Aspen Uplands”. The latter two procedures 
were trivial, however the first two involved manual digitizing and edition of file 
cov_typ.shp. These procedures are described in Appendix A. 
 
2.20. Selection of stands for silvicultural treatments using slope and distance from 
roads 
 
Stands that could be treated using ground-based machinery were selected in two steps. 
First, a set of queries was used to identify whether stands were conifer or aspen stands 
([Treat_cat] <> "NonCon"), whether they occurred within the SWA ([Owner] = "WDFW"), 
and whether they had less than 35% slope ([Std_slo] = 0) or ([Std_slo] = 5) or ([Std_slo] 
= 20). 
 
The next step was to create a shapefile of road buffers as an overlay theme to select 
stands for ground-based treatments. Ground-based systems were defined as being within 
900 feet of a road or drivable trail, and having slopes <35%. The road buffer shapefile 
contains two multi-part polygons representing areas that are either inside or outside of a 
900-foot road and drivable trail buffer, Rds-trails-dx-buff2.shp. The creation of road 
buffers is described in Appendix A.  
 
The cover types theme Cov_typ.shp was made active and the stands with their centers 
lying within the road buffers theme were selected using the Arcview command Theme - 
Select by Theme. The selected stands were then used to create a new shapefile of stands 
accessible by ground-based machinery, Cov_typ9b-treat-ground.shp. 
 
To select stands that could not be treated with ground based machinery, a set if queries 
was used to select stands that were conifer or aspen stands ([Treat_cat] <> "NonCon"), 
within the SWA ([Owner] = "WDFW"), and within the 900 feet of a road with slopes <35% 
([Buff_In] <> "Ground-based"). The selected stands were then used to create a new 
shapefile of stands with mechanized access limited to helicopters, Cov_typ9b-treat-
heli.shp. The field Buff_In was linked to table cov-bb.shp. 
 
The two groups of potential treatment systems were coded in field Buff_In of Cov_typ.shp 
as “Ground-based” or “Heli<67”, for ground-based or helicopter silvicultural treatments, 
respectively, while stands with slopes over 67% were coded as “Non-access”. The field 
Buff_In was linked to table cov-bb.shp. 
 
2.21. Structural cover types created by merging coniferous and non-conifer cover types 
 
The coniferous and non-coniferous cover types were merged into “Treatment categories” 
in field treat_cat, cover type shapefile cov_typ.shp, for all stands in the SWA. Stands were 
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attributed with a cover type definition by adding codes for both coniferous and non-
coniferous stands to field Stand. A description of these procedures are given in Appendix 
A, and a summary is given in the results section. The treatment categories were 
designated for all stands within and adjacent to the SWA, for coniferous stands 
(coniferous cover > 10%), deciduous stands (including upland aspen stands, where aspen 
has > 20% cover), and riparian conifer zones (areas within 105.6 ft of a perennial stream, 
including deciduous trees). The definition of canopy cover was changed at this step to 
include deciduous canopy such as that found in aspen stands, upland shrub stands, and 
stands in the riparian conifer zone, as well as scattered tree clumps in the Rock & Cliffs 
category. However, the Shrub-steppe cover type remained defined as having 0% canopy.  
 
The merged cover types in field Stand, were then divided into structural categories for the 
SWA stands contained in field cov_fuel. In order to model the effects of treatments, it was 
necessary to subdivide some of the coniferous categories into groups that were pure 
ponderosa pine or predominantly mixed Douglas fir and pine. These new categories are 
contained in field cov_fuel. The structural categorization of stands in field cov_fuel was 
guided primarily by the PVT classification of stand. When stands were found that did not 
fit the description of the new structural cover types, it was necessary to change the stand 
cover type for a few stands to a PVT that matched the actual stand condition. Several 
dozen stands that were changed were Pole stands (defined as being predominantly pine, 
which were changed to Mature and Pole (PVT undefined).  
 
The structural cover types in field cov_fuel are listed in Table 4. Field Stand was retained 
in shapefile cov_typ for display purposes, since it had a simpler legend file.  
 
The canopy cover in field Can was then recalculated for stands that changed since the 
calculation of TPA and merging of treatment categories (see Appendix A for a description 
of the procedure). 
 
2.22. Burn Blocks and Burn Units 
 
Areas where controlled burning could be used to reduce fuels were mapped in GIS as 
Burn Units (Figure Analysis-12.a). Burn Units were designated by a fire specialist and 
digitized in GIS by attribution of field B_U with the names of burn unit boundaries. The 
spatial extent of the stands within burn units was made as collinear as possible with 
roads and other firebreaks along the burn unit perimeter, in order to account for fire 
behavior effects and the need to construct fire breaks. 
 
Since Burn Units do not cover all of the SWA, the remaining stands inside and outside 
the SWA were attributed in field B_U as “Burn Blocks”, which are sets of contiguous 
stands (except for the SWA outholdings), about 500-1000 acres in size, within an area 
bounded by logical fuel breaks. The field B-U was attributed with names and numbers of 
the Burn Blocks (in a north-to-south sort order) and a shapefile called burn-unit6.shp was 
created to display these units. To determine stands where potential management would 
occur, the Burn Blocks were attributed with treatment categories in field Buff_In, of table 
cov-bb.shp as follows: 
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• Burn only - non-coniferous areas within burn units not treated silviculturally 
• Burn & Ground - ground-accessible coniferous areas within burn units 
• Burn & Heli - helicopter-accessible coniferous areas within burn units 
• Ground Only - ground-accessible coniferous areas outside burn units 
• Heli Only - helicopter-accessible coniferous areas outside burn units 
• Block Non-mech - silviculturally inaccessible coniferous areas outside burn units 
• Block Non-conif - non-coniferous areas outside burn units 
• Offbase - areas outside the SWA 
• 999 Water - water 
 
2.23. Effects of treatments on stands 
 
The effects of fuel reduction treatments were modeled across the SWA, using the 2003 
field exams and 1998 orthophotos as baselines for the initial vegetation condition.  
 
Expected effects of treatments on stands were modeled following a literature review. An 
example is a detailed study by Scott and Reinhardt (2005). They measured the effects of 
thinning on key forest parameters (see Table 2). 
 
Table 2. Effects of treatments on stands (Scott and Reinhardt, 2005). 
Stand Treatment TPA (> 4 in 

dbh) 
BA 
(ft/ac) 

canopy base 
ht (ft) 

CBD (kg/m3) 

Initial conditions for a stand of Douglas fir on the 
Lolo National Forest near Missoula 

195 133 0 0.089  

Thinning trees less than 2” dbh (similar to the 
treatment of pruning) 

195 (0%) 129 3 0.086 (97%) 

Thinning the stand to 75% of the original BA 92 (47%) 102 16 0.055 (62%) 
Thinning the stand to 50% of the BA 46 (24%) 72 36 0.037 (42) 
Thinning the stand to 25% of the original BA 23 (12%) 40 39 0.022 (25) 
Initial conditions of a stand of ponderosa pine on 
the Coconino National Forest near Flagstaff 

838  301 16 0.166 

Thinning the stand to 75% of the original BA 464 (55%) 232 20 0.147 (88%) 
Thinning the stand to 50% of the BA 245 (29%) 156 23 0.104 (63%) 
Thinning the stand to 25% of the original BA 90 (11%) 77 30 0.057 (34%) 

 
For this project, the method of calculating pre- and post-treatment effects used a lookup 
table in spreadsheet treatment-factors-table2.xls containing factors related to pre- and 
post-treatment stand structural cover attributes (also see Appendix A). These factors 
were also used to transform vector data into grid formats. The data in table treatment-
factors-table2.xls was grouped by field field cov_fuel, allowing the table to be joined to the 
shapefile cov_typ.shp. 
 
The data in spreadsheet treatment-factors-table2.xls specifies the pre- and post-treatment 
conditions of stand structure and fuel loads, for four possible treatment configurations: 
untreated, controlled burning, thinning only, or thinning followed by controlled burning. 
Thinning treatments include necessary piling and burning of slash to reach fuel load 
thresholds that will attain the 80/80 project objectives. To meet the legacy tree retention 
objectives, treatment conditions stipulate that CWD should be reduced below 2.9 tons/ac 
(or rearranged so as to avoid continuous fuels), lower branches should be scorched with 
controlled burning to raise the canopy base above expected flame heights, CBD (ladder 
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fuels) should be reduced below 2.0 kg/mg3 and all yarding should occur before needle 
drop so as not to increase duff and litter loading. 
 
The treatment factors that were assigned to treatments included the following: 

• the fraction of overstory stems remaining after each of the 3 treatments. Overstory 
stems were represented by values for trees per acre (TPA), in the 3 most abundant 
size classes of 0-5", 5-12", and 12-24". Other size classes were not included in this 
procedure. 

• the fraction of overstory canopy cover remaining after each of the 3 treatments. 
• canopy crown base. 
• crown bulk density (CBD) (mass occupied by tree crown) modeled as described 

below. 
• canopy height was not changed post-treatment unless the entire canopy was 

removed, because the pre-treatment estimates of canopy height are weighted in 
favor of the dominants that are expected to remain after treatment. 

 
The treatment attributes were joined to field, cov_fuel, in file fuelgrd2.shp. Field cov_fuel 
represented 23 coniferous and non-coniferous structural cover types, including forested 
stands that classified by composition in the ponderosa pine PVT or the Douglas-fir PVT. 
 
The data in spreadsheet treatment-factors-table2.xls was joined to shapefile fuelgrd.shp via 
table fuelgrd.dbf. The new attributes in field cov_fuel were then numbered in field Grd to 
allow the sort sequence to be the same as grids created from the shapefiles. 
 
The variables assigned to modeled treatment effects on stand structural cover types are 
shown in Tables 3 and 4.a. 
 
Assumptions used to develop the treatment effect factors include the following: 
• Thinning was modeled to include removal of all stems down to 1" diameter as well as 

ladder fuels by piling and burning all slash to a level of 2.9 tons/acre total fuel load.  
• Yarding would occur before needle drop. Dead fine fuels up to 1" diameter resulting 

from slash and needle drop would remain onsite. Duff loads remained the same 
based on the assumption that the amount added from operations was canceled out 
by the amount lost by soil disturbances. 

• Broadcast burning was not included as part of thinning - it was counted as a separate 
controlled burn treatment.  

• Riparian stand treatments would depend on a buffer zone along streams. Habitat 
restoration objectives should be equally important to fuel reduction objectives. 
Riparian stand objectives should be to mimic the effects of a patchy burn with some 
severe burning and some light burning. Fuel reduction would be done very carefully 
and with detailed monitoring of before and after conditions. Coarse woody debris 
loads will need to be protected that may currently exceed fuel reduction guidelines. 
Fuels can be managed through a number of burning methods in addition to 
mechanical means. Surface fuels near legacy trees can be rearranged, or burned in 
spring when they are wetter. Controlled fire can set to creep downward towards the 
wetter part of the stands. 

• Controlled burning effects were modeled to occur after slash removal to project 
objectives was completed. 
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• All controlled burns were assumed to be surface fires. Fuel treatment effects were not 
determined for crown fire behavior. 

• Effects on stand structure and mortality were based on the percentage of canopy 
cover in the stands. 

• Canopy height was assumed to remain unchanged from treatments. 
• CWD is reduced below 2.9 tons/ac. 
• lower branches will be pruned or scorched with controlled fire to raise the canopy 

base expected flame heights. 
• CBD is reduced below 2.0 kg/mg3.  
 
Table 3.Treatment factors from spreadsheet treatment-factors-table2.xls for modeling changes in 
stem density by the 3 major diameter classes for treatments by burning, thinning and thin/burn 
(T/B). Pre-treatment averages are the initial number of trees/ac. 
 Burn 

0-5 
Thin 
0-5 

T/B 
0-5 

Burn 
5-12 

Thin 
5-12 

T/B 
5-12 

Burn 
5-12 

Thin 
5-12 

T/B 
5-12 

01 Pole 0.80 0.00 0.00 0.85 0.30 0.20 0.95 0.30 0.20 
02 Mature & Pole 0.80 0.00 0.00 0.85 0.30 0.20 0.95 0.30 0.20 
03 Mature Conifer Rocky 1.00 0.25 0.25 1.00 0.50 0.40 1.00 1.00 1.00 
04 Medium Conifer PIPO 0.85 0.00 0.00 0.90 0.50 0.40 0.95 0.90 0.80 
04 Medium Conifer PSME 0.85 0.00 0.00 0.90 0.50 0.40 0.95 0.90 0.80 
05 Medium Conifer & Shrub N 0.85 0.00 0.00 0.90 0.50 0.40 0.95 0.90 0.80 
06 Open Mature Conifer PIPO 0.85 0.25 0.25 0.90 0.60 0.50 0.95 0.90 0.90 
06 Open Mature Conifer PSME 0.85 0.25 0.25 0.90 0.60 0.50 0.95 0.90 0.90 
07 Open Conifer Steep North 0.85 0.00 0.00 0.90 0.60 0.50 0.95 0.90 0.90 
08 Open Conifer & Regen PIPO 0.70 0.25 0.25 0.80 0.60 0.50 0.95 0.90 0.90 
08 Open Conifer & Regen PSME 0.70 0.25 0.25 0.80 0.60 0.50 0.95 0.90 0.90 
09 Open Conifer & Shrub 0.85 0.25 0.25 0.90 0.60 0.50 0.95 0.90 0.90 
09 Open Conifer & Shrub 0.85 0.25 0.25 0.90 0.60 0.50 0.95 0.90 0.90 
10 Riparian conifer 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 
11 Aspen Upland 0.20 0.20 0.10 0.30 0.10 0.10 0.30 0.20 0.10 

 
Table 4.a. Treatment factors from spreadsheet treatment-factors-table2.xls for modeling overstory 
canopy cover (Over) and canopy base height (Base, in ft), for treatments by burning, thinning and 
thin/burn (T/B). 
 Over 

Burn 
Over 
Thin 

Over 
T/B 

Base 
initial 

Base 
Burn 

Base 
Thin 

Base 
T/B 

01 Pole 0.85 0.20 0.20 20.00 20.00 20.00 20.00 
02 Mature & Pole 0.85 0.30 0.30 20.00 20.00 20.00 20.00 
03 Mature Conifer Rocky 1.00 1.00 1.00 20.00 20.00 20.00 20.00 
04 Medium Conifer PIPO 0.95 0.50 0.50 5.00 10.00 5.00 10.00 
04 Medium Conifer PSME 0.95 0.50 0.50 3.00 10.00 5.00 10.00 
05 Medium Conifer & Shrub N 0.95 0.50 0.50 3.00 10.00 5.00 10.00 
06 Open Mature Conifer PIPO 0.90 0.50 0.50 10.00 10.00 7.00 10.00 
06 Open Mature Conifer PSME 0.90 0.50 0.50 3.00 10.00 7.00 10.00 
07 Open Conifer Steep North 0.90 0.50 0.50 3.00 10.00 7.00 10.00 
08 Open Conifer & Regen PIPO 0.90 0.50 0.50 3.00 10.00 7.00 10.00 
08 Open Conifer & Regen PSME 0.90 0.50 0.50 3.00 10.00 7.00 10.00 
09 Open Conifer & Shrub 0.90 0.50 0.50 5.00 10.00 7.00 10.00 
09 Open Conifer & Shrub 0.90 0.50 0.50 3.00 10.00 7.00 10.00 
10 Riparian conifer 0.90 0.90 0.90 5.00 7.00 7.00 10.00 
11 Aspen Upland 0.80 0.20 0.10 0.00 20.00 7.00 20.00 

 
2.24. Pruning and raking treatments considered 
 
Stands were identified and mapped that were already meeting the desired future 
condition, so that treatments in those areas would have a lower priority. In these stands, 
the only treatment planned was controlled burning. Prior to release of the draft of this 
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document, these stands were planned for management by pruning of lower branches and 
raking duff 1-3 feet away from the boles of legacy leave trees to reduce fire mortality. 
Subsequently, these two treatments were dropped and planned simply for careful 
controlled burning plan developed by fire management specialists. Techniques include 
seasonal burning to achieve optimum fuel moistures, using fire to scorch lower branches, 
and giving the burn crews instructions on legacy tree protection that can be controlled in 
the field. In the GIS, the attributes for these stands were renamed “Prep & burn”. In the 
case of riparian areas, the “Prep & burn” treatment would need to assure retention of 
coarse woody debris. This would be more difficult to achieve, but could be done initially 
by allowing fires to creep downward toward the streams. 
 
Treatments were categorized in the shapefile cov_typ.shp, field treat, in 4 categories of 
treatments: burn only, burn/mechanized ground treatment, burn/mechanized helicopter 
treatment. Areas where treatments could be done by burning only were identified in GIS 
by selecting open stands with overstory canopy < 50 and a BA < 60 or with a canopy < 
30. The treatments are aggregated in different ways in field burn_thin and field treat_cat, 
but with less detail than in field treat. 
 
During this analysis, the riparian conifer zone was maintained as a separate “zone” 
vegetation category, rather than a plant association, however only less than 10% of 
riparian areas had a low canopy or low basal area that would warrant their foregone 
consideration for mechanized thinning. 
 
2.25.a. Development of the fire behavior model 
 
The fire behavior model for the SWA was developed using a combination of vector files, 
raster (grid) files and text files. The latter were used to modify specific fire behavior 
parameters such as wind, fuel moisture, and precipitation (see Appendices A and F and 
below for details). 
 
Grid files for the fire behavior model were created two ways: (1) conversion of the vector 
file cov_typ.shp or fuels.shp using the grid base to set the registration of the created grid; 
or (2) grid-grid cell combinations of the grid stand with previously created grids having 
the larger extent of the base30 grid. Grids created by grid-grid cell combination were 
elevation (grid elev), aspect (grid aspect) and slope (grid slope). 
 
Grids that were created by conversion of the shapefile fuels.shp were cover type (in grid 
covfuel, using field cov_fuel); fuel model (field FM0); canopy cover (grid cancov, using 
field can, and units of percent overstory canopy density); crown bulk density (CBD, grid 
crnbulk, in integer units of 100* kg/m3, created from field cbdm100; duff (tons/ac, grid 
duff, in tons/ac). Grids that were converted from the shapefile fuelgrd2.shp were canopy 
base height (grid cb, in units of feet) and canopy height (grid ht, in units of feet). The 
values were then joined to fuels.shp via the stand record number field, recno. The fuel 
model grid was created using queries to select structural cover types and canopy cover 
values in shapefile cov_typ.shp prior to editing the fuel model number. Fuel model 
development is also described in the results section.  
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2.25.b. Fuel models 
 
The fire behavior model requires input from a fuel model describing general fire 
behavior, in addition to the fuel characteristics of SWA stands already described. Fuel 
models used for this project are described in the results section of this document. 
 
A fuel model is a categorical physical and compositional description of surface fuels used 
to characterize surface fire behavior, including rate of spread (ROS), fireline intensity, 
crown fire activity (transition to crown fire), flame length, and heat/unit area. The data 
used in this study is based on the 13 standard fire models that correspond to a specific 
amount and arrangement of fuels (Anderson, 1982). Fuel model parameters and units 
are listed in Appendix A. 
 
Fuel models were assigned to the SWA structural cover types based on stand and fuel 
data from the plots. Fuel models were developed in spreadsheet plot-fuel-models-
table16.xls. Fuel model values were added to shapefile cov_typ.shp, and fuels.shp, field 
FM0, using queries to select the set of stands with that fuel model. The field FM0 was 
then used to create grid files containing the fuel models.  
 
Four of the standard Anderson fuel models were used and 8 custom models were 
developed to model fuel conditions in SWA stands (see Table 16 in the results section). 
Fuel model characteristics were developed in part by reference to Scott and Burgan 
(2005). 
 
Following the review of the draft of this document, fuel models and fuel model 
parameters for the pre-treatment landscape were adjusted and run through the fire 
behavior modeling software again. The changed inputs and outputs to the fire behavior 
models are detailed in section 3.19. A major change in the input data involved fixing the 
initial fuel moisture rather than allowing it to condition with the weather file, and fixing 
wind speeds at 0 mph to allow comparison of different stands and different fuel models. 
Fuel loads contributed by duff and coarse wood were ignored. Three different sets of fuel 
models and associated canopy data files were then compared to optimize the fire 
behavior model inputs and outputs for the SWA.  
 
Optimizing a set of custom fuel models to produce realistic fire behavior outputs was 
tried, but was found to be too time-consuming to complete within this project. Therefore 
the custom fuel models that were developed were run both as custom models and also 
converted to standard fuel models. The outputs from these two fuel models were 
compared with a third model provided by fire specialist Tom Lueschen.  
 
Fuel models were created for each of the post-treatment conditions of SWA stands, 
based on the expected changes in stand condition caused by the most likely types of 
treatment. The interpretation of the post-treatment landscape should be done with 
caution, since there are many assumptions used to build a future landscape. One 
assumption was that post-treatment landscapes would only be burned by controlled 
burns conducted during favorable weather in early May. The post-burn fuel models were 
only used to determine surface fuel load parameters, because the calculation of canopy 
fire effects is so complex. The use of custom fuel models allowed varying the inputs to 
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match expected fire behavior in SWA stands, but these models still require further 
development to be used beyond this project. 
 
Fuel models were originally developed in spreadsheet treatment-factors-table2.xls and 
later refined in spreadsheet plot-fuel-models-table16.xls. The fuel characteristics 
associated with the fuel models includes the following (see table in Appendix A for 
values): 
• Fuel loads for Dead 1-hr, Dead 10-hr, Dead 100-hr, Herb, Shrub, Littter, Duff and 

Coarse Woody Debris >3" diameter (CWD*), in tons/ac;  
• Initial Fuel Moisture (IFM) in percent;  
• Moisture of Extinction (MX) in percent;  
• Surface area: Volume ratio (DSAV) of 1-hr fuels, and of Live Herb (HSAV) and Live 

Woody Shrub components (WSAV) in units of (1/sq-ft);  
• Fuel Bed Depth in ft;  
• Heat content for all dead and live fuels (all were set at 8,000 BTU/lb);  
• FARSITE rate-of-spread adjustment multiplier factors (all were set to 1.0);  
• CWD Profiles including diameter distribution, rotten fraction and Initial Fuel Moisture 

in percent 
 
Spreadsheet plot-fuel-models-table16.xls contains a set of reference fuel models taken 
from the FOFEM program by Keane et al. (undated); fuel loading data for the SWA field 
plots; a list of fuel models used in the SWA arranged in a table next to the nearest 
standard fuel model (Anderson, 1982); and a worksheet comparing fuel characteristics of 
different fuel models, used as a correspondence table to fill in fuel models in shapefile 
cov_typ.shp, by querying the stand-structural field cov_fuel.  
 
The fuel models and fuel loads initially determined for the field plots are contained in the 
plot location database, waypoints.shp, field FM2. The pre-treatment fuel model 
parameters are given in section 3.19, and the custom and standardized fuel model labels 
are contained in file Cov_typ9h.shp, and effects-review2.shp, fields fmcust and fmstd. The 
inherent variability of stand structure resulted in individual field plot fuel model 
assignments that did not always fit well with the fuel models assigned to the aggregated 
stands with structures coded in field, cov_fuel. Therefore the initial evaluation of fuel 
models was a subjective process requiring comparison of different field plots with data 
from the FOFEM database, and also from a comparison of different fire behavior model 
outputs under similar simulation conditions. 
 
The results of the fuel model classification are presented in the results section of this 
document. Changes in the fire behavior model made following a review of this document 
in draft form are given in Section 3.19. 
 
Fuel models were determined by comparison of fuel model assignments of the field plots, 
inspection of GIS orthophotos around the plot waypoints, inspection of the photos of 
plots taken in the field, comparison with fuel models developed elsewhere, research of 
literature, and software outputs from the program FOFEM. The standard 13 Anderson 
(1982) fuel models were used as the basis for the custom fuel models. Each custom fuel 
model remained associated with a standard model so that changed input parameters 
could be tested, and if necessary reset to their initial condition. 
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Custom fuel models were created to match specific structural and compositional features 
of SWA stands. The data in the custom models was also used in conjunction with stand 
characteristics to develop the post-treatment fuel models.  
 
During the development of the fuel models, the parameters for “Pole Stands” was 
changed to require that such stands be modeled as if they were all ponderosa pines. This 
required a re-evaluation of the structural classification of those stands using orthophotos 
and comparison with the PVT layer. Those stands judged to be mixed conifer instead of 
pure pine were changed in fields cov_fuel and field stand to “Pole & Mature”. The 
characteristics of these stands that were the basis for the change were that they have 
enough soil moisture to allow for heavy shrub understory growth, or they appear to have 
greater understory growth on orthophotos or in data from field plots, and that they were 
composed of mixed conifer instead of pine. These changes were relatively minor and did 
not require further edition of stand boundaries. During this procedure a few other 
misclassified stands were identified and corrected in field cov_fuel and field stand.  
 
Several fuel model grid files required for the fire behavior model were evaluated for use 
in this project. The evaluation consisted of comparing the values of the fuel model with 
overlying grids for canopy cover and cover type for the following files: fbfm_onf (from 
Okanogan National Forest), fbfm_oka, developed by Utah State University and Bio/West 
(1999), fbfm_n (from Okanogan National Forest), and a data set provided by fire behavior 
analysts Rick Lind and Tom Lueschen. 
 
2.25.c. Calculation of BA and CBD 
 
The basal area (BA) of stands was calculated in the spreadsheet bulk-ba-calcs.xls. The BA 
for average site trees in the SWA was modeled by averaging the total stem basal area 
within each of the dbh stem categories, of which each was partitioned into bins of 2 in 
diameter increments to account for skewed diameter distributions. Average stem 
diameters for each dbh category were then assigned based on the modeled stem 
frequency for each diameter increment within each category, followed by summing the 
BA for all 3 dbh categories.  
 
The BA for the 0-5" dbh class was determined as 0.0873 sq ft based on a 4" dbh site 
tree; the BA for the 5-12" class was determined as 0.4003 sq ft based on a 8.5" dbh site 
tree; the BA for the 12-24" class site tree was determined as 1.613 sq ft based on a 17" 
dbh site tree; and the BA for the 0-5" class site tree was determined as 3.8855 sq ft 
based on a 26.6" dbh site tree. The BA values were then joined to file cov_typ.shp. 
 
The site tree BA was then used as a variable for the calculation of crown bulk density 
(CBD) within the spreadsheet bulk-ba-calcs.xls, using the above equations in conjunction 
with the values for TPA. 
 
CBD (in kg/m3) was calculated in spreadsheet bulk-ba-calcs.xls and in shapefile tpa-
antilog.shp, and the values joined to fuels.shp via the stand record number field, recno. 
The procedure to derive CBD first involved exporting the data table for file cov_typ.shp to 
the spreadsheet. Basal area values for basal areas per tree per each dbh category were 
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converted to a per acre basis, and then summed and converted to m2ha-1). Tree density 
in was converted from a per acre basis to stems/ha. The logarithm of basal area and tree 
density was then calculated. 
 
CBD was modeled using the equations developed by Cruz et al. (2003) that derive CBD 
from basal area (in m2ha-1) and tree density (stems/ha)): 

 
ponderosa pine CBD = exp[0.435 ln(basal area)) + (0.579 ln(tree density)] - 6.649 
Douglas-fir CBD = exp[0.479 ln(basal area)) + ((0.625 ln(tree density)] - 7.38 

 
Stands were divided into 3 groups corresponding to whether they were pine-dominated, 
Douglas-fir-dominated, or Non-forested. Stands in the pine group included pole stands 
(excepting stands classified as “Mature & Pole”), all structural cover types with “PIPO” in 
the name, “Shrub-upland”, and “Aspen”. All other stands were classified either as 
Douglas-fir (including Riparian conifer) or Non-forest. 
 
The coefficients for CBD determination and treatment effects were added to the 
spreadsheet bulk-ba-calcs.xls corresponding with whether the stands were pine-
dominated or Douglas fir dominated, and the CBD was then calculated, converted to an 
integer by multiplying by 100, and then imported into Arcview as shapefile tpa-
antilog.shp, with the values for CBD held in field CBDm100. The values were then joined 
to fuels.shp via the stand record number field, recno. CBD for non-forested types was 
assigned rather than calculated, as follows (in units of 100* m2ha-1)): Aspen, Deciduous 
Wetland = 35; Rock & Cliff, Shrub Upland = 10; Marsh, Agriculture, Shrub-steppe, Water 
= 0. 
 
The values for CBD were joined to cov_typ.shp, and also converted to grid crnbulk for use 
with the fire behavior model. 
 
2.25.d. Initial fuel moisture text file 
 
Initial fuel moisture is contained in an optional text file, used by FARSITE software. The 
fuel moisture file contains the initial fuel moisture of 1-hr, 10-hr, and 100-hr, live woody 
fuels, and live herbaceous fuels, in percent by weight, for each fuel model used. The fuel 
moisture for spring burning conditions in the pre-treatment landscape was developed by 
Michael Dunn and is contained in the file SWA_spring.FMS. The fuel moistures used for 
the post-treatment landscape are contained in files sinla-may1-5.fms (representing 
controlled burning conditions) and sinla-Aug11.fms (for summer wildfire modeling). 
 
Fuel moisture values for the post-treatment summer fuel moistures were meant to 
represent the 80th percentile summer weather observations for this area. However these 
post-treatment wind and weather values were not developed statistically, and should only 
be used cautiously. Fuel moistures for the fuel models were developed by reference to 
Scott and Burgan (2005). The weather for August was taken as the mean temperature 
and humidity during the 6 days with highest sustained wind speeds during the period of 
30 days of precipitation-free weather from 2006, 7/31 00:40 to 8/29 23:40 at the 
Oroville Weather station OVLW1, developed in spreadsheet oroville-2006-weather.xls, 
downloaded from the National Weather website, RAWS summaries for Washington 
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weather. The RAWS System (Remote Automated Weather Station) provides current 
remotely sensed weather data from stations established on Federally administered lands. 
The RAWS network contains about 600 weather stations in the lower 48 States. 
 
The post-treatment spring fuel moistures represent mild spring burning conditions from 
May 1 to May 5, taken as the mean of 18 days of precipitation-free weather from 2006, 
May 1 00:00 to May 19 00:00, at the Oroville Weather station. 
 
2.25.e. Wind speed text file 
 
Wind speed is an optional text file used for FARSITE modeling of surface fire behavior, 
fuel moisture conditioning, and scorch effects. The Wind file (a *.wnd text file), contains 
data for monthly, daily, and hourly data for wind Speed in MPH, wind Direction by 
azimuth Degrees and percent cloud cover. Details on wind files are given in Appendices A 
and F. 
 
The pre-treatment fire behavior models assumed wind speeds of zero, and did not use 
wind files. The post-treatment wind file, sinla-may1-5.wnd, was used to represent mild 
burning conditions for May 1 to May 5, taken as the mean of 18 days of precipitation-free 
weather from 2006, May 1 00:00 to May 19 00:00, at the Oroville Weather station, 
developed in spreadsheet oroville-2006-weather.xls. The Oroville wind data is shown in 
Figure Analysis-22. This wind data was not developed statistically, and should be used 
cautiously. This period includes the weather from two anomalously hot days with 
maximum temperatures of 98 and 97 degrees. Wind speeds ranged from 5-10 mph 
during this period. This range of wind speeds was input for each hour of each day, for the 
five days spanning May 1 - May 5, arranged in a diurnal rise-and-fall sequence that 
matched typical days. 
 
The post-treatment wind file, sinla-aug80th.wnd was used to represent the 80th percentile 
wind speed for August 15 to Aug 19, taken as the mean of the 6 days with highest 
sustained wind speeds during the period of 30 days of precipitation-free weather from 
2006, 7/31 00:40 to 8/29 23:40 at the Oroville Weather station, developed in 
spreadsheet oroville-2006-weather.xls. Wind speeds ranged from 4-18 mph during this 
period, with gusts above 20 mph. A constant windspeed of 17 mph was used for all 5 
days in the weather file. 
 
2.25.f. Weather text file 
 
Weather is an optional text file used for FARSITE modeling of surface fire behavior and 
scorch. Details on wind files are given in Appendices A and F. The Weather file (*.wtr) 
contains monthly and daily data for: 
• daily precipitation in hundredths of an inch or millimeters (integer). 
• the hour at which the minimum temperature was recorded (0-2400). 
• the hour corresponding to the hour at which the maximum temperature was recorded 

(0-2400). 
• the minimum temperatures in degrees Fahrenheit or Celsius (integer). 
• the maximum temperatures in degrees Fahrenheit or Celsius (integer). 
• the maximum humidity in percent, 0 to 99 (integer). 
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• the minimum humidity in percent, 0 to 99 (integer). 
• the elevation in feet or meters above sea level 
• (optional) precipitation duration, entered with the beginning and ending times (0-

2400) of the daily rain amount. 
 
The Oroville wind data is shown in Figure Analysis-22. The pre-treatment fire behavior 
models used fixed fuel moistures, and did not use weather files. This post-treatment 
weather file data was not developed statistically, and should be used cautiously. 
 
The post-treatment weather file, sinla-may1-5.wtr was meant to represent mild burning 
conditions for May 1 to May 5, taken as the mean of 18 days of precipitation-free 
weather from 2006, May 1 00:00 to May 19 00:00, at the Oroville Weather station 
OVLW1, developed in spreadsheet oroville-2006-weather.xls. Temperatures for this period 
ranged from 25 to 98 degrees F; RH ranged from 12-80%; the mean low temperature 
was 38 degrees F; the mean high was 69 degrees F; the mean low RH was 20% the mean 
high RH was 56%. The same mean values were used for each day of the period from 
April 29 to May 5. 
 
The post-treatment weather file, sinla-aug80th.wtr was meant to represent 80th percentile 
weather for August 15 to Aug 19. It taken as the mean temperature and humidity during 
the 6 days with highest sustained wind speeds during the period of 30 days of 
precipitation-free weather from 2006, 7/31 00:40 to 8/29 23:40 at the Oroville Weather 
station OVLW1, developed in spreadsheet oroville-2006-weather.xls. The temperatures 
and humidities used for the mean were typical for the entire 30-day period, and in fact 
the two temperatures on Aug 28 and 29 were also above the 80th percentile highs. 
Temperatures for this period ranged from 49-98 degrees F; RH ranged from 15-55%; the 
mean low 80th percentile temperature was 58 degrees F; the mean high 80th percentile 
temperature was 86 degrees F; the mean low 80th percentile RH was 25% the mean high 
80th percentile RH was 44%; the mean elevation was input as 800 feet. The same mean 
values were used for each day of the period from Aug 15 to Aug 19. 
 
2.25.g. Duff loading grid 
 
Duff loading is an optional input to the FARSITE and Flammap fire behavior modeling 
software. Duff loading data was only used for the post-treatment fire behavior landscape 
model. 
 
The raster theme duff was used as a quantitative measurement of duff loading 
(tons/acre), used for crown post-frontal combustion modeling*. Duff loading was 
calculated in spreadsheet plot-fuel-models-table16.xls, either by taking values of similar 
plant associations from the FOFEM database or by multiplying the duff depth from stand 
exams times 9 tons/acre per inch of duff depth times the average percent forest 
overstory cover. The duff fuel loads were input into table fuels.shp as integer values in 
tons/ac, rounded up to the nearest unit value, linked to the fuel model, field FM0. The 
duff fuel load data was converted to grid file duff, for use with FARSITE and FLAMMAP. 
Values for duff loading are given in Table 4.b. 
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Table 4.b. Values for duff loading in the SWA, based on fuel model. 
Fuel 

Model  Description 
Pre-treat Duff 

(tons/ac) 

FM1 Grass 0.00

FM2 Grass/Brush 0.00

CM21 Open-Medium Timber/Rocky 1.00

CM24 Shrub Upland (Savanna) 0.00

CM34 Marsh/Swamp 9.00

CM41 Swamp (use CM34) NA

CM45 Deciduous 10.00

FM5 Green Brush/Litter 5.00

CM48 Grass/Brush/Forest Burned 0.00

CM49 Grass/Brush/Forest Thinned 9.00

CM50 Grass/Brush/Forest Untreated 9.00

FM8 PSME/Litter 10.00

FM9 PIPO/Litter 6.75

CM18 PSME/Litter 10.00

CM19 PIPO/Litter 6.75

FM10 Mature Timber/Deadfall 10.00

CM15 OverMature Forest/Understory 10.00

FM98 Water 0.00

FM99 Bare 0.00

 
2.25.h. Coarse woody debris fuel loading theme 
 
Coarse woody fuel loading is an optional input to the FARSITE fire behavior modeling 
software, which was only used for calculations of the index of post-treatment mortality, 
P(m), in a set of calculations separate from the FARSITE and Flammap3 software. 
 
Coarse woody debris (CWD) is a quantitative measurement of the fuel load of coarse 
surface fuels >3” in diameter (tons/acre). It is modeled spatially in an integer grid theme 
named coarse, with values of 0-100 that point to a separate Coarse Woody Profile text 
file, sinla-coarse.cwd. Coarse woody debris is used for crown fire modeling and post-
frontal combustion. 
 
CWD loading was calculated in spreadsheet plot-fuel-models-table16.xls from the field 
plots, or by taking values of similar plant associations from the literature or from the 
FOFEM database. The CWD loads for the fire behavior model are shown in table 4.c. 
 
Coarse woody and duff loading are implemented in the post-frontal combustion module 
of FARSITE, but are not implemented in Flammap.  
 
Table 4.c. Coarse woody debris loads for the SWA (tons/ac), for sound wood only, based on fuel 
model, for two diameter classes, 6.25 in and 15.8 in. 

Fuel 
Model  Fuel Model Description 

CWD sound
6.25 in dia

CWD sound 15.8 
dia

FM1 Grass  0.00  0.00

FM2 Grass/Brush  0.00  0.00

CM21 Open-Medium Timber/Rocky 2.50 2.30
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CM24 Shrub Upland (Savanna)  0.00  0.00

FM3 Tall Grass  0.00  0.00

CM34 Marsh/Swamp 2.70 0.00

CM45 Deciduous 2.90 0.90

FM5 Green Brush/Litter 4.50 2.70

CM48 Grass/Brush/Forest Burned 2.25 1.35

CM49 Grass/Brush/Forest Thinned 6.75 2.70

CM50 Grass/Brush/Forest Untreated 4.50 2.70

FM8 PSME/Litter 3.60 2.70

FM9 PIPO/Litter 0.20 0.20

CM18 PSME/Litter 3.60 2.70

CM19 PIPO/Litter 0.20 0.20

FM10 Mature Timber/Deadfall 2.50 7.50

FM11 Med Timber/Light Slash 5.30 8.20

CM15 OverMature Forest/Understory 4.50 4.50

 
2.26. Fire behavior modeling parameter refinements 
 
This section describes fire behavior model parameters developed prior to the release of 
the draft version of this document. Following the review of the draft, further refinements 
to the fire behavior model were developed and detailed in Section 3.19. 
 
FARSITE was used to set up and test fire behavior inputs and outputs. Flammap 3.01 
was used to determine modeled fire behavior outputs for the entire SWA landscape. Files 
used in the fire behavior model are described in Appendix A. 
 
Variable inputs were used to model wind speed, diurnal temperatures, diurnal 
humidities, and initial moistures. The Oroville wind data used to develop post-treatment 
weather scenarios is shown in Figure Analysis-22. These inputs were initially used for two 
simulations, one representing normal mild spring controlled burning conditions for early 
May, and one representing 80th percentile wind, temperature, humidity, and initial fuel 
moisture conditions for mid-August. A third simulation was developed later having 
constant 17 mph wind speeds for use with fixed initial fuel moisture conditions. Weather 
conditions were developed in spreadsheet oroville-2006-weather.xls from data for the 
Oroville Weather station OVLW1, downloaded from the National Weather website, RAWS 
summaries for Washington weather. Both simulations used foliar moisture contents of 
80% and both used fuel conditioning based on the wind and weather files.  
 
Input conditions for open wind speeds were adjusted using information from the National 
Weather Service wind speed fuel adjustment page 
(http://www.wrh.noaa.gov/mtr/fuel_wind_calc.php). Wind speed adjustments were made 
to compensate for the significant effect of overstory canopy on reducing wind speed, that 
are best done externally to the FARSITE module. Sophisticated wind modeling programs 
are beyond the range of most researchers. To simplify comparison of fire behavior 
models, the pre-treatment flame lengths were determined with wind speeds of zero. 
Therefore the modeled post-treatment fire behavior should be used with caution in 
stands with overstory canopies. 
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The input conditions of fuels used for the fire behavior model were adjusted to match fire 
behavior predicted by Behave (Table 4.d). 
 
Table 4.d. Effects of changing fuel characteristics on Behave outputs for rate-of-spread (ROS) and 
heat /unit area. SAV is the surface area:volume ratio 
Changed input parameter ROS heat/unit 
double dead fuels and fuel bed depth 200% 200% 
change 1-hr fuel moisture from 6% to 4% 120% 112% 
add 0.5 tons/ac live herb at 60% moisture 85% 114% 
add 0.5 tons/ac live herb at 60% moisture with SAV Herb increased from 1500 to 1800 
ft/cu ft 

82% 113% 

add 0.5 tons/ac live herb at 90% moisture 78% 113% 
add 2.0 tons/ac live shrub at 90% moisture 40% 113% 
change moisture of extinction from 25% to 15% 89% 89% 

 
Table 4.d demonstrates that the fire behavior outputs of Behave are very sensitive to 1-hr 
fuel moisture, but not very sensitive to changes in the surface area:volume ratio.  
 
 
Table 4.d. also shows that increases in live fuel loads have a mixed effect on fire 
behavior, with the rate-of spread strongly negatively correlated, and the heat/unit area 
moderately positively correlated. Behave 2.0 was unable to account for variable 
understory fuel moisture until Scott and Burgan (2005) published a set of dynamic fuel 
models. Under the standard Anderson fuel models, the herbaceous and woody fuel 
moisture content could not be varied. 
 
The predicted effect of understory herbs and shrubs on flame lengths was analyzed using 
a stand modeled using Scott/Burgan fuel model TU1 with a dense overstory and an open 
wind speed of 15 mph and a wind reduction factor of 0.2. 
 
Based on the outputs from Behave and Nexus2, custom fuel model parameters were 
adjusted to so that Flammap would correctly account for the actual stand conditions 
present in the SWA. Flammap runs resulted in lower flame lengths in conifer stands than 
those predicted by standard fuel models 8 and 9 for the reasons given above, i.e., SWA 
stands in these fuel models had significant overstory wind reduction and more 
understory herbs and shrubs, even when these numbers were not high enough to warrant 
changing to a standard fuel model 5 (shrub).  
 
The crown potential of the fuel models developed for this project also tended to predict 
less crown fire than external models, such as the one from Utah State or the Okanogan 
National Forest, partly because the SWA actually has higher crown base heights than 
those models assume. 
 
The input fuel characteristics and conditions were adjusted for the post-treatment fuel 
model runs as follows: 
 
• The Flammap model was tested with and without fuel moisture conditioning based on 

wind and weather. 
• Fuel models 8 and 9 were changed to custom fuel models 18 and 19, to allow varying 

inputs. 
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• The moisture of extinction was set to 20% for the custom fuel models based on 
standard fuel models 2, 5, 8 and 9. (Based on recommendations by Rick Lind, the 
extinction moisture was lowered to 15% for the fuel models based on fuel model 2, 
used in subsequent runs of the pre-treatment model; see Section 3.19 and Table 
18.b). 

• For custom fuel models, surface area:volume ratios for dead, live herb and live shrub 
were set to 2500, 1500 and 1500 ft/cu ft, respectively. Although a higher value for 
the non-grassy herbs would have been a better fit, this value was used to be 
consistent with standard fuel models 5, 8, and 9. Following review of the draft report, 
some of stands classified as fuel model 8 or 9 with < 25% conifer overstory were 
changed to grass/shrub custom fuel models related to standard fuel model 2. These 
fuel models CM24, CM28, and CM29, were given SAV rations of 3000, 1500, and 
1500 (see table 18.b and Section 3.19). 

• Initial fuel moistures for 1-hr dead fuels for open fuel types 1, 2, 21, and 24 were set 
to 4% for both May and August. This was changed for the pre-treatment fire behavior 
models following review recommendations for the draft SWA report (see section 
3.19). 

• Initial fuel moistures for 1-hr dead fuels for wet fuel types 34 and 41 were set to 12% 
for May and 7% for August. This was changed for the pre-treatment fire behavior 
models following review recommendations for the draft SWA report (see section 
3.19). 

• Initial fuel moistures for 1-hr dead fuels for deciduous fuel type 45 was set to 9% for 
May and 7% for August. This was changed for the pre-treatment fire behavior models 
following review recommendations for the draft SWA report (see section 3.19). 

• Initial fuel moistures for all the remaing fuel types 3 through 19 was set to 9% for 
May and 7% for August. This was changed for the pre-treatment fire behavior models 
following review recommendations for the draft SWA report (see section 3.19). 

• Live moisture content for herbs was set to 60%. 
• Live shrub moisture content was set to 90%. 
• Wind speed for the 80th percentile August conditions was raised from 15 mph to 

17mph, and held constant through the burn, in order to simulate gusting. Wind was 
set to 0 for the pre-treatment fire behavior models following review recommendations 
for the draft SWA report (see section 3.19). 

 
Flammap used most of the same data inputs as that of the FARSITE model, including 
initial fuel moisture, custom fuel models, weather and wind, as well as all of raster inputs 
in the landscape file. However, Flammap version 3 does not enable post-frontal 
combustion, or spotting behavior and neither model calculates mortality directly.  
 
Three sets of burning conditions were modeled for the post-treatment landscape, based 
on the optimized Oroville RAWS weather data. A May simulation was used to model mild 
controlled spring burning conditions with 5 mph winds from the north; an August 
simulation was used to model summer weather with 17 mph winds from the north; a 
third simulation use the same August input variables, but with fuel moisture conditioning 
turned off. 
 
Output data included crown fire activity, measured as follows: non burning = 0; surface 
fire = 1 passive fire (torching) =2; active crown fire (running crown fire) = 3. In 
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Flammap3, the Scott/Reinhardt (2001) crown potential was used. The Finney crown 
potential was used for the pre-treatment fire behavior models used after the review of the 
draft SWA report (see section 3.19). For those runs, the Finney model produced slightly 
higher amounts of crown fire in the Standardized fuel data set. 
 
Flame lengths were determined using Flammap, measured in decimal feet. Management 
considerations for flame lengths were based on a rating system used in the A to A EA 
(Chelan RD, 2003), as follows: 
• flame lengths 0-4 feet: fires can be managed manually using direct attack and hand 

lines. 
• flame lengths 4-8 feet: fires present substantial resistance to control; hand lines are 

unreliable; direct attack must be supplemented with equipment and/or air support. 
• flame lengths 8 - 11 feet: fires present extreme resistance to control; but can 

sometimes be controlled indirectly. Safety of firefighters in the area is a concern, 
particularly at the head of the fire; behavior includes torching, spotting, and crown 
fire. 

• flame lengths >11 feet: fires are extremely difficult to control or ineffective; crown 
fire, spotting and major runs are common; safety of firefighters in the area is of 
critical concern. 

 
2.27. Fire mortality modeling 
 
Calculations of post-fire tree mortality were made to determine which stands were at risk 
of losing more than 80% of dominant trees during 80th percentile wildfire conditions. 
This objective was not the same as the SWA objective to retain legacy trees, but it was 
used as a quantifiable means of prioritizing stands. 
 
Mortality was calculated using the outputs of the Behave scorch module for fuel model 9 
having 3.48 tons/ac dead fine fuel loads (FWD), for a stand of 60-foot tall, ponderosa 
pine, with at least 10 TPA of 19 in trees, having 75% canopy cover, and 90% crown 
ratios. Weather data was based on graphical measurements of the 2006 Oroville RAWS 
data for July and August. An 80th percentile weather scenario was developed using 17 
mph winds, 85 degrees F temperature, and humidities in the teens) for a stand on flat 
ground. Fuel loads and initial fuel moistures were taken from spreadsheet plot-fuel-
models-table16.xls, so that scorch mortality could be determined for the standard fuel 
model. Since the Behave model does not allow varying duff quantities, only standard fuel 
models were used for determining tree mortality. 
 
Behave determinations of mortality were based on stem scorch calculations (Ryan and 
Reinhardt, 1988). The equations model bark thickness as given in Weatherby, citing 
Keane et al. (1989) and Monserud (1979).  
 
For ponderosa pine, Bark thickness, in inches, B = 0.070 times DBH (Keane et al. 1989). 
For Douglas-fir, B = 0.065 times DBH (Monserud 1979). 
 
For modeling 80% survivorship of the legacy cohort in the SWA, legacy trees were 
modeled in hypothetical stands as if there were 10 total ponderosa pine trees, divided as 
follows: 5 trees 17 in dbh, with B = 1.2 in; 3 trees 21.9 in dbh, with B = 1.53 in; 2 trees 
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26.6 in dbh, with B=1.86 in. The mean value of bark thickness, B, in this stand that 
would be the threshold for protection of fire mortality would be 1.3 in. bark thickness on 
a 19 in dbh tree. 
 
Mortality calculations for the post-treatment SWA landscape were based on an index of 
mortality relative to a hypothetical stand in fuel model 9, using Flammap outputs of 
heat/unit area and flame lengths as a measure of expected stem and needle scorch. The 
Flammap values for heat/unit area and flame length were used instead of those 
produced by Behave so that stand parameters could be varied with topography and so 
that fuel moisture conditioning could be enabled. The calculation of mortality was then 
made relative to the index stand by normalizing the Flammap outputs to that of the index 
stand. 
 
Heat/unit area of each stand was corrected for canopy deadfall contributions to coarse 
woody debris and duff, using the equation below to determine the loading of sound wood 
and duff in field WDadj of shapefile fuels.shp, which was later joined to shapefile 
effects.shp: 
 
WDadj = (WD) * (% canopy / 75% canopy of the index PIPO stand in fuel model 9) 
where WD= load of duff + sound CWD. 
 
The heat/unit area was then re-calculated to include the additional heat that would be 
produced in each stand by the loading of coarse wood and duff. The calculations were 
put into field heat2 of shapefile effects.shp as follows: 
 
heat3  = h + h* WDadj/3.48 tons per acre FWD = [heat] + ([heat] * [Wd_adj] / 3.48) 
where h = the heat/unit area calculated by Flammap in field heat. 
 
Since standard fuel 9 does not include duff or CWD loads, these fuel loads were set to 0, 
and only FWD loads were used for fuel loading. The mortality index relative to fuel model 
9 was calculated in field mort of shapefile effects.shp by normalizing the adjusted 
heat/unit area in field heat2 to fuel model 9, and normalizing the flame length to fuel 
model 9, then adding both values together and dividing the result by 2 to get a 
composite index that accounts equally for both heat/unit area and flame length. Both of 
these measures correlate positively with mortality, with a value of 1.0 representing the 
mortality of the index stand in fuel model 9. The normalization values of the Flammap 
output values for the index stand in fuel model 9 are 106 BTU/sq ft for heat/unit area, 
and 0.6 feet for flame length (the median value from a range of (range of 0.4 to 0.8). 
Thus mortality relative to ponderosa pine P(m), was calculated in field mort of the effects 
shapefiles as: 
 
P(m) = 0.5 * (heat3/106) + (flame length/0.6) = 0.5 * (([heat3] /106) + ([flenaug] / 
0.6)) 
 
2.28. Modeling treatment effects on fire behavior 
 
The effect of treatments on fire behavior was determined for all SWA stands. Input data 
for modeling silvicultural outputs was contained in three shapefiles, tpa-burn.shp, tpa-
thin.shp, and tpa-burnthin.shp. Input data for modeling fire behavior was contained in 
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three shapefiles, fbm-inputs-burn.shp, fbm-inputs-thin.shp, and fbm-inputs-burnthin.shp. 
Input data for modeling fire behavior was contained in three shapefiles, effects-burn.shp, 
effects-thin.shp, and effects-burnthin.shp. The fire behavior characteristics of the untreated 
landscape was contained in shapefile effects.shp, and then transferred to shapefile 
effects-summary.shp. The calculated post-treatment values for canopy, fuel model, canopy 
base height and crown bulk density were calculated, respectively, in fields fm2, can2, 
base2 and bulk2. 
 
The pre- and post-treatment values were determined from Flammap runs. An additional 
set of pre-treatment fire behavior predictions was made following the review of the draft 
of this document (see Section 3.19).  
 
Flammap outputs were exported as ASCII raster files, and then imported into Arcview, 
and the values imputed into the effects shapefiles for each of the treatments. The 
method of summarizing raster values into shapefile polygons was to use the mean value, 
except for crown fire activity, which used the majority value. The fire behavior 
characteristics determined by Flammap were August ROS, August heat/unit area, August 
FLI, May flame lengths, August crown potential, and August flame lengths. The latter two 
variables were determined with fixed initial fuel moistures, instead of fuel moisture 
conditioning based on wind and temperatures. Data values for the fire behavior outputs 
were contained, respectively, in fields ros, heat, fli, flenmay, crmx, and flmx. The pre-
treatment fire behavior characteristics for the same variables were contained in shapefile 
effects.shp, in fields ros0, heat0, fli0, flen0may, crmx0, and flmx0, respectively. In addition, 
the fire behavior of the untreated landscape was determined with fuel moisture 
conditioning enabled for August crown potential and August flame lengths, in fields crn 
and flen0aug, respectively. 
 
The effect of treatments on fire behavior was determined by subtracting the post-
treatment fire behavior characteristics from the pre-treatment characteristics, for key fire 
behavior characteristics, as follows: 
• difference in rate-of-spread for August (with fuel moisture conditioning), ros2 = ros0 - 

ros 
• difference in heat/unit area for August (with fuel moisture conditioning), heat2 = 

heat0 - heat 
• difference in fireline intensity for August (with fuel moisture conditioning), fli2 - fli0 - 

fli 
• difference in flame lengths for August (with fixed fuel moistures), flena2 = flmx0 - 

flmx 
• difference in crown potential for August (with fixed fuel moistures), crn2 = crmx0 - 

crmx 
 
The calculated post-treatment value of canopy was calculated first, in order to use it as 
an input variable for determination of the post-treatment fuel model.  
 
Post-treatment fire behavior models represent stand conditions approximately 5 years 
post-treatment, to allow for a period of shrub and herb establishment to be incorporated 
in the post-treatment model. The changed fuel models resulting from each of these 
treatments are given in Table 4.e. For post-treatment stands, the Prep & Burn treatment 
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would only be used for the riparian conifer type, where it would replace stem thinning. 
These values were calculated in the effects shapefiles, using queries to select the 
structural type and post-treatment canopy cover value. 
 
Table 4.e. Pre- and post-treatment fuel model assignments for the SWA structural cover types. 
“Can” is the canopy cover density; FM is the fuel model no. Model numbers 8 and 9 in the table 
below were changed to custom models 18 and 19 in the files. The Prep & Burn treatment was 
only used for the riparian conifer type, where it is used instead of thinning. 
Structural cover type Initial 

Can 
Initial 
FM 

Treated 
Can 

Post-burn 
FM 

Post-thin 
FM 

Post-thin & 
burn FM 

101 Pole Pine  9 <30 1 49 1 
101 Pole Pine  9 >29 48 49 48 
102 Mature & Pole  15 <30 1 49 1 
102 Mature & Pole  15 >29 48 49 48 
103 Mature Conifer Rocky <50 21 <30 21 21 21 
103 Mature Conifer Rocky >49 8 >29 48 49 48 
104 Medium Conifer PIPO  9 <30 1 49 1 
104 Medium Conifer PIPO  9 >29 48 49 48 
105 Medium Conifer PSME  8 <30 1 49 1 
105 Medium Conifer PSME  8 >29 48 49 48 
106 Medium Conifer & Shrub N  8 <30 1 49 1 
106 Medium Conifer & Shrub N  8 >29 48 49 48 
107 Open Mature Conifer PIPO <11% 2 <30% 1 2 1 
107 Open Mature Conifer PIPO >10% 9 >29% 1 9 1 
108 Open Mature Conifer PSME <11% 2 <30% 1 2 1 
108 Open Mature Conifer PSME >10% 8 >29% 1 8 1 
109 Open Conifer Steep North  21  21 21 21 
110 Open Conifer & Regen PIPO <11% 2 <30% 1 2 1 
110 Open Conifer & Regen PIPO >10% 9 >29% 1 9 1 
111 Open Conifer & Regen PSME <11% 2 <30% 1 2 1 
111 Open Conifer & Regen PSME >10% 8 >29% 1 8 1 
112 Open Conifer & Shrub PIPO <11% 2 <30% 1 2 1 
112 Open Conifer & Shrub PIPO >10% 9 >29% 1 9 1 
113 Open Conifer & Shrub PSME <11% 2 <30% 1 2 1 
113 Open Conifer & Shrub PSME >10% 8 >29% 1 8 1 
114 Riparian Conifer  50  8 8 8 
115 Aspen Upland  45  48 49 48 
116 Deciduous Wetland  45  45 45 45 
117 Marsh (and Swamp)  34  3 34 3 
118 Shrub-Steppe  2  1 2 1 
119 Shrub Upland  24  1 24 1 
120 Agriculture  1  1 1 1 
121 Developed  99  99 99 99 
122 Rock & Cliff  99  99 99 99 
123 Water  98  98 98 98 

 
The post-treatment tree mortality calculations used values from the August simulation 
with fuel moisture conditioning enabled. CWD, duff loads and fuel consumption values 
are contained in shapefile fuels.shp, fields dufbu, dufth, dufbo, and CWDbu, CWDth, and 
CWDbo, representing post-burn duff load, post-thin duff load, post thin/burn duff load, 
post-burn CWD, post-thin CWD and post thin/burn CWD, respectively. 
 
CWD and duff loads in fuels.shp were modified by modeled treatments as follows: 
controlled burning reduced both duff and CWD by 50%; thinning (with pile burning, but 
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without broadcast burning) reduced CWD to 2.9 tons/ac, but did not change duff loads; 
combined thinning and burning reduced duff by 50% and CWD to 2.9 tons/ac. Pruning 
and raking (or an equivalent treatment such as carefully controlled burning) in the 
riparian corridor (with pile burning, but without broadcast burning) reduced CWD to 2.9 
tons/ac, but did not change duff loads. 
 
In the same fashion as in pre-treatment stands, the heat/unit area of the August 
simulation with fuel moisture conditioning enabled was adjusted in shapefile fuels.shp for 
each treatment. The additional heat produced by the post-treatment CWD and duff loads 
was stored in fields wdbu, wdth, wdbo, for post-burn, post-thin/pile and post thin/burn 
woody loads and treatments, respectively. The post-treatment canopy cover percentages 
used in these calculations were stored in fields can2bu, can2th, and can2bo. 
 
The values for the re-calculated loads of CWD + duff were joined to shapefiles effects-
burn.shp, effects-thin.shp and effects-thinburn.shp for post-burn, post-thin/pile and post 
thin/burn woody loads and treatments, respectively. The heat/unit area was contained in 
fields h3bu, h3th, and h3bo (for burn, thin, and burn/thin). It was calculated for each of 
the treatments as it was for untreated stands, e.g., for the burn treatment: 
 
post-treatment heat/unit, field h3bu = ([heat]) + ([heat] * [wdbu] / 3.48) 
 
This value was then used to calculate the index of mortality P(m) relative to dry 
ponderosa pine fuel model 9 during an August 80th percentile simulation with fuel 
moisture conditioning enabled, in fields pmbu, pmth, and pmbo, of each of the shapefiles, 
respectively, .e.g, for the burn treatment: 
 
post-treatment P(m), field pmbu = 0.5 * (([h3bu] /106) + ([flenaug] / 0.6)) 
 
The effects relative to untreated controls were determined for the treatments of 
controlled burn, thin/pile burn and thin/pile burn/controlled burn, using the model 
developed from the Flammap outputs in shapefiles effects.shp, effects-burn.shp effects-
thin.shp, and effects-burnthin.shp, respectively. The difference between untreated and 
treated landscapes was analyzed in shapefile effects-summary.shp. 
 
Treatment effects on fire behavior were attributed in shapefile effects-summary.shp. 
Effects were rated for each treatment by scoring the rating after a code for each 
treatment. Treatments were coded “bu” for burn only, “th” for thin only, and “tb” for a 
combined thin+burn. The ratings differ for each fire behavior effect as described below. 
 
The treatment effects in shapefile effects-summary.shp were copied to shapefile effects-
swa-conif.shp, and edited so as to include only contain conifer stands on lands 
administered by the SWA. The acreage of the various treatment effects was analyzed in 
spreadsheet treat-effects.xls. An additional 34 sliver stands totaling 2.5 acres were 
eliminated from the shapefile and the calculations, because they were all smaller than 
the grid cell resolution. This left 5,816 acres of conifer stands analyzed for treatment 
effects. Effects were rated in shapefile treat-effects.shp for important fire behavior effects 
and used to calculate acreages of for different fire effects thresholds and to display the 
effects in maps, as described below. 
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Treatment effects on crown fire activity were coded in field xca of shapefile effects-
summary.shp, using these codes: 
• 11 = Treatments had no effect; crown fire activity remained a surface fire ( [Crmx] = 

1) and ([Crmx0] = 1 ) 
• 20 = Treatments had no effect; crown fire activity remained passive ( [Crmx] = 2) and 

([Crmx0] = 2 ) 
• 21 = Treatments improved crown fire activity from active to passive or passive to 

surface ( [Crmx] < [Crmx0] ) 
• 22 = Treatments worsened crown fire activity from passive to active or from surface 

to passive ( [Crmx] > [Crmx0] ) 
 
Treatment effects on rate-of-spread were coded in field xros of of shapefile effects-
summary.shp, using these codes: 
• 10 = Treatment had little effect; ROS did not change more than 15 ft/min ( [ros2] <= 

15) and ([ros2] >= -15 ) 
• 21 = Treatment improved ROS by > 15 ft/min ( [ros2] > 15 ) 
• 31 = Treatment worsened ROS by 16-75 ft/min ( [ros2] < -15) and ([ros2] >= -75 ) 
• 32 = Treatment worsened ROS by >75 ft/min ( [ros2] < -75 ) 
 
Treatment effects on flame lengths were coded in field xflen of shapefile effects-
summary.shp. Treatments could potentially decrease crown potential by raising crown 
base height, lowering crown bulk density, or lowering surface fuel loads; conversely, 
treatments could result in increased surface fuel loads or increased fine fuels due to 
understory release and increased wind speeds. These stands have the potential for 
longer flame lengths, unless the canopy is also modified. The silvicultural prescription 
needs to account for the potential to have an increased level of surface fuels during 
thinning. Prescriptions need to be designed so that canopy bulk density and canopy base 
height (ladder fuels) are modified enough to account for an increase in fine fuels over 
time. The following codes were used for changes in crown potential. 
• 10 = Treatments had little effect; flame lengths remained < 4 ft ( [Flmx0] <= 4.0) and 

([Flmx] <= 4.0 ) 
• 12 = Treatments improved or did not change flame lengths, at > 4 ft ( [flmx] > 4.0) 

and ([flmx0] >= [flmx] ) 
• 13 = Treatments improved or did not change flame lengths, at > 8 ft ( [flmx] > 4.0) 

and ([flmx0] >= [flmx] ) 
• 21 = Treatment improved flame lengths from > 4 ft to < 4 ft ( [Flmx0] > 4.0) and 

([Flmx] <= 4.0 ) 
• 31 = Treatment worsened flame lengths from < 4 ft to > 4 ft ( [Flmx0] <= 4.0) and 

([Flmx] > 4.0 ) 
• 32 = Treatment worsened flame lengths from < 8 ft to > 8 ft ( [Flmx0] <= 8.0) and 

([Flmx] > 8.0 ) 
• 33 = Treatments before and after were both > 8 ft ( [Flmx0] <= 8.0) and ([Flmx] > 

8.0 ) 
 
Treatment effects on mortality index relative to dry pine, P(m), were coded in field xpm of 
shapefile effects-summary.shp, using these codes, illustrated for the burning effects: 
• 10 = Treatments had little effect, but Pm was low, both before and after treatment 
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P(m) < 1 ( [Pmbu] <= 1.0) and ([Mort] <= 1.0 ) 
• 21 = Treatments improved P(m) from > 1 to < 1 ( [Pmbu] <= 1.0) and ([Mort] > 1.0 ) 
• 22 = Treatments improved P(m), but not < 1 ( [Pmbu] <= [Mort]) and ([Pmbu] > 1.0 

) 
• 31 = Treatment worsened P(m) from < 1 to > 1 ( [Pmbu] > [Mort]) and ([Pmbu] > 

1.0 ) 
 

3.0. Results and Discussion 
 
3.1. Cover types within the SWA 
 
The quantitative and qualitative determination of cover types within the SWA was an 
important objective of this project. Cover types are shown in Figure Analysis-2 (for the 9 
non-forested cover types) and Figure Analysis-3 (for forested cover types). The cover type 
attribute table was hold representative values for the ecological variables such as cover 
type, potential vegetation (PVT), aspect, slope, canopy density, and TPA. The cover type 
classification was refined in phase 2 by editing the data and the mapped shapes of 
polygon shapefiles, based on information gathered during field visits, as modified by 
calculations using the ecological parameters determined for each stand. 
 
Table 5. The areas contained in each cover type were determined within the SWA based on SWA 
administrative boundary shapefile wdfw-edit3.shp, as summarized in the following table. 

Cover Type Acres % of SWA 

1 Marsh Wetland 471 3.3%

5 Shrub-steppe 5386 37.5%

6 Agriculture 289 2.0%

9 Shrub Upland 263 1.8%

97 Developed 21 0.1%

98 Water 368 2.6%

99 Rock & Cliff 640 4.5%

101 Deciduous Wet Forest 419 2.9%

102 Aspen Upland 566 3.9%

109 Riparian Conifer Zone 268 1.9%

110 10-29% Conifer 2348 16.3%

130 30-59% Conifer 1478 10.2%

160 60-100% Conifer 1855 12.9%

TOTAL 14,370 99.9%

 
The SWA boundary was obtained in several different maps at different accuracy levels, 
each with different total acreages (see notes in Phase 1 of the project). It was beyond the 
scope of this project to verify the correct set of SWA boundary points, however the 
percentages of cover types will be approximately the same, regardless of the map data 
source. 
 
The following cover type classification key to the cover types was used in both the GIS 
and the field exams: 
 
Initial Key to the Cover types used in the SWA Fuels Analysis 
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0 - Background. This represents no data. It was only used during digital editing as a place holder for uncoded stands; 

after editing there were no 0-value polygons overlapping the SWA boundary. 
1a. Water > 50%. 

98 - Water. This is open water, ponds and lakes. Some seasonal lakes may not be included, as well as small ponds. 
1b. Water < 50% … 2. 

2a. Rock and cliff > 50%. 
99 - Rock & Cliff. Rocks and cliffs were digitized with the ASTER imagery. 

2b. Rock and cliff < 50% … 3. 
3a. Developed > 1%. 

97 - Developed. These are areas with yards, pavement, or buildings. 
3b. Developed < 1% …4. 

4a. Agriculture > 50%. 
6 - Agriculture.  Agriculture includes fields, fallow fields orchards, and stand conversions with less 

than 10% conifer overstory. 
4b. Agriculture < 50% …5. 
5a. Aquatic species > 50% OR area within 105.6 ft (0.02 mi) of a perennial stream. 

6a. Deciduous or wetland vegetation > 50% and slope < 4%. 
7a. Tree species < 50%; shrubs or herbs dominant 

1 - Marshes & Swamps. This type includes both swamps (shrubby wetlands) and marshes 
(herbaceous dominated wetlands), with slopes less than 4%. This layer was created by 
buffering perennial streams to 0.02 mi (105.6 ft), and then intersecting with the 
National Wetlands Inventory layer. Polygons were edited and combined manually into 
larger areas, or reduced to smaller ones, where riparian vegetation appeared visible 
beyond the buffer limit. Some of the streams appear to be partially intermittent, and 
some upland areas are also wet. Areas with overlaid slope > 4% were keyed under Class 
109, Riparian Conifer Zone. 

7b. Tree species > 50%.  
101 - Deciduous wetland forested bottomlands. This type includes tall shrub wetlands and 

swamps, aspen wetlands; cottonwood wetlands; Scouler willow or naturalized European 
white or golden willow wetlands. 

6b. Slope > 4%, vegetation deciduous or coniferous. 
109 - Riparian Zone (areas within 105.6 ft from either side of a perennial stream, or further 

where the riparian zone extends beyond this distance; usually coniferous, sometimes with 
deciduous patches). The riparian conifer zone was not manually digitized. Instead it was 
modeled by segregating slopes > 4% out of all other wetland and riparian layers. The 
modeled riparian buffers were corrected within the SWA to exclude non riparian coniferous 
patches. Outside the SWA, the riparian conifer zone was created by extracting cells out the 
NCGBE grzveg1 Riparian Conifer Zone, types 13, 14, and 15. In the grizzly bear analysis, 
these cells were originally contained within a 114m wide buffer, however the riparian buffer 
width was changed to 0.02 mi (105.6 ft on each side, or 211.2 feet total width) for this 
project. The riparian zones were manually extended further where the vegetation could be 
seen or orthophoto overlays to extend outside of the original buffer.  

5b. Aquatic species < 50% AND distance > 105.6 ft (0.02 mi) from a perennial stream …8. 
8a. Conifer < 20% … 9. 

9a. Big sagebrush + bitterbrush + bunchgrasses + balsamroot > 40%; conifer generally < 10%, 
occasionally higher in localized patches of invading forest. 
5 - Shrub-steppe (conifer 0%, 1-9% or 10-19%).  

Shrub-steppe includes both typical examples such as sagebrush or bitterbrush 
dominated steppe, as well as natural grasslands, and other canopy openings, and 
recently burned areas with a significant herbaceous component. The canopy cover is 
specified as 0%, 1-10% or 11-20%. This lead can be further segregated in the field into 
any of the following dominant species and/or subdominant understory: mountain 
sagebrush, big sagebrush, three-tip sagebrush, bitterbrush, bluebunch wheatgrass, 
needlegrasses, balsamroot.  

9b. Big sagebrush + bitterbrush + bunchgrasses + balsamroot < 40% …9. 
9a. Aspen > 30%. 

102 - Aspen Upland. Aspen uplands were originally digitized from orthophotos, but 
additional stands were added with the use of ASTER imagery. There are 
misclassified areas where shrubs have been released following disturbance or 
irrigation. 

9b. Aspen < 30% … 10. 
10a. Broad-leaved woody species + conifer < 10’ tall > 50% of total vegetation. 

11.a. Conifer cover > broad leaved 
8 - Regenerating conifer.  

11.b. Broad leaved cover > conifer 
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9 - Shrub Upland. This includes areas in which the predominant vegetation 
cover is shrubby and there is a dense understory of herbaceous plants 
covering the ground. Aspen is <30% and overstory conifers are <20%. 
This type includes recently burned or logged areas which have not yet 
recovered > 20% coniferous canopy. This type is often found at the 
margins of wetlands or aspen stands. These stands were determined 
using the ASTER imagery within the SWA. Outside the SWA this type was 
determined by combining class 3, Deciduous, from the grid usu_ct and 
class 11, Shrub upland, from the grid grzveg1. This type is 
underrepresented by the grzveg1 classification, although the 
classification is reasonable accurate. The usu_ct classification has fewer 
errors of omission, but more errors of commission, i.e., it includes some 
aspen stands as well. The misclassified shrub uplands derived from the 
Utah data are used without correction, inclusive of misclassified aspen 
stands. 

10b. Other (montane mix, grassland, fallow, bare, etc). 
10 - Montane Canopy Openings (conifer 0-9% or conifer 11-19%).  

These cover types were modeled using patch pattern analysis, but only for the 
area covered by SWA stands. It primarily represents pinegrass (Calamagrostis 
rubescens) openings, but also includes small patches of shrub-steppe, shrubby 
openings, regenerating conifer and mountain sagebrush. 

8b. Upland Conifer > 20%.  
Upland Coniferous Forest. The upland coniferous overstory canopy was classified several ways. 

For procedures used to calculate TPA, see the subkey to Upland Coniferous Forests, in the 
results section under the heading “Sub-categories of conifer stands developed for TPA 
calculations”. For completing the key to the upland conifers, see the subkey under “Key to 
upland conifer types”, in the results section under the heading “Stand treatment categories”. 

 
3.2. Cover type comparison using map coincidence 
 
Qualitative determination of cover type for the SWA was developed using a new 
procedure first developed at Pacific Biodiversity Institute in Winthrop, Washington, 
termed “coincidence mapping”. See Appendix D for a description of coincidence 
mapping and Figs. App-A1 through App-A6 for images of the input files used in the map 
coincidence procedures. The map coincidence procedure was presented at the Northwest 
Scientific Association meeting in Ellensburg in 2004. 
 
Coincidence mapping was used to optimize the cover type classification for the SWA in 
the grid file, ctswa30i, which is required for the fire modeling programs Behave, FARSITE 
and Flammap.  
 
3.3. Canopy cover determination using patch-pattern recognition 
 
Canopy cover was determined using a new method developed for this project, “patch-
pattern recognition” (see Appendix C). This method was presented at the Northwest 
Scientific Association meeting in Ellensburg in 2004. 
 
The canopy cover values from the patch-pattern analysis were used to reclassify the 
values of grid ctswa30i for coniferous forest stands into 3 intervals of 10-29% conifer 
cover, 30-59% cover, and >59% cover. These cell values were then averaged within the 
stand polygons by imputing the cover type polygons in file Cov_typ.shp with the values 
from the overlapping grid cells. The canopy cover determination is depicted in Figure 
Analysis-3, with classification intervals of 10-29% conifer cover, 30-59% conifer cover, 
and >59% conifer cover.  
 
The patch-pattern canopy determination also generated a 1m grid file treeopen, 
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depicting individual trees and clumps of trees in solid colors, and non-tree cells in 
transparent colors (Figire Analysis-4). This map gives the appearance of a transparent 
orthophoto because most of the cells are transparent, non-forested. The grid treeopen 
was retained and used as a visualization tool for displaying trees and stands in 
subsequent Arcview analyses, and as an aid in improving the sub-categorization of 
conifer stands by structure. 
 
Table 6. The grid treeopen combined data on the patch types with values from and grid open_typ 
for canopy opening types as follows: 

Tree class from treeopen Opening type from open_typ 
101 (even, medium patches) 0 (near-treeless areas) 
101 (even, medium patches) 3 (canopy openings in even, thin patch matrix) 
101 (even, medium patches) 4 (canopy openings in dense matrix) 
102 (even, thin patches) 0 (near-treeless areas) 
102 (even, thin patches) 3 (canopy openings in even, thin patch matrix) 
102 (even, thin patches) 4 (canopy openings in dense matrix) 
103 (dense shadow patches) 0 (near-treeless areas) 
103 (dense shadow patches) 3 (canopy openings in even, thin patch matrix) 
103 (dense shadow patches) 4 (canopy openings in dense matrix) 
104 (dense tree patches) 0 (near-treeless areas) 
104 (dense tree patches) 3 (canopy openings in even, thin patch matrix) 
104 (dense tree patches) 4 (canopy openings in dense matrix) 

 
When compared to other data sources of canopy cover, the patch-pattern method of 
canopy determination was judged superior to all other available sources of canopy cover 
data covering the SWA, both in the degree of detail (category intervals were 1%), as well 
as in the accuracy.  
 
The determination of canopy cover was performed on 9 USGS quads that surround the 
SWA. Outside the SWA boundary the same patch-pattern recognition was used, but with 
less rigor, to produce estimates of canopy cover judged to be within approximately 10% 
of the actual canopy cover (see step 11 of Appendix D).  
 
The patch-pattern grid treeopen provides a useful visualization tool for displaying tree 
cover as a “transparent” overlay onto other GIS themes. The use of patch-pattern 
recognition has high potential for the accurate determination of canopy cover. A needed 
refinement of GIS algorithms that would improve the process of patch-pattern 
recognition are routines for sorting and counting regions of cells. The procedure requires 
a cross-tabulation of the counts of numbers of cells in contiguous regions (also called 
“segmentation”, or “zonal focus” operations). Arcview allows only a limited number of 
records to be treated when performing this relatively simple algorithm, which is a 
common feature in most databases and spreadsheets. 
 
The canopy cover estimates for adjacent areas outside the SWA were less accurate, 
judged to but Although the accuracy of canopy cover is estimated by be lower outside the 
SWA, this should have no effect on the cover type determination within the SWA, but will 
generate discontinuous patterns in the fire behavior modules when crossing over areas 
with different cell resolutions. 
 
The broad range of canopy cover contained in the 3 conifer cover categories was judged 
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to be practical for use in this project. The areas where a broad classification is likely to 
be problematic are those that have canopies near the boundaries of the categories. For 
this reason, all areas with planned treatments will need to be evaluated on the ground 
prior to implementation. 
 
3.4. Stem density calculations 
 
Stem densities were initially determined by correlating stands with plots. Stem densities 
were later modified by applying a correction factor to the TPA values for pole stands, and 
again to sub-categories of stands that accounted for stem density variation by slope, 
aspect and PVT. Stem densities were further modified by reclassifying some stands, or 
by recalculating the TPA for some dbh classes.  
 
The variability of stem densities for the original unmodified TPA values was evaluated in 
Arcview and used to improve the accuracy of the stem densities. The assessment 
revealed a high degree of variability that led to the need for developing sub-categories of 
conifer stands. The variability is summarized in a general sense as follows: 
 
In open canopies (0-29% cover), stands in the ponderosa pine zone had about twice as 
many stems in the 0"-5" dbh category and about 1.5 times as many in the 12"-24" dbh 
category, as stands in the Douglas fir zone. 
 
In medium density canopies (30%-59 cover), stands in the ponderosa pine zone had 
about half as many stems in the 12"-24" dbh and >24" dbh categories as stands in the 
Douglas fir zone. 
 
In dense canopies (>60% cover), stands in the ponderosa pine zone had about twice as 
many stems in the 0"-5" dbh category, but only about one-quarter as many in the 12"-24" 
dbh category, as stands in the Douglas fir zone. 
 
Stands with moderate canopies (30%-59%), on steep north slopes, had about twice the 
TPA in the 0"-5" dbh and 5"-12" dbh categories, and only about one-quarter of the TPA in 
the 12"-24" dbh category, as stands with similar canopy cover on other slopes and 
aspects. 
 
Stands with dense canopies (>60%), on steep north slopes, contained approximately five 
times the TPA in the 0"-5" dbh category, about 1.5 times the TPA in the 5"-12" dbh 
category, and about one-third the TPA in the 12"-24" dbh category, as stands with similar 
canopy cover on other slopes and aspects. 
 
Stands at the toe of slopes (representing pole stands) tended to have about twice as 
many stems in the 0"-5" dbh and 5"-12” dbh categories, as comparable stands not at the 
toe of slopes. 
 
Riparian conifer stands tended to have moderate stem densities in the 0"-5" dbh, 5"-12" 
dbh and >24" dbh categories, and high stem densities (relative to the other categories) in 
the 12"-24" dbh category. 
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3.5. Sub-categories of conifer stands and calculation of stem density 
 
The variability of TPA in the initial categories of conifer stands grouped by canopy cover 
was reduced by dividing these stands into sub-categories. The initial grouping by canopy 
density and stream proximity was further divided into sub-categories grouped by PVT, 
steep, north slopes, and/or the presence of suppressed pole stands (modeled in this 
procedure as stands at the toe of slopes).  
 
The new sub-categories of conifers were coded in the field Tpa_typ of Cov_typ.shp. 
Suppressed pole stands were coded with the value “Toe” in field Std_Toe. The canopy 
cover characteristics of the new sub-categories of conifer stands are summarized below 
and displayed in Figure Analysis-6. 
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For original category Cov_typ4_ = 110 (10-29% conifer overstory), new sub-categories 
were: 

• Tpa_typ = “Cov110-DLDP”: 10-29% conifer in Douglas fir-ponderosa pine or 
Douglas fir-western larch zones. 

• Tpa_typ = “Cov110-PP”: 10-29% conifer in the ponderosa pine zone. 
For original category Cov_typ4_ = 130 (30-59% conifer overstory), new sub-categories 
were: 

• Std_Toe = “Toe” & Tpa_typ = “Cov130-DLDP”: suppressed pole stands with 30-
59% conifer in Douglas fir-ponderosa pine or Douglas fir-western larch zones. 

• Tpa_typ = “Cov130-DLDP”: 30-59% % conifer in Douglas fir-ponderosa pine or 
Douglas fir-western larch zones. 

• Std_Toe = “Toe” & Tpa_typ = “Cov130-PP”: suppressed pole stands with 30-59% 
conifer in the ponderosa pine zone. 

• Tpa_typ = “Cov130-PP”: 30-59% conifer in the ponderosa pine zone. 
• Tpa_typ = “N-130”: 30-59% conifer on steep north-facing slopes (>34%). 

For original category Cov_typ4_ = 160 (60-100% conifer overstory), new sub-categories 
were: 

• Std_Toe = “Toe” & Tpa_typ = “Cov160-DLDP”: suppressed pole stands with >60% 
conifer in Douglas fir-ponderosa pine or Douglas fir-western larch zones. 

• Tpa_typ = “Cov160-DLDP”: >60% conifer in Douglas fir-ponderosa pine or Douglas 
fir-western larch zones. 

• Std_Toe = “Toe” & Tpa_typ = “Cov160-PP”: suppressed pole stands with >60% 
conifer in the ponderosa pine zone. 

• Tpa_typ = “Cov160-PP”: >60% conifer in the ponderosa pine zone. 
• Tpa_typ = “N-160”: >60% conifer on steep north-facing slopes (>34%). 

The original category Cov_typ4_ =109: Riparian conifer zone; coded as “RIP” in field 
Cov_Typ4_ of Cov_typ.shp) remained unchanged after this procedure. 

 
Following the creation of sub-categories of conifer stands, the original stem density 
values for SWA stands were imported into spreadsheet TPA.XLS, and this table was used 
in conjunction with GIS inspection and field plot evaluation to develop a multiplication 
factor to increase the TPA values for suppressed stands. The correction factors were then 
imported back into Arcview and joined to shapefile cov_typ.shp using the key field 
Tpa_typ. The original TPA values for each of the dbh categories were then multiplied by 
these factors, and the answers were put into fields Tpacorr0, Tpacorr5, Tpacorr12, and 
Tpacorr24, representing the corrected stem density for each of the dbh classes. 
 
Table 7. Table of values of TPA.XLS imported as TPA.DBF into Arcview and joined to the attribute 
table of Cov_Typ.shp. The stem densities of the re-classified conifer stands were calculated using 
the original TPA figures and multiplication factors shown in the table below, and a set of 
multiplication factors used to modify those stem densities shown on the right. Stem diameter 
categories for TPA0, TPA5, TPA12 and TPA24, are for 0-5 in, 5-12 in, 12-24 in, and >24 in trees, 
respectively. The columns TPF0, TPF5, TPF12 and TPF24 also represent these diameter classes. 
SPF is the factor used for snag densities. 
Tpa_Typ TPA0 TPA5 TPA12 TPA24 SPA (snags/ac) TPF0 TPF5 TPF12 TPF24 SPF 
Cov110-DLDP 17 15 16 1 2 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
Cov110-PP 38 5 25 2 2 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
Cov130-DLDP 60 74 63 2 3 1.3 1.2 1.0 1.0 2.0 
Cov130-PP 60 48 34 1 0 2.5 2.5 0.9 1.0 2.0 
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Cov160-DLDP 43 128 80 5 6 2.0 1.2 0.4 2.0 1.0 
Cov160-PP 110 110 17 0 0 1.8 2.5 0.3 1.0 1.0 
N-160 205 201 32 4 4 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
N-130 150 150 16 2 2 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
Rip 60 60 150 1 1 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 

 
Except for some of the pole stands, values of TPA were not used as a primary criterion 
for developing treatment categories because TPA values were modeled dependent 
variables. Instead, the metrics derived from the patch-pattern analysis were used as an 
independent measure of stand structure. 
 
A categorical display of diagnostic values of TPA for key dbh size categories is shown in 
Figure Analysis-7, along with stands identified as suppressed pole stands. Note that the 
TPA values in this figure were subsequently modified as described in Table 7. Pole 
stands shown in figure Analysis-7 only include those pole stands at slope breaks 
automatically identified in field Std_toe as “Toe”; the additional pole stands are depicted 
in Figure Analysis-8. 
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The calculation of stem density for the different canopy density classes is subject to a 
number of error sources. Sources of error include (1) unreliability of correlating stem 
density from canopy cover estimates, when the canopy actually hides the stems; (2) 
difficulty differentiating between trees and shadows; (3) difficulty in extrapolating TPA 
from pole stands on different slopes; (4) difficulty in visually photo-interpreting tree 
characteristics on steep slopes with a high degree of shadow; (4) difficulty in correcting 
for TPA on a horizontal basis using trigonometric factors for different slopes; (5) inherent 
within-stand variability. 
 
Indeed, the corrected TPA values are also subject to most of the same errors as that of 
the uncorrected TPA estimates, since these are primarily systematic errors.  
 
The effects of treatments determined in this project is dependent on the values of stem 
densities calculated for the stands. Given unlimited resources, a more accurate model 
could be constructed by using a larger data set created through more intensive stand 
sampling. Therefore, actual stem densities should be confirmed in the field before stand 
manipulation occurs. 
 
3.6. Stand treatment categories 
 
Stand treatment categories representing stand conditions for potential management 
units, were developed based on forest structure (modeled as TPA), composition (modeled 
as PVT), canopy cover, slope, aspect, and patch metrics (modeled from the grid of patch 
sizes and openings, and scored in fields tr101, tr102, and tr1034 for even medium 
patches, even thin patches and dense patches of trees and shadows, respectively). Sets 
of queries were used to identify each treatment category followed by coding the treatment 
categories in field Treat_cat of the attribute table for the cover types theme, Cov_typ.shp. 
Sets were processed sequentially to be mutually exclusive of one another. After 
classifying the treatment categories, the codes were changed to plain English values and 
merged with the non-coniferous types in field stand. 
 
Coniferous treatment categories were developed to classify stands into groups with 
similar structures and similar ecological function. With the exception of upland aspen and 
parts of the riparian conifer zone, silvicultural treatment categories do not include non-
coniferous stands in the GIS. Stands within these treatment categories were also 
categorized by whether they could be practically treated silviculturally using ground-
based mechanized equipment or whether they could only be harvested using helicopter 
access. The ground-based stands were those within 900 feet of a road or drivable trail, 
and having slopes <35%. Stands that were on cliffs with >67% slopes were considered 
impractical for either of these logging systems.  
 
A map of pole stands in the SWA is depicted in Figure Analysis-8, that also shows stands 
with a mixed overstory of poles and large, mature trees. A map of all conifer and aspen 
treatment categories is shown in Figure Analysis-9. 
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The legends in Figure Analysis-9, Analysis-10 and Analysis-11 have the following 
meanings: 
 
Poles >60%: Canopy density >60% at the toe of slopes or canopy >30% and even-aged; 

excludes stands on north slopes with slope >35%. 
Mature-Pole >50% Dense: Canopy >10%, TPA>99 of 5"-12" dbh poles; dense trees and 

shadows >50%; soils moister and canopies less even than Conifer-Pole; includes all 
slopes and aspects. 

Patches >75% Dense: Dense conifer patches not included in one of the above Pole 
categories; >60% canopy cover (>75% dense trees and shrubs); includes all slopes 
and aspects 

Medium Canopy 30-60%: Medium density conifer; 30% - 60% canopy cover (35% - 75% 
dense trees and shadows); stands on north slopes with slope >35% were separated 
out and placed in the following Regen subcategory. 

Medium-Regen 30-60%: Medium density conifer; 30% - 60% canopy cover (35% - 75% 
dense trees and shadows); a subcategory of the above with an understory of 
regeneration conifer; it may include stands on north slopes with slope >35%. 

Open-Mature 10-30%: Open conifer with 10-30% canopy cover (<35% dense trees and 
shadows); conifers are widely spaced mature trees; excludes stands on north slopes 
with slope >35%. 

Open Canopy 10-30%: Open conifer with 10-30% canopy cover (<35% dense trees and 
shadows); some stands on north slopes with slope >35% were separated out and 
placed in subcategories. 

Regeneration <35% Dense: Open conifer with 10-30% canopy cover (<35% dense trees 
and shadows); a subcategory of the above with an understory of regeneration conifer; 
it may include stands on north slopes with slope >35%. 

Conifer-Steppe <35% Dense: Open conifer with 10-30% canopy cover (<35% dense trees 
and shadows); it may include stands on north slopes with slope >35%, but it excludes 
open-grown mature stands. 

Riparian Zone: Stands are primarily conifer, but may have deciduous patches; mapped 
as a buffer zone occurring within 105.6 feet (0.02 mi) of a perennial stream; all 
aspects and slopes are included except flat. 

 
Queries were used to determine whether stands were on slopes in slope categories of 
moderate (<35%), steep (35%-67%) or very steep (>67%), and whether stands were on 
north aspects. Stands that were on both steep slopes (>34%) and north aspects were 
treated as a special cover type with unique TPA values and likely different plant 
associations. 
 
A brief synopsis of the algorithm for sequentially obtaining the sets of treatment 
categories is given below along with a description of the stand condition. Stand names 
used in the following list are the same values used in field Stand of Cov_typ.shp. Additional 
details of the queries are given in Appendix A.  
 
Part of this classification is built on the modeled presence of stands on steep, north 
slopes (>34% slope), by the use of coniferous zones (PIPO, PSME-PIPO, or PSME-LAOC), 
and by the use of the key to the non-coniferous cover types, but these classifiers have 
already been described and cited elsewhere in this report.  
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Key to upland conifer types 
“NS stands” refer to stands on north slopes with >34% slope; patch-pattern metrics used are the amount of cover in even, 

medium patches (field tr101), the amount of cover in even, thin patches (field tr102), and the amount of cover in dense 
trees and shadows (Tr1034). 

 
1.a. Riparian conifer stands  Stands are primarily conifer, but may have deciduous patches; mapped as a buffer zone 

occurring within 105.6 feet (0.02 mi) of a perennial stream; all aspects and slopes are included except flat. In the SWA, 
the riparian conifer zone is intergradient between different plant associations, e.g., the boundaries are an ecotone*. 
Species and structural diversity is high. Stands are all-aged, and often retain relict old trees that escaped logging due to 
difficult access. (Subcategories: Includes both non-NS and NS stands on North aspects with >34% slope; includes zones 
for PIPO, PSME-PIPO and PSME-LAOC). 

1.b. Not riparian conifer. 
2.a. Pole stands (Figure Analysis-8) Canopy density >60% at the toe of slopes or canopy >30% and even-aged; excludes 

stands on north slopes with slope >35%. Pole stands in the SWA are typically pine trees about 50 feet tall, evenly 
spaced, without dominant trees, and with <25% crown ratios. Usually, less than half of the tree stems are in the 5-14” 
dbh category. Stands are suppressed (suffering from competition stress), and susceptible to disease. Fuels are loose 
needles and duff, and may include fallen logs or standing snags, but understory shrubs are sparse. Suppressed stands 
were often found in the ponderosa pine zone at the toe of cliffs and steep slopes. Pole stands were identified two ways, 
first using a modeled spatial overlay of toe slopes and digitized stand density >60%, and secondly by photo-
interpretation of 1m resolution orthophotos. The modeled GIS procedure identified stands at slope breaks that also 
had a steep increase in the gradient of canopy cover overstory canopies > 60% in the orthophotos. The photo-
interpretation procedure used visual inspection of orthophotos to identify coniferous stands with canopy cover >30% 
and having an even-textured single canopy. A subsequent re-classification removed stands dominated by moist soils 
and Douglas fir understories or significant shrub understories from the Pole structural classification to Pole & Mature, 
in order to make fuel models consistent within Pole stands. (Subcategories: Only includes non-NS stands; this includes 
zones for PIPO, PSME-PIPO and PSME-LAOC PVTs). 

2.b. Not pole stands. 
3.a. Mature Conifer & Poles mixed  Canopy >10%, TPA>99 of 5"-12" dbh poles; dense trees and shadows >50%; soils 

moister and canopies less even than Conifer-Pole; includes all slopes and aspects. These stands were initially 
modeled to have a canopy of pole stems, as well as a component of trees in the larger dbh classes. Subsequently 
some pole stands with significant shrub understories or Douglas-fir dominance were moved into the Pole & Mature 
category, however this did not warrant changing the definition of these stands. These were identified by queries for 
canopy >10%, TPA >99 in the pole category (5"-12" dbh), and dense trees and shadows >50%. (Subcategories: 
Includes both non-NS and NS stands on North aspects with >34% slope; includes zones for PIPO, PSME-PIPO and 
PSME-LAOC). 

3.b. Not above. 
4.a. Mature Conifer Rocky (This category was not shown separately in Figure Analysis-9; it is included within both 

medium and closed canopies). These are dense stands of trees on rocky slopes with a higher percentage of 
mature trees than either of the pole or mixed pole stands. They have >75% dense trees and shadows and usually 
have about >60% canopy, although canopy can be as low as 30%. Many of these stands have high numbers of 
pole trees, but they are not true pole stands. Most stands are dominated by trees in the largest dbh categories. 
Many of these stands are associated with rocky cliffs. (Subcategories: Includes both non-NS and NS stands on 
North aspects with >34% slope; includes zones for PIPO, PSME-PIPO and PSME-LAOC). 

4.b. Not above. Stands have <60% coniferous canopy 
5.a. Open Conifer Steep North  These stands have a coniferous canopy of 10% - 59% and less than 35% cover of 

dense trees and shadows. Only stands on north slopes with less than 35% slope remained in this category after 
processing subsequent queries, however open conifer stands were originally comprised of four subcategories, 
delineated by presence or not on north aspects, and slopes above or below 35%. Because other types of open 
conifer stands typically occur on hotter, drier environments, in these stands, slope and aspect probably 
contribute a greater amount to the ecology of the stand. (Subcategories: Only includes NS stands on North 
aspects with >34% slope; includes zones for PIPO and PSME-PIPO only see lead 6 for sub-categories). 
6.a. Open Mature Conifer  This treatment category is a sub-category of open conifer, with large diameter open-

grown conifers spaced widely throughout the stand, with an understory of grass and herbs, but with a low 
amount of woody understory. Stands in this treatment category were excluded from steep, north-facing 
slopes (>34% slope), which typically have patches of shrubs and regeneration conifer. Two types of canopy 
structure are included under this category, based on the amount of cover in even, medium patches (field 
tr101) and the amount of cover in even, thin patches (field tr102). The first category has more trees in dense 
shadowy patches (Tr101 < 10) and (Tr102 < 1.0). The second category has more single large trees (Tr101 > 
10) and (Tr102 < 2.0). (Subcategories: Only includes non-NS stands; includes zones for PIPO, PSME-PIPO 
and PSME-LAOC). 

6.b. Not above. 
7.a. Open Conifer & Shrub  This treatment category is a sub-category of open conifer in the shrub-steppe 

ecotone. It is mutually exclusive with the open-grown, mature treatment category, but does allow for stands 
on steep, north-facing slopes. The stands were identified by having more than 2% of even, thin patches 
(Tr102 > 2.0). (Subcategories: Includes both non-NS and NS stands on North aspects with >34% slope; 
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includes zones for PIPO, PSME-PIPO and PSME-LAOC). 
7.b. Open Conifer & Regeneration conifer  This treatment category is a sub-category of open conifer modeled 

as having invading regeneration conifer in the understory. This category is separated from Open Conifer & 
Shrub by having even, thin patches (Tr102) of 0.9% - 2.0%, while Open Conifer & Shrub has twice as much 
area covered in even, thin patches (field Tr102 > 2.0). Both of these treatment categories have about the 
same amount of area in dense, shadow patches and both also have more clumps of even, thin patches than 
that of open-grown open pine stands, however this category tends to have less area in both even, medium 
patches and even, thin patches. Stands on steep, north slopes are excluded, due to the low productivity and 
higher soil moisture that would affect the successional pattern of the regeneration conifer component. 
(Subcategories: Only includes non-NS stands; includes zones for PIPO and PSME-PIPO only). 

5.b. Medium canopy conifer. Coniferous canopy 30% - 60%; stands have 35% - 75% dense trees and shadows). 
8.a. Medium conifer cover  This is a broad, common category of conifer stands within the SWA. It is best 

described by what it is not, that is, it is comprised of the remaining medium density conifer stands after 
every other cover type is categorized except the dual lead 8.b. (Subcategories: Includes both non-NS and NS 
stands on North aspects with >34% slope; includes zones for PIPO, PSME-PIPO and PSME-LAOC). 

8.b. Medium Conifer & Shrub North  This treatment category is a sub-category of medium-canopy conifer, 
having an understory of regeneration conifer or of shrubs modeled by the presence of > 2% even, thin 
patches (Tr102 > 2.0%). From field visits, it was observed that north slopes with >34% slope normally had a 
greater amount of regeneration conifer and shrub understory, than on south slopes. This was modeled in this 
fashion, however the composition of the understory is tentative. Other attributes are used to further refine the 
separation from other medium conifer stands as follows: stands on steep, north-facing slopes are excluded; 
stands have less than 60% cover of dense trees and shadows (Tr1034 < 60); stands have more than 2% of 
even, thin patches (Tr102 > 2.0). (Subcategories: Only includes NS stands on North aspects with >34% 
slope; includes zones for PIPO and PSME-PIPO only). 

 
3.7. Selection of stands for potential treatment using slope and road distance 
 
Stands of conifers and upland aspen within the SWA were divided into two groups of 
potential silvicultural treatments, based on slope and distance from roads. 
 
The first group contained 307 stands (1,895 ac; 13.2% of SWA) accessible via ground-
based machinery, determined when the centers of the stand polygons were within 900 
feet of a road or drivable trail, in addition to having slopes <35%. The second treatment 
group contained 406 stands (3,409 ac; 23.7% of SWA) that were inaccessible to ground-
based machinery but potentially accessible by helicopter, with slopes <67%. A third 
group of 84 conifer and aspen stands (1,210 ac; 8.4%) is considered inaccessible to 
either of these logging systems. The remaining non-forested area covers 7,856 ac, or 
54.7% of the total 14,370 ac in the SWA. 
 
Figure Analysis-10 and Figure Analysis-11 show treatable stands separated into these 
two types of logging systems. In Figure Analysis-11, the slopes of all stands with >67% 
slope are shown with stippling or outlines to identify inaccessible stands; stands with 
slopes >34% and <67% are shown just for the stands identified for helicopter 
accessibility. 
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3.8. Burn Units and Burn Blocks 
 
Initial burn unit boundaries are mapped in Figure Analysis-12.a and their areas are 
summarized in Table 8. Burn Plans were developed for the eight Burn units and the work 
center (on CD). 
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“Burn blocks” were created to fill in the remaining stands in and adjacent to the SWA 
that were not included in the burn units. Burn blocks are shown in Figure Analysis-12.b 
and tables 9 and 10. References to “Burn blocks” include burn units, but burn units are 
specific to the original 9 units designated by the fire specialist for this project. 
 

 
Figure Analysis-12.b. Location of Burn Blocks. 
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The Burn Blocks were grouped into 3 sets, with 9 units belonging the original burn units 
(Table 8), an additional 13 areas designated within the SWA but outside the original burn 
units (Table 9), and 11 areas in adjacent ownerships outside the SWA (Table 10). Field 
B_U contains the designated burn block categories, labeled in the 000 series for Burn 
Units, in the 100’s series followed by the string “Unit” for Blocks within the SWA but 
outside the Burn Units, and in the 900’s series followed by the string “Offsite” for areas 
outside of the SWA. In addition to the units listed in tables 8, 9 and 10, there were 375 
acres classified as water (listed in field B_U as “999 Water”), that were not classified 
within any type of burn block. 
 
Table 8. Burn Blocks from the original Burn Units within the SWA. 

B_u No. Stands Acres 
001 Cecile 119 803 

002 Conners 94 762 

003 Forde Lake 83 716 

004a Upper Sinlahekin W 20 357 

004b Upper Sinlahekin E 7 71 

005 Blue Lake 43 575 

006 Elgin Par 39 429 

007 Fish Lake 133 1,832 

008 Gibson Creek 20 114 

TOTAL 558 5,659 
 
Table 9. Burn Blocks within the SWA, but outside the original Burn Units. 

B_u No. Stands Acres 
101a Unit NW 74 414 

101b Unit NE 74 473 

102a Unit Mid-NW 65 587 

102b Unit Mid-NE 7 26 

103a Unit Mid-W 25 556 

103b Unit Mid-E 137 1,278 

104a Unit Mid-W 2 6 

104b Unit Mid-W 65 914 

105 Unit Mid-S 53 778 

106 Unit Mid-SW 93 694 

107 Unit Mid-SE 82 603 

108a Unit Mid-SW 44 305 

108b Unit S 172 1,711 

TOTAL 893 8,345 
 
Table 10. Burn blocks outside the SWA. 

B_u No. Stands Acres 
901b Offbase NE 70 337 

901a Offbase NW 81 487 

902a Offbase Mid-NW 41 292 

902b Offbase Mid-NE 60 340 

903a Offbase Mid-W 53 494 

903b Offbase Mid-E 121 730 
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905 Offbase Mid-SW 46 672 

906 Offbase Mid-E 250 2,828 

907 Offbase Mid-SW 140 1,821 

908a Offbase SW 66 588 

908b Offbase SE 69 599 

TOTAL 997 9,188 
 
Burn blocks were designed to allow planning in both spatial landscapes and over time. In 
order to attain a desired future condition that maintains a diverse range of habitats 
within the SWA, burn blocks were created as groups of stands of ca. 500 - 1,500 acres. 
Some of the stands were contiguous with each other and some were located further away 
so as to maintain a diverse range of habitats in both treated and untreated condition. 
Burn block boundaries were arranged spatially to act as partial firebreaks, so that their 
design was semi-random. Recent research (Finney, 2001, SPOTS website) indicates that 
placement of treatment units in a staggered pattern can help confine an unplanned 
ignition as well as reduce its severity. The size and placement of the burn blocks in this 
project are only preliminary; their size and extent should be modified through adaptive 
management as the restoration program gets underway. 
 
3.9. Structural cover types treated within Burn Blocks 
 
The cover types of all forested and non-forested cover types were merged into stand 
structural cover types, labeled in field Stand, of shapefile Cov_typ.shp, to help define the 
types of treatments that would be needed across the entire SWA, and to help guide the 
location and timing of those treatments.  
 
Initially, controlled burns were planned only in the Burn Units. A chart of the percentage 
of each stand structural cover types within each Burn Unit is given in Figure Analysis-
12.c, and in Table 11.  
 
For comparison with the rest of the SWA, Figure 12.d shows the percentage of each 
structural cover type within the Burn Blocks, aggregated into 3 categories of: (1) blocks 
of burn units; (2) blocks within the SWA, but outside of burn units; and (3) blocks outside 
the SWA. 
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Cover by Burn Units in the SWA
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Figure Analysis-12c. Chart of percentage of each cover type within the burn units. Only 
cover types expected to change after fire or fuel treatments are shown. 
 
Table 11. The percentage of structural cover types within each of the burn units of the SWA, 
rounded down to the next lowest integer. Key: 1 Cecile; 2 Conners; 3 Forde Lake; 4a Upper 
Sinlahekin W; 4b Upper Sinlahekin E; 5 Blue Lake; 6 Elgin Par; 7 Fish Lake; 8 Gibson Creek. The 
area of water is excluded from this chart. 
Structure\Cover Type\Burn Unit 1 2 3 4a 4b 5 6 7 8 Total % 
01 Pole 95 6 111 0 0 99 100 53 46 509 9% 
02 Mature & Pole 18 59 40 0 0 17 26 257 26 442 8% 
03 Mature Conifer Rocky 0 1 0 0 0 0 9 89 0 99 2% 
04 Medium Conifer 67 60 23 4 0 24 107 64 0 349 6% 
05 Medium Conifer & Regen 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 14 0 18 0% 
06 Open Mature Conifer 196 36 234 47 15 74 77 190 1 871 15% 
07 Open Conifer Steep North 0 4 0 0 0 12 0 0 0 16 0% 
08 Open Conifer & Regen 16 57 25 71 0 0 0 69 0 238 4% 
09 Open Conifer & Shrub 117 3 41 3 0 7 0 0 11 182 3% 
10 Riparian Conifer 8 0 16 20 4 0 0 1 0 49 1% 
11 Aspen Upland 1 7 0 7 0 5 3 199 1 223 4% 
12 Deciduous Wetland 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0% 
13 Marsh 6 4 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 13 0% 
14 Shrub-Steppe 276 487 210 199 52 311 99 749 22 2,406 43% 
15 Shrub Upland 0 10 0 7 0 0 0 0 7 24 0% 
16 Agriculture 0 21 16 0 0 26 6 12 0 80 1% 
17 Developed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0% 
18 Rock & Cliff 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 133 0 136 2% 
Grand Total 801 762 716 357 71 575 429 1,829 114 5,654 100% 

 
Under the reasonable assumption that it would desirable to return fire to the entire SWA, 
Burn Blocks were added to the Burn Units, to plan for controlled burning across the SWA 
landscape.  
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Cover Type Percentage by Burn Unit Type
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Figure Analysis-12.d. Chart of percentage of each cover type within the aggregated sets 
of burn blocks. Only cover types expected to change after fire or fuel treatments are 
shown. 
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The chart in Figure Analysis-12.d illustrates that most structural cover types are well 
represented somewhere near the SWA. The structural cover types with the lowest 
percentage of area are Shrub Upland, Riparian Conifer, Open Conifer and Shrub, Open 
Conifer and Regen, Medium Conifer Shrub-N, and Mature Rocky Conifer. Plans to 
maintain a diversity of structural cover types while reducing some and increasing others, 
may be difficult to achieve if there is a large wildfire in areas where some structural cover 
types are currently limited in extent and cannot be regrown quickly. A more detailed 
analysis of habitats with limited areas is given below, and in Figure Analysis-16. 
 
The complete set of 10 yearly Burn Blocks was mapped in ten sets of detailed maps of 
the shown in Figure Analysis-13 (a-j) along with charts of the relative proportion of 
structural types within each of the Burn Blocks. 
 
3.10. Combined treatment categories 
 
The objective of identifying treatment categories was to prioritize treatments and 
determine treatment costs. The management plan for the SWA is based on the location, 
timing and type of treatments that will result in long-term restoration of landscape-level 
ecological processes and natural structure, to the extent that is both effective and 
practical. Thus, the ecological model for the long-term landscape character of entire SWA 
includes consideration both treated and untreated areas. 
 
To determine the percentage of structural cover types within each of the potential 
treatment categories of combined burning and mechanized fuel reduction, all treatments 
within the SWA were summarized in field Buff_In of cov-bb.shp, and the area of each of 
these combinations was summed (Table 12). These areas where these treatment 
combinations would occur are mapped in Figure 12.e. 
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Table 12. Acreage of all non-water stands within the SWA aggregated by potential treatment (or 
non-treatment) designated in field Buff_In of file cov-bb.shp. These are mapped in Figure 12.e and 
were later refined and aggregated into field treat of cov_typ9h.shp. 
Potential Treatment No. 

Stands 
Ac 

Burn only - non-coniferous areas within burn units not treated silviculturally 246 3,071 
Burn & Ground - ground-accessible coniferous areas within burn units 131 916 
Burn & Heli - helicopter-accessible coniferous areas within burn units 181 1,672 
Ground Only - ground-accessible coniferous areas outside burn units 176 979 
Heli Only - helicopter-accessible coniferous areas outside burn units 235 1,737 
Block Non-conifer - non-coniferous areas outside burn units 422 4,828 
Block Non-mechanized - silviculturally inaccessible coniferous areas outside burn 
units 

60 800 

TOTAL 1,451 14,003 
 
3.11. Treatment effects on stand structure 
  
The effect of planned fuel treatments on SWA stand structures was modeled by 
multiplying stand structural measures by the pre- and post-treatment factors developed 
in spreadsheet treatment-factors-table2.xls. This spreadsheet was grouped by field field 
cov_fuel, allowing the table to be joined to the shapefiles cov_typ.shp or fuelgrd2.shp. The 
variables representing stand structures in these shapefiles were converted to grid files for 
input into the fire behavior models. The treatment factors for calculating changes in stem 
density are shown in Tables 3 and 4. 
 
Treatments were designed to produce stand and fuel conditions that, if impacted by a 
head fire under 80th percentile weather conditions, at least 80% of the basal area of 
overstory dominant and codominant trees would survive (Weatherspoon, 2000). The fuel 
characteristics that were addressed to achieve this goal were surface fuels, crown bulk 
density (CBD), and canopy base height. The target for CBD was set at 0.15 kg/m3, based 
on the study by Scott and Reinhardt (2001), however the calculations within the shapefile 
attribute table of effects.shp resulted in a range of CBD values for each treatment that 
varied with BA and stem density around this target value. 
 
The targets for surface fuels and canopy base height were determined by evaluating fire 
behavior effects across the landscape (see Table 4.a). Combined mechanical and 
controlled fire treatments were planned for stands where the mortality or crown fire 
activity was too high to attain with controlled fire alone. Treatments need to be designed 
to prepare for increased surface fuel loads over time due to release of the understory, 
until several entries of burning has reduced the buildup of ladder fuels to a manageable 
level. This can be done by leaving enough canopy shading during the first entry, and by 
assuring that burn conditions can achieve desired scorch levels without causing excess 
mortality to legacy trees. Prescriptions need to be designed so that canopy bulk density 
and canopy base height (ladder fuels) are modified enough to account for an increase in 
fine fuels over time. 
 
For effective fuel reduction to work on the SWA, treatments will need to attain surface 
fuel reduction objectives as much or more than stem density reduction. In addition to 
existing CWD loads, thinning will produce additional slash requiring removal by some 
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means such as piling and burning. Piling and burning was assumed to be part of the 
thinning treatment that would normally have to be completed before controlled fire could 
be re-introduced to the stand. 
 
The outputs from Flammap were used to analyze expected mortality during an August 
wildfire, for use in prioritizing stands for fuel reduction treatments. 
 
Target levels of thinning treatments that would attain 80% survival of dominant trees 
during a summer wildfire included reduction of CWD to less than 2.9 tons/ac in dry 
stands; insuring that duff and litter accumulations under trees are not so deep as to kill 
any of the 10 largest legacy trees on each acre; and reduction of ladder fuels to achieve a 
CBD of less than 0.2 kg/m3 or more in the stand that will develop 5-10 years after 
treatments. A prioritization of stands that were most likely to fail to meet the survival 
guidelines 5 years after treatments are identified in Figures Analysis-20.a, 20.b, 20.c, 
20.d, 21.a, 21.b, 21.c, 21.d, and 21.e to identify treatments that should be modified or 
have impacts mitigated. 
 
In dry stands of pure ponderosa pine, treatments were designed to move future stands 
toward relatively open conditions, dominated by a greater percentage of large ponderosa 
pine, with random to clumpy spatial distribution. Basal areas were not used as targets, 
but retention of at least 40-80 ft2 /ac would be prudent to allow for shading of surface 
fuels necessary to reduce crown fires, and allow for more silvicultural options in future 
stands. Canopy cover targets were to reduce overstory cover density less than 50%, 
although this should occur over several entries to allow gradual establishment of 
understory plants sufficient to exclude noxious weeds. The treatments for achieving this 
condition on stands dominated by Douglas fir or in mesic stands need to allow for longer 
fire-free intervals and hence greater amounts of crown fire mortality, although the 
increased mortality would be primarily in the understory regeneration conifer.  
 
Treatments were varied over both time and space to lessen impacts and protect unique 
habitats. It is expected that periodic maintenance treatments and second entries will 
occur, spreading the impact of treatments out over time. The entire SWA was evaluated 
for treatment priority, even though some areas were judged to be impractical to treat. 
Therefore the fire behavior effects modeled for the entire SWA should be thought of as an 
upper limit of treatment effects that might occur. 
 
The temporal component of long range restoration planning in the SWA was modeled by 
dividing the entire SWA into 10 sets of 10 yearly treatments, each covering 
approximately 10% of total SWA. The yearly treatment groups were comprised of sets of 
burn blocks, which were scored in field bu_ord. The choice of burn blocks was distributed 
widely across the SWA to achieve site representation and to maximize the effectiveness 
of fireline construction along common treatment boundaries. 
 
Treatments considered included controlled fire only, thinning, pruning-raking, or 
combinations of controlled fire and one of the other two. Only three types of stand 
treatments were identified in shapefile cov_typ.shp, field burn_thin for all of the Burn 
Blocks: burn only, burn/mechanized ground treatment, and burn/mechanized helicopter 
treatment. Stands that were on slopes > 67% were excluded from planned mechanical 
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treatments and scored as either forested or not, to help determine the where it might be 
difficult to meet project objectives.  
 
The area of each structural cover type treated within each of the ten yearly treatment 
areas was analyzed in spreadsheet treatments-by-cover-by-10yr-fig13.xls. A map showing 
the location of these yearly treatment areas is shown in Figure Analysis-12.f, and 
individual maps of each of the ten yearly treatment areas are shown in Figure Analysis-
13, numbered by their semi-randomized sequence of treatment. Each map is shown with 
a chart giving the number of acres of each structural cover type treated. Figure Analysis-
13 also contains charts showing the effects of each of the ten yearly treatment areas. 
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Figure Analysis-13.a.1. Chart of the percentage of each structural type for year 1 of 10 
yearly treatments. 
 

 
 

Figure Analysis-13.a.2. Maps of the year 1 treatment area. Treatment areas are 
numbered sequentially by Burn Block number. The treatment type “Open Conifer Gentle 
North” was changed later to “Open Conifer Steep North”. 
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Year 2 Potentially Treated Areas
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Figure Analysis-13.b.1. Chart of the percentage of each structural type for year 2 of 10 
yearly treatments. 
 

 
Figure Analysis-13.b.2. Maps of the year 2 treatment area. Treatment areas are 
numbered sequentially by Burn Block number. The treatment type “Open Conifer Gentle 
North” was changed later to “Open Conifer Steep North”. 
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Figure Analysis-13.c.1. Chart of the percentage of each structural type for year 3 of 10 
yearly treatments. 
 

  

Figure Analysis-13.c.2. Maps of the year 3 treatment area. Treatment areas are 
numbered sequentially by Burn Block number. The treatment type “Open Conifer Gentle 
North” was changed later to “Open Conifer Steep North”. 
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Figure Analysis-13.d.1. Chart of the percentage of each structural type for year 4 of 10 
yearly treatments. 
 

 
Figure Analysis-13.d.2. Maps of the year 4 treatment area. Treatment areas are 
numbered sequentially by Burn Block number. The treatment type “Open Conifer Gentle 
North” was changed later to “Open Conifer Steep North”. 
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Figure Analysis-13.e.1. Chart of the percentage of each structural type for year 5 of 10 
yearly treatments. 
 

 

 

Figure Analysis-13.e.2. Maps of the year 5 treatment area. Treatment areas are 
numbered sequentially by Burn Block number. The treatment type “Open Conifer Gentle 
North” was changed later to “Open Conifer Steep North”. 
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Figure Analysis-13.f.1. Chart of the percentage of each structural type for year 6 of 10 
yearly treatments. 
 

  
Figure Analysis-13.f.2. Maps of the year 6 treatment area. Treatment areas are 
numbered sequentially by Burn Block number. The treatment type “Open Conifer Gentle 
North” was changed later to “Open Conifer Steep North”. 
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Figure Analysis-13.g.1. Chart of the percentage of each structural type for year 7 of 10 
yearly treatments. 
 

 
 

Figure Analysis-13.g.2. Maps of the year 7 treatment area. Treatment areas are 
numbered sequentially by Burn Block number. The treatment type “Open Conifer Gentle 
North” was changed later to “Open Conifer Steep North”. 
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Figure Analysis-13.h.1. Chart of the percentage of each structural type for year 8 of 10 
yearly treatments. 
 

 
Figure Analysis-13.h.2. Maps of the year 8 treatment area. Treatment areas are 
numbered sequentially by Burn Block number. The treatment type “Open Conifer Gentle 
North” was changed later to “Open Conifer Steep North”. 
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Figure Analysis-13.i.1. Chart of the percentage of each structural type for year 9 of 10 
yearly treatments. 
 

 
Figure Analysis-13.i.2. Maps of the year 9 treatment area. Treatment areas are 
numbered sequentially by Burn Block number. The treatment type “Open Conifer Gentle 
North” was changed later to “Open Conifer Steep North”. 
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Figure Analysis-13.j.1. Chart of the percentage of each structural type for year 10 of 10 
yearly treatments. 
 

 

Figure Analysis-13.j.2. Maps of the year 10 treatment area. Treatment areas are 
numbered sequentially by Burn Block number. The treatment type “Open Conifer Gentle 
North” was changed later to “Open Conifer Steep North”. 
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3.12 Acreage calculations and priority for mechanized treatments 
 
A map of mechanized treatments prioritized within the SWA is shown in Figure Analysis-
14. 
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Table 13.a and 13.b show the number of acres of each structural cover type categorized 
by the treatment categories used in the shapefile cov_typ.shp, field treat. This table 
quantifies the acreage of stands that are most likely to have a high priority for 
mechanized fuel reduction. The numbers in this table are graphed in Figure Analysis-15 
to show the acreage of each treatment type for each stand structural category found in 
the SWA. 
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Figure Analysis-15. Treatment acreage by structural cover type in the SWA. The table 
does not give figures for water, marsh, deciduous wetland, rock & cliff, agriculture, 
shrub-steppe, shrub-upland or developed. Key: Med = medium; PIPO = ponderosa pine, 
PSME = Douglas fir. 
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Table 13.a. Treatment acreage by structural cover type in the SWA, taken from field treat of 
cov_typ9h.shp. Helicopter-based Prep & Burn treatments were separated from thinning 
treatments, but are not expected to actually require helicopters for access. The table does not 
give figures for water, marsh, deciduous wetland, rock & cliff, agriculture, shrub-steppe, shrub-
upland or developed. Key: Med = medium; PIPO = ponderosa pine, PSME = Douglas fir. 
Structural cover type Ground-based 

Prep & Burn 
"Heli" Prep 
& Burn 

Ground-based 
Thin 

Heli Thin Steep 
Conif 

Pole   350.6 429.7 7.4 
Mature & Pole   176.4 901.3 660.7 
Mature Conif/Rocky  17.5 6.3 15.2 183.2 
Med PIPO 81.0 24.6 119.7 63.7 4.0 
Med PSME 34.4 276.5 251.1 136.0 74.9 
Med Conif/Shrub/N 25.2 18.5 2.3   
Open Mature PIPO 259.6 213.9 3.6 56.6 37.2 
Open Mature PSME 85.6 225.7  84.3 90.7 
Open Conif/Steep N  40.2   22.4 
Open PIPO/Regen 7.9 138.2  1.6  
Open PSME/Regen 83.0 142.3  22.1 15.9 
Open PIPO/Shrub 7.0 6.3   20.8 
Open PSME/Shrub 36.8 143.6  5.7 70.8 
TOTAL 620.5 1,247.3 910 1,716.2 1,188 

 
Table 13.b. Treatment acreage for riparian and aspen stands. 
Structural cover type Groud-based 

Riparian 
Heli 
Riparian 

Steep Conif 
Riparian 

Ground-
based 
Aspen 

Heli Aspen Steep 
Aspen 

Riparian Conif 68.7 187.4 10.4    
Aspen Upland    369.2 257.6 12.0 
TOTAL 68.7 187.4 10.4 369.2 257.6 12.0 

 
Tables 13.a and 13.b, and the graph in Figure Analysis-14 are intended to help prioritize 
structural cover types. Structural cover types on steep or rocky ground should be a low 
priority, due to safety and cost considerations. This information also helps prioritize 
treatments by identifying sources of cost and by identifying the acreage of structural 
cover types where habitat is less likely to be limiting, but with high crown fire potential. 
 
The Pole and Mature-Pole structural cover types have a high coverage of both ground-
based and helicopter-based treatment, that would be a high priority for mechanized 
thinning based on area (total 526 acres of ground-based and 1,331 acres of helicopter 
thinning).  
 
Medium Density Pine and  Medium Density Douglas fir were determined to have 372 
acres treatable by ground-based thinning, 200 acres treatable by of helicopter thinning, 
and 460  acres treatable by “Prep & Burn” careful controlled burning. 
 
Areas with rocky ground (Mature Conifer Rocky) or steep slopes (>67%) should have a 
low priority for treatment, the former because of expected low crown fire potential and 
noncontiguous fuels, the latter due to safety and cost considerations. These areas 
account for 1,433 acres within the SWA, of which steep slopes accounts for 1,211 acres, 
or about 10% of the SWA. Steeply sloping areas are not practical for mechanized or even 
manual thinning, and should be considered off-base for logging and thinning. 
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3.13. Structural cover types with limited representation 
 
A brief analysis was undertaken to determine whether any structural cover types were so 
limited in extent as to require active conservation measures to assure their continued 
presence on the SWA (Figure Analysis-16).  
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Figure Analysis-16. Chart of acreage of each structural cover type within the SWA, sorted 
in order of most common to least. 
 
From this graph it can be seen that there 3 patterns of structural cover type rarity: (1) 
very common structural cover types, represented by shrub-steppe, poles and mature-
poles; (2) low-to-moderately common structural cover types with areas of 200-800 acres; 
and (3) uncommon structural cover types, with areas of less than 200 acres. These latter 
structural cover types are the ones needing the most careful management as follows 
(beginning with the least common): Developed; Open Conifer & Shrub PIPO; Medium 
Conifer & Shrub on North Slopes; Open Conifer on Steep North Slopes; Open Conifer & 
Regeneration Conifer PIPO, and Shrub Upland. In order to maintain adequate 
distribution of these stand types in different seral stages, stands with the lowest acreage 
could be left untreated. 
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3.14. Treatment costs for mechanized thinning 
 
Treatment priority may be constrained by treatment costs. The choice of treatment 
methods and the order they would be undertaken is given in a decision-tree in Figure 
Analysis-17.  

 
Figure Analysis-17. Decision-tree of treatment methods for SWA stands. 
 
Estimates of costs for completing all the mechanized treatments on the SWA except 
those on slopes > 67% were initially determined in Table 14, taken from Table 3-16 in 
the A to A Ecosystem Restoration Project on Lake Chelan Ranger District (2003), p. 44-
45. Although these costs were for a different thinning treatment protocol in a different 
area, they help serve as a relative guide to costs on an area basis. The main SWA report 
gives more detailed cost figures. Table 15 gives SWA treatment costs calculated based 
on the cost figures given in Table 14. The acreage figures are taken from Table 12, and 
are contained in field treat of cov_typ9h.shp. Recommendations to drop the pruning and 
raking treatments due to their potential for negative mortality would reduce costs by 
$280,075. This would require that burning in areas where fuels loads were high would 
need a more careful controlled burning treatment to avoid excessive mortality to legacy 
trees. 
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Table 14. Cost calculations for treatments, from Table 3-16 in the A to A Ecosystem Restoration 
Project on Lake Chelan Ranger District (2003), p. 44-45. 
Treatment in A to A Cost per acre (dollars) 
Prescribed burn $58 
Thin $100 - $150 (mean, $125) 
Prune $100 
Lop & Scatter $25 
Hand-pile $100 
Machine Pile $158 
Burn piles $25 

 
Table 15. Estimated treatment costs for SWA treatments exclusive of prescribed burning (based 
on cost estimates of Table 14). Acreage figures are from table 12, and from field treat of 
cov_typ9h.shp. Costs do not include overhead and administrative costs of 30% estimated for the A 
to A project, nor the cost of helicopters, which presumably would be born by timber purchasers. 
SWA 
treatment 

Acres Cost from A to A table 3-16. Total 

Prune & Rake* 620 (ground-based access) + 1,247 
(“Heli”-based access) = 1,867 ac 

Prune + Lop & Scatter + Burn 
piles = $150/ac 

$280,075 

Ground-based 
Thin 

910 conifer +369 Aspen = 1,279 Thin + Prune + Machine Pile + 
Burn piles = $408/ac 

$521,832 

Heli-based 
Thin 

1,716 Conifer + 258 Aspen = 1,974 Thin + Prune + Hand Pile + 
Burn piles = $350/ac 

$690,900 

TOTAL 5,120  $1,492,807.00 

* Prune & Rake treatment costs have been dropped and are now included under costs for 
controlled burning. The treatment was renamed as “Prep & Burn” in field treat of 
Cov_typ9h.shp.  
 
Actual treatment costs will vary depending on the actual stand condition. These costs do 
not include tractors or helicopters; they only reflect the cost of on-the-ground work. The 
SWA Prune & Rake treatment costs were based on the Chelan RD “Lop and Scatter” 
treatment costs, as a surrogate for a similar amount of work. Prune & rake treatments 
and their costs were dropped after review of the draft of this document, and the names of 
the treatments were changed to “Prep & Burn”, to reflect the change to treatments 
accomplished by burning alone, or with minor mechanical modifications done by the 
burn crews. However some of the costs to prepare and burn these stands would need to 
be assumed as part of the burning treatments. The treatment costs were probably 
overestimated for the prune & rake treatments because pile burning would probably not 
be necessary in most stands. It is not clear in the A to A project why the machine piling 
costs are higher than hand-piling, but if they are, then ground-based thinning costs could 
be lowered by using the less-impacting hand-piling treatments instead, which would 
lower costs by $58 per acre.  
 
The total costs of doing all of the above mechanized treatments using the above cost 
estimates would be $1,492,807, or $1,212,732 if pruning and raking costs are dropped 
and included within the costs of doing controlled burning. This number would be offset 
by potential income from the sale of timber in the thinned stands, and decreased by 
administrative overhead, and the additional costs of prescribed burning. 
 
Potential income from the thinning treatments would come primarily from 910 ac of 
ground-based treatments and 1,716 ac of helicopter-accessed treatments (total 2,626 
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ac, with a total BA of 360,197 sq ft). On these 2,626 ac, it was calculated that there were 
358,892 trees between 6-12 inches dbh, and 118,875 trees between 12-24 inches dbh. 
The 2,626 acres are 70% in Pole or Pole and Mature stands (1,838 ac). These income 
figures do not count 1,198 ac of conifer on slopes >67% or 256 ac of riparian conifer 
with < 67% slope or 1,867 ac of stands not needing mechanical thinning. Areas not 
needing mechanical thinning were identified in GIS by selecting open stands with 
overstory canopy < 50% and a BA < 60 or by selecting stands with a canopy < 30%. The 
stands are labeled in Cov_typ9h.shp in field treat by their slope and accessibility, as 
“Ground Conif Prep & Burn or “Heli Conif Prep & Burn”. It is understood that “Heli” 
refers to accessibility and not necessarily to the type of treatment. 
 
3.15. Fuel models 
 
Fuel models were developed for the SWA based on the 13 standard fuel models 
(Anderson, 1982). Photographs of the plots were arranged by fuel model into a library of 
fuel model categories (Figure Analysis-18a-vv), used to help categorize the structural 
classification of SWA stands. The fuel model library is grouped by the standard fuel 
model determined for that plot, even though many plots were reclassified under a 
custom fuel model.  
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Figure Analysis-18 (a-t). Fuel library photos. 
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Figure Analysis-18 (u-nn). Fuel library photos. 
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Figure Analysis-18 (00-vv). Fuel library photos. 
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A set of standard and custom fuel models was developed to model the structural cover 
types of stands in the SWA (Table 16). The fuel model classification was modeled to fit 
the structural cover type classification in field cov_fuel of shapefile cov_typ.shp. Both pre- 
and post-treatment fuel models were assigned to stands, representing the expected 
condition of the 5 years post-treatment (Table 17). 
 
SWA stands were initially assigned to one of the 13 standard Anderson (1982) fuel 
models. Custom fuel models were then created to model those SWA stand structures 
that didn’t fit the standard models very well. The use of custom fuel models also allows 
fuel load parameters to be modified for use in the fire behavior modeling software used 
in this project. 
 
The custom fuel models were more consistent with the ecological conditions present in 
the stand, than the standard fuel models. Either way, some of the fuel models failed to 
predict fire behavior correctly using the available software. The least reliable predictions 
were in stands of alder, aspen, rocky talus and wetlands. 
 
To create the fuel model input files for fire behavior modeling, queries were used to 
assign stands in shapefile cov_typ.shp to the fuel models specified by the structural cover 
types in Table 17, for the specified levels of canopy cover density. Post-treatment fuel 
models were based on post-treatment canopy cover values instead of initial canopy cover 
values. The shapefile was then converted to a grid file fuelmod registered to the grid file 
base. 
 
Following the review of the draft of this document, the set of fuel model data was 
modified and compared with 2 other fuel model data sets on the pre-treatment 
landscapes (see Section 3.19). 
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Table 16. Standard and custom fuel models used for the post-treatment effects calculations, 
grouped by the primary carrier of fire. Standard fuel models begin with the letters “FM…” and 
custom fuel models begin with the letters “CM…”. The Structural Cover Type is the untreated 
stand type assigned to that fuel model. Starred fuel models were not used in the analysis. 

Fuel 
Model 

No. 

Primary fire 
carrier 

Fuel Model Label Structural Cover Type (untreated) 

FM1 Grass Grass 120 Agriculture 

FM2 Grass Grass/Brush 107, 108 (Open Mature Conifer PIPO or PSME 
w<11% canopy); 
110, 111, 112, 113 (Open Conifer PIPO or PSME 
with <11% canopy);  
118 Shrub-steppe 

CM21 Grass Open-Medium 
Timber/Rocky 

103 Mature Conifer Rocky (canopy <50%);  
109 Open Conifer Steep North 

CM24 Grass Shrub Upland (Savanna) 119 Shrub Upland 

FM3* Grass Tall Grass  

CM34 Grass Marsh/Swamp 117 Marsh (including shrubby swamps) 

FM4* Shrubs & shrub 
litter 

Chaparral  

CM41* Shrubs & shrub 
litter 

Swamp (use CM34)  

CM45 Shrubs & shrub 
litter 

Deciduous 115 Aspen Upland; 116 Deciduous Wetland 

FM5 Shrubs & shrub 
litter 

Green Brush/Litter  

CM48 Shrubs & shrub 
litter 

Grass/Brush/Forest 
Burned 

 

CM49 Shrubs & shrub 
litter 

Grass/Brush/Forest 
Thinned 

 

CM50 Shrubs & shrub 
litter 

Grass/Brush/Forest 
Untreated 

114 Riparian Conifer 

FM6* Shrubs & shrub 
litter 

Dormant Shrub 2-4'  

FM7* Shrubs & shrub 
litter 

Palmetto/gallberry  

FM8 
(CM18) 

Forested 
understory 

PSME/Litter 103 Mature Conifer Rocky (canopy >49%); 
105 Medium Conifer PSME; 
106 Medium Conifer & Shrub North; 
108 Open Mature Conifer PSME (>10% canopy); 
111, 113 Open Conifer PSME (>10% canopy); 

FM9 
(CM19) 

Forested 
understory 

PIPO/Litter 101 Pole; 
104 Medium Conifer PIPO; 
107 Open Mature Conifer PIPO (>10% canopy); 
110, 112 Open Conifer PIPO (>10% canopy); 

FM10 Forested 
understory 

Mature Timber/Deadfall  

FM11 Forested 
understory 

Med Timber/Light Slash  

CM15 Forested 
understory 

OverMature 
Forest/Understory 

102 Mature & Pole 

98 Non-fuel Water 123 Water 

99 Non-fuel Bare 121 Developed; 122 Rock & Cliff 

 
Standard fuel models 1 and 2, (respectively, Grass and Grass/Brush), were a good fit 
with SWA grasslands and shrub-steppe cover types. By definition, forest canopy was set 
to 0 in these stands, although scattered individual trees do occur. The SWA structural 
cover type classification in field cov_fuel lumped grasslands and shrub-dominated steppe 
together because they could not be differentiated well by remote sensing. However the 
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assignment to fuel model 2 is reasonable since pure grasslands are uncommon in the 
SWA.  
 
The agricultural cover type (“food plots”) were assigned to fuel model 1 even though 
some of these are actually planted to shrubs. 
 
Fuel model 2 was also assigned to stands that were originally open canopy conifer but 
which were reduced by treatment or modeling calculations to contain less than 11% 
overstory canopy cover. 
 
Custom fuel model 21 (Open-Medium Timber/Rocky) was designed to model the poor 
fire-carrying ability of timber stands in rocky or bare ground, while allowing for lofting of 
embers from burning jackpot fuels. Unfortunately, the available fuel modeling software 
cannot process uneven fuel loads, unless the cells of the input data are made very small, 
and mapped with more accuracy than is practical. By its nature, this stand type violates 
the assumption of even fuel beds required for fire behavior software modeling. It was 
used for “Open Conifer Steep North” and “Mature Timber Rocky” structural stands, the 
latter only when the canopy was less than 50% and therefore likely to have continuous 
surface fuels.  
 
Custom fuel model CM34 (Marsh-Swamp) was developed to model the complex of SWA 
marshes and swamps in the Sinlahekin and Similkameen bottomlands. Standard fuel 
model 3 (Tall grass) was similar to SWA Marsh stands dominated by reed canary grass 
or cattails, but on the ground these stands occurred in a mosaic mixed with red-osier 
dogwood-dominated swamps. Fuel model CM34 was intermediate between standard fuel 
model 3 (Tall grass) and standard model 4 (Chaparral). Due to the relative lack of 
flammable live fuels and presence of nearby standing water, custom model 34 was 
modeled with higher dead fuel moisture content than chaparral.  
 
Custom fuel model 45 (Deciduous) was created to model fuel conditions found in SWA 
aspen uplands. There is no standard fire model that adequately represents the fire 
behavior of upland aspen stands. In personal observations of wildfire in aspen (Wooten) 
fire behavior varied from severe crown fire to surface fire, to inability to carry fire. Aspen 
stands in the SWA are frequently dominated by a continuous 3-6 foot tall understory of 
snowberry shrub cover. The load of dry deciduous leaf litter and duff is typically heavy. 
The overstory aspen trees can be continuous or in a state of stand collapse, however in 
the latter case, there is usually abundant sprouting, as well as heavy loads of coarse 
woody debris. After a month of dry weather, these stands burn hot and fast with long 
flame lengths.  
 
Fuel model 45 was designed to be intermediate between fuel models 4, 5 and 6. In 
running simulations fuel model 45 usually resulted in active crown fire. Further 
adjustment of fuel moisture content and fuel load arrangements could be made to 
improve the fire behavior model for aspen stands, but this would have taken too long. 
Instead, analysis concentrated on coniferous stands, where more information on fire 
behavior is available, and fuel model 45 outputs were ignored during fire behavior 
simulations. 
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Fuel model 45 was also assigned to deciduous alder-birch wetlands, which have similar 
fuel structural characteristics as the SWA aspen stands. However the expected fire 
behavior of SWA wetlands would differ radically from aspen during normal weather, 
because the wetlands have higher initial fuel moisture fuel content that persists longer in 
the season, due to perennially high water tables. Since treatments were not modeled in 
either of these stand types, the predicted fire behavior for deciduous wetlands should 
only be accepted cautiously. 
 
Custom fuel model CM 50 (Grass/Brush/Forest/Untreated) is similar to the standard 
fuel model 5 (Green brush/Litter), with higher values for 10-hr fuels, 100-hour fuels, 
1000-hour fuels, live shrub, live herb, litter and duff loadings. This fuel model was used 
for the post-treatment riparian conifer zone.  
 
Fuel model 48 (Burned Grass/Brush/Forest) was similar to custom fuel model 50, but 
with fuel loads modified to match expected conditions 5 years after a controlled burn or 
after a thinning treatment followed by a controlled burn. The 1-hr, 10-hr, 100-hr and duff 
fuel loads were all zero. Live herb and live shrub loads as well as surface:volume ratios, 
moisture of extinction and initial fuel moistures were the same as in custom fuel model 
50. Fuel bed depth was raised from that of custom fuel model 50 to 2.5 feet. Coarse 
woody debris loads were halved from custom fuel model 50, on the assumption that 
burning was not complete. 
 
Fuel model 49 (Thinned Grass/Brush/Forest) was similar to custom fuel model 50, but 
with fuel loads modified to match expected conditions 5 years after a thinning treatment 
that wasn’t followed by a controlled burn. The 1-hr, 10-hr and 100-hr fuel loads were 
doubled those of fuel model 50. Live herb and live shrub loads as well as surface:volume 
ratios, moisture of extinction, duff loads and initial fuel moistures were the same as in 
custom fuel model 50. Fuel bed depth was raised from that of custom fuel model 50 to 
2.5 feet. Coarse woody debris loads were halved from custom fuel model 50, on the 
assumption that pile-burning cleaned up most of the existing wood, but that some 
additional new wood was added. 
 
Custom fuel models 18 and 19 (respectively, Short-needle Timber/Compact litter and 
Long-needle Timber/Loose needle litter) were developed from standard fuel models 8 
and 9, without significant changes.  
 
These 2 fuel models were developed as custom models to allow editing fuel parameters. 
For this project, fuel models 8 and 18 and fuel models 9 and 19 can be used 
interchangeably. 
 
These fuel models were assigned to medium-canopy stands of Douglas-fir and ponderosa 
pine, respectively. Open canopy conifer stands were assigned to fuel model 8 or 9 for 
PSME or PIPO, respectively, except in stands with <11% overstory canopy, which were 
assigned to Fuel model 2. 
 
Fuel model 8 was also assigned to post-treatment Riparian conifer zone stands, 
assuming that burning and mechanical treatments were controlled to limit stem 
mortality to less than 10%, and most surface fuels were removed, except for the fine 
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fuels. However, stem density thinning treatments were not applied to the initial fire 
behavior models for riparian conifer stands, making this fuel model conversion a 
hypothetical case. 
 
Initially, the modal fuel model for field plots in Pole stands was Fuel model 9 (Closed 
Pine/Loose litter), but fuel models 8, 50 and 10 also fit some of those stands. Therefore 
the classification of Pole stands was changed so that only pure pine stands not likely to 
have heavy shrub fuel loads were included. This resulted in much better consistency of 
Pole stands overlapping stands with field plots classified as fuel model 9.  
 
The change in structural classification of Pole stands was made partly to account for on-
the-ground differences in soil moisture and seral stage that have a profound influence on 
stand structure. Soil moisture effects on stand structure probably correlate with whether 
the PVT is pure pine or not. However modeling seral stage was complicated because 
some of the pole stands are in the process of dying and falling down, and this process of 
natural thinning change rapidly changes the fuel characteristics, and is not well 
described in the literature. Natural thinning in pine-dominated pole stands is illustrated 
in the photos of plots 404, 408 and 419. 
 
It appears that stem crowding in the pole stands is at the point where the carrying 
capacity of the stands exceeds available soil moisture, and stressed trees are dying. If 
so, then drier stands might have a delayed stand collapse, and this appears to be the 
case. Fuel model 9 fits intact pine pole stands well. But the ultimate effect of natural 
thinning is not yet extensive enough to determine whether this stand condition will be 
more common with continued fire exclusion, or how fuel arrangements will affect fire 
behavior in these stands.  
 
On one hand, fuel buildup would push these stands toward fuel model 10 (Mature 
timber/Deadfall). On the other hand, shrub release should push these stands toward fuel 
model 5 (Green Brush/Litter). The photos of these stands show that most pine stands 
that are naturally thinning do not yet have significant shrub release, possibly due to lack 
of surviving shrubs in the understory, or possibly due to a lack of mineral soil required 
for new germination. Although windthrow blowdown mounds can expose mineral soil, 
root decay has led to dead pines breaking off above the crown, leaving the needle layer 
intact, without subsequent shrub or conifer regeneration. Fuel model 9 is still the best fit 
for this stand condition, however fuel model 9 will only fit as long as the needle litter load 
remains intact. 
 
Custom fuel model 15 (Mature Forest/Understory/Deadfall) was created to model 
closed stands of mixed “Pole and Mature” trees. Classification of this structural category 
was complicated by the variability of the seral stage and its effect on understory and 
downed woody fuels. Field plots overlapping this structural type had the widest range of 
fuel models, and included fuel model 8 (Closed short-needle timber/Compact litter) when 
the overstory stems were mostly alive, fuel model 9 when live stems included a high 
proportion of pine, fuel model 10 (Mature Timber/Deadfall) when standing dead stems 
were present, fuel model 11 (Timber/Light slash) when deadfall had opened up the stand 
and released understory conifer and shrubs, and fuel model 5 (Green Brush/Litter) when 
the stand was in an advanced state of understory shrub release and deadfall was not 
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significant.  
 
Compared to pure pine stands and stands classified as fuel model 9, the pole & mature 
structural category was meant to characterized mixed conifer stands with moister soils 
and more compact litter. Total loads of downed dead wood, litter and needle duff were 
higher than in fuel model 8. In many cases, the stand has progressed to a mature seral 
stage with a well-developed shrub understory. It is reasonable to assume that these 
stands had early rapid growth that produced the relatively higher standing biomass of 
present-day stands. Unlike pure pine stands, natural thinning has partially opened stands 
enough to release the understory and produce conditions more like fuel model 5, which 
is illustrated in photos of plots 41 and 57. This release effect is due to increased light 
availability as well as available soil moisture, as soil moisture is not limiting. This is the 
normal successional pattern that would be expected without stand disturbances 
(wildfires) for these stands. Typical mixed conifer stands in the Pole & Mature structural 
stage have more compact litter and duff and this, coupled with greater soil moisture, 
assures that shrub or regeneration conifer establishment will occur rapidly once the 
overstory opens up. This means that attainment of 80/80 mortality objectives may not 
be possible, since fire behavior in dense shrubby stands with open canopies is severe. It 
is unclear what factors predispose a stand more to shrub versus conifer release, but a 
likely factor may be “founder effects”, in which the initial understory species maintains 
dominance at the expense of other understory species, even when conditions more 
favorable to the other species develop at later stages.  
 
An alternative stand condition occurs in mixed pole & mature stands when natural 
thinning has only begun to occur. In these cases, the overstory may still be intact, or may 
be partially dead, with an unpredictable number of living stems, standing dead snags 
and fallen or leaning stems. Fuel model 10 (Mature Timber/Deadfall) would characterize 
the stand if many dead trees were still standing, but fuel model 11 (Timber/Light slash) 
would be a better representation of the stand if the timber was mostly dead and on the 
ground. 
 
The design of custom fuel model 15 was based on the assumption that regardless of 
seral stage, stands would likely retain a significant component of standing live trees, they 
would have high amounts of woody debris and compact litter and duff, and they would 
have a moderate amount of shrub and herbaceous understory. Live understory fuels 
would probably not be continuous enough to act as the sole carrier of fire. Initial fuel 
moistures were assigned the same as those of fuel model 11, as were fuel loads of litter, 
duff and CWD. 
 
The custom fuel models and post-treatment fuel models require further development, 
however the SWA was a good area in which to test landscape-level fire behavior 
modeling. This is because stand structures and species composition in the SWA are 
relatively simple compared to stands on nearby state and federal ownerships; because 
enough stand information was available to create fuel models adequate to represent what 
does occur in the area; because much of the area has been free from excessive stand 
manipulation making modeling difficult; because this project was able to assemble a 
large database of comparative stand information, and remotely-sensed landscape data; 
and because a rather large body of fire behavior modeling software was available to use 
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with this project. 
 
Following a review of the draft of this document, the custom fuel models were converted 
to the nearest standard fuel model and this data set (called “Standardized”) was used to 
predict flame lengths using Flammap3. These results were compared with both the 
custom fuel model data set (“Custom”) and with data from Tom Lueschen (“Review”) as 
described in Section 3.19. 
 
3.16. Treatment effects on fuel models 
 
The effect of treatment on the fuel models for post-treatment stand structural cover 
types is given in Table 17. Post-treatment fuel models were based on post-treatment 
canopy cover values instead of initial canopy cover values. 
 
Some of the pre-treatment fuel models were modified following a review of the draft of 
this document. These changes are detailed in Section 3.19. One of the changes was to 
aggregate the custom fuel models into a “Standardized” fuel model data set, matching 
the standard 13 fuel models. There were no changes to the post-treatment effects. 
However, it should be noted that one open conifer stands with <25% canopy were 
changed from fuel model 9 to fuel model 2. 
 
Treatments on Non-forested fuel models and coniferous stands with released grass 
understories 
 
Fuel Model 1 was used to model the treatment effects for a diverse group of structural 
cover types. After treating shrub-steppe stands, shrub uplands, agricultural areas, or 
grasslands with controlled burning, they would become grassland, fuel model 1 (the fuel 
model for Agricultural stands is unchanged). Thinning would not change the fuel model 
for Shrub Uplands 
 
Since non-forested cover types would not be treated with mechanical thinning (except for 
some of the shrub-upland stands), post-thinning fuel models were unchanged for those 
cover types. 
 
Treatments on open conifer types  
 
(See the note on open conifer types at the beginning of this section). 
 
Open conifer stands were changed to fuel model 1 after burning treatments. Open conifer 
types with < 30% canopy remaining were changed to fuel model 2 after thinning only. 
Treatments of open conifer types with >30% canopy stayed as fuel model 8 or 9 for 
PSME or PIPO, respectively. 
 
The higher canopy cover density threshold for treated stands vs. untreated stands is 
assigned due to the likely contribution of other disturbances favoring herbaceous 
understory release, such as ground disturbance and seeding. 
 
Treatments on pole stands 
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Treated pole stands with <30% canopy cover (which should be all of them) were changed 
to fuel model 1 after burning treatments and fuel model 49 after thinning. If pole stands 
are only partially treated to retain >29% canopy (not modeled) they would change to fuel 
model 48 after burning or fuel model 49 after thinning only. 
 
Treatments on medium-density and pole and pole & mature conifer stands 
 
Treatments on medium-density and pole & mature conifer stands with post-treatment 
canopy densities <30% were assumed to change to custom fuel model 1 (grass) 
following controlled fire or to custom fuel model 49 (Thinned Grass/Brush/Forest) 
following mechanical thinning. Medium-density and pole and pole & mature conifer 
stands with post-treatment canopy densities >29% were changed to custom fuel model 
48 (Burned Grass/Brush/Forest) following controlled fire or to custom fuel model 49 
(Thinned Grass/Brush/Forest) following mechanical thinning. 
 
The transition to custom fuel models 48 or 49 was based on assumed rapid sprouting of 
shrubs and herbs in a moderately dense stand that still retained enough shade to 
support shrub and herb growth. This transition was assumed to occur regardless of the 
treatment or whether the stand was pine or Douglas-fir, although the understory 
composition of a fire-treated stand would have relatively higher deciduous cover, while a 
mechanically thinned stand would have relatively higher herbaceous growth and 
regeneration conifer.  
 
Treatments in rocky stands 
 
Following treatments of rocky stands (“Open Conifer Steep North” and “Mature Timber 
Rocky”) stands in pre-treatment fuel model 21 would be unchanged following treatments, 
under the assumption that surface fire behavior was already low, and canopy fire 
behavior was independent of surface fuels. Stands in pre-treatment fuel model 8 would 
change to fuel model 48 following burning or fuel model 49 following thinning only. 
 
Treatments in marsh-shrub 
 
Standard fuel model 3 was used as the model for the post-burn condition of the marsh-
shrub complex, while thinning would have no effect. 
 
Treatments in Deciduous Wetlands 
 
Fuel model 45 would remain unchanged for Deciduous Wetlands, since they were not 
planned for fuel treatments or thinning, and even if they were, they would rapidly recover 
to the same condition. 
 
Treatments in Aspen Uplands 
 
Fuel model 48 was to burned aspen stands and fuel model 49 was assigned to thinned 
aspen stands. 
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3.17.a. Fire behavior modeling 
 
Fire behavior software programs were used to illustrate important relationships between 
fuels and topography on the SWA.  
 
Wind speed has a strong effect on rate-of-spread. This is shown in Figure Analysis-19-a, 
which is an output scan from Nexus2 in which a 15 mph open wind speed in fuel model 9 
produced 7 foot long flame lengths. Under a closed overstory, the same stand had flame 
lengths only 1.5 feet long. The effect of stand characteristics on 15 mph wind speeds 
measured 20 ft above the ground was determined by measuring the reduction in wind 
speed expected at eye level as follows: Fuel model 2 eye-level wind speed was reduced to 
6 mph (40%); partially sheltered stands were reduced to 4.5 mph (30%); fully sheltered 
open stands were reduced to 3mph (20%); and fully sheltered dense stands were 
reduced to 1.5 mph (10%). 
 
The strong effect of wind speed on rate-of-spread is shown in Figure Analysis-19-b, which 
is an output scan from Nexus2 for dense conifer stands in fuel model 9, with a 15 mph 
open wind speed and 0.2 wind reduction factor. Dead fuel moisture typical of dry 
summer days (1-hr=3%, 10-hr=4%, 100-hr=5%) was compared with dead fuel moisture 
of wetter weather (1-hr=10%, 10-hr=11%, 100-hr=13%), resulting in a significant 
reduction of flame lengths. Flame lengths of the stand with moist dead fuels were only 
70% of that of the drier fuels (1.8 ft vs 2.6 ft), and the difference increased with 
increasing wind speed. 
 
The effect of understory plants on flame lengths at given wind speeds is shown in Figure 
Analysis-19-c. The flame lengths of a stand with moist herbs and shrubs (90% and 
120%, respectively) were only 30% as long as the same stand with moderately moist 
herbs and shrubs (60% and 90% respectively). 
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Figure Analysis-19.a. Predicted effect of fuel model 9 overstory canopy on wind 
reduction and flame lengths. Wind reduction factors used are 0.5 for open canopy 
stands; 0.4 for partially closed stands, and 0.2 for closed canopy stands. 
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Fig. Analysis-19.b. Predicted effect of fuel model 9 initial fuel moisture on flame lengths. 
The model is for a dense overstory with an open wind speed of 15 mph and a wind 
reduction factor of 0.2. Legend parameters refer to 1-hr, 10-h, and 100-hr fuel moisture 
percentages, respectively. 
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Fig. Analysis-19.c. Predicted effect of understory herbs and shrubs on flame lengths. 
The modeled stand is for Scott/Burgan fuel model TU1 (corresponding to standard fuel 
model 10) with a dense overstory and an open wind speed of 15 mph and a wind 
reduction factor of 0.2. 
 
Dynamic fire behavior modeling was possible using FARSITE. Fire behavior modeling 
parameters were controlled by 10 raster surface and canopy input files, including themes 
that modeled duff and coarse woody debris. The raster inputs were linked to text files 
containing additional fuel parameters for custom fuel model fuel loads, weather 
(temperatures and humidity), wind speed, initial fuel moistures, and coarse woody 
profiles, as described in the methods section and in Appendix F. 
 
Simulated fires were ignited on the SWA landscape using FARSITE, and the results of 
different runs using different sets of parameters were compared. 
 
To compare the difference between normal spring burning conditions and 80th percentile 
summer conditions, ignitions were located at 5 points across the landscape for each of 
two simulations. A simulated spring controlled burn under moderate conditions was run 
for 15 hours on May 2, from 8 am to midnight, and a simulated uncontrolled fire under 
80th percentile weather and fuel conditions was run for 15 hours on August 17, from 8am 
to midnight (Figure Analysis-19.d). Both of these simulations were run with crown fire 
behavior, spotting from embers, and post-frontal combustion disabled. These conditions 
used the initial fuel characteristics developed prior to refining the modeling parameters. 
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The results of simulating 5 simultaneous ignitions producing non-overlapping fires 
resulted in 5,133 acres burned in the May simulation, while the August simulation 
covered an area 165% larger, 8,464 acres. 
 
The burning pattern of both simulations resulted in fire fronts that moved rapidly through 
open shrub-steppe, but burned slowly where surface fuels loads were low or under dense 
forest canopies. Even though forested stands have greater surface fuel loads, the slower 
rate-of-spread was expected. Fire behavior is strongly affected by fuel moisture and wind 
speed, and both of these are strongly modified by canopy shading. Also, the fuel models 
for open structural cover types have a higher ratios of 1-hr fuels that are the primary 
carrier of fire. 
 
Crown fire behavior was modeled by simulating a single fire ignited in upper Sinlahekin 
Creek under 3 sets of conditions. On set of conditions (control) did not enable crown fire 
behavior; a second set of conditions enabled crown fire, ember lofting, and spot fire 
growth from embers (5% success rate); and a third set of conditions enabled crown fire, 
but decreased foliar moisture content decreased from 100% to 80%. The areas burned 
for a 12 hour August burn from noon to midnight resulted in 336 acres burning for the 
control, 358 acres for the crown fire simulation with 100% foliar moisture (107% 
increase), and 393 acres for the crown fire simulation with 80% foliar moisture (117% 
increase over control).  
 
The spotting fire behavior output produced by FARSITE was plausible, but results should 
be interpreted cautiously, since there are many variables affected during torching and 
spotting behavior, including ember size, ignition frequency, and wind gusting. Spotting 
was not used in the Flammap runs. 
 
The Flammap outputs of crown fire activity based on August burning conditions resulted 
in very little crown fire activity in coniferous forest stands, with only aspen and shrubby 
fuel models having crown fire. These fire behavior effects were modified by changing the 
fuel model parameters and re-running the Flammap3 scenarios under different run 
conditions, for three different fuel model data sets (see Section 3.19). 
 
3.17.b. Effect of crown foliar moisture content 
 
The effect of foliar moisture on fire spreading rates was to increase the percent of crowns 
burned by 10%. This shows that foliar moisture content (which is not the same as live 
fuel moisture) is an important variable to consider in modeling fire behavior. 
 
Agee et al. (2002) investigated the range of fuel moisture contents in the Teanaway 
watershed of central Washington. Foliar moisture contents ranged widely, even on a 
diurnal basis. They are lowest in the spring and highest in riparian areas. Agee found that 
in ponderosa pine, old foliage varied from 85% in June to 116% in September, while new 
foliage varied from 236% to 149% during the same period. Obviously, this would have a 
strong effect on fire behavior. From these results, Agee recommended the use of foliar 
moisture contents of 100-120% for fire behavior modeling.  
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Another factor related to foliage moisture content is due to arboreal lichens that may 
contribute up to 30% of the dry biomass of the crown foliage. For the same period of 
variation, Agee also measured arboreal lichen moisture content in ponderosa pine and 
found that it only varied between 6 and 18% during the same period.  
 
In the SWA, a number of factors influence foliar moisture. These are significant lichen 
loads (particularly in the Douglas fir) and significant levels of observed needlecast 
diseases and endemic mistletoe infection. The latter two factors are related to stocking 
levels and extended drought. It seems reasonable that all of these factors may contribute 
to lower foliar moisture contents, although the details remains to be confirmed and 
quantified. Therefore, for FARSITE fire modeling in the SWA, the lower figure of 80% 
foliar moisture content was used. 
 
3.17.c. Post-fire tree mortality 
 
Post-fire tree mortality was modeled as an index relative to a hypothetical stand of 
ponderosa pine. The mortality index P(m) was what would be expected if the stand was a 
closed canopy ponderosa pine stand in standard fuel model 9, with at least 10 trees per 
acre over 19 inches in diameter, and no CWD or duff contributing to mortality.  
 
A recent review by Fowler and Sieg (2004) helped define what is known and not known 
about this subject. Mortality can occur from a number of factors, including damage to 
bud tissues, foliage, bole cambium, roots and root crowns. These are dependent on the 
temperature, duration and rate of temperature increase of heat. Mortality is determined 
in Behave and FOFEM based on the calculations of Ryan and Reinhart (1988) that 
determine mortality based on crown scorch, a measure that includes assumptions of bud 
and foliage damage. However this mortality model only indirectly accounts for stem 
heating and root-crown damage from lower heating that might arise from a different 
source, such as post-frontal burning in duff or CWD. 
 
Mortality was calculated for SWA stands using the Behave scorch module. Results are 
shown in Table 17. Probability of mortality is based on a 19 in tree with 1.2 in bark 
thickness or a 10 in tree with 0.7 in bark thickness. 
 
Table 17. Calculated ponderosa tree mortality calculated using the Behave scorch module, for 
standard fuel models, during summer burning conditions developed from the 2006 Oroville RAWS 
data. 
Fuel model ROS ch/h heat/unit 

BTU/cu ft 
flame length 
ft 

scorch ht 
ft 

19 in dbh 
mortality % 

10 in mortality 
% 

02 323 520 18.1 168 94 99 
05 118 650 12.6 78 94 99 
08 4.9 189 1.7 1 7 25 
09 53.4 371 6.8 18 16 44 
10 40.7 1292 10.6 53 93 98 
11 20.3 760 6 14 10 33 

 
The mortality calculations for fuel model 9 are based on a stand with 3.48 tons/ac dead 
fine fuel loads, no contribution from CWD or duff, winds of 17 mph, temperature of 85 
degrees F, and flat topography.  
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It is notable in table 17 that the value of 16% mortality of 19 in trees in fuel model 9 is 
very close to the 80/80 mortality threshold that is a surrogate for legacy tree survival 
objectives. This fact made it possible to model an index of mortality based on fuel model 
9, rather than trying to calculate absolute levels of mortality for each stand. 
 
The results of the Behave calculations in Table 17. illustrate the difficulty of modeling 
post-fire mortality. There were no linear relationships in table 17 between mortality and 
either heat/unit or flame length. Therefore it became clear that mortality predictions for 
the SWA could not be based on simple linear relationships to Flammap outputs. Even if 
there was a linear relationship between heat output from a fire and mortality, Flammap 
outputs such as flame length were extremely variable both within and amongst stands 
with otherwise similar fuel characteristics.  
 
Flammap flame lengths using fuel moisture conditioning were sometimes 5-10 times 
lower than runs made without fuel moisture conditioning. It was difficult to determine 
which of the factors was causing the most influence on these differences, so a second set 
of Flammap runs was made after the review of this document. Run parameters used fuel 
moisture conditioning turned off, wind speeds set to 0 (see Section 3.19) and fuel 
models converted back to the standard 13 Anderson fuel models. This gave the most 
realistic set of flame lengths for the SWA, although the flame lengths for conifer stands 
should be rounded upward. 
 
Fowler and Sieg (2004) recommended that mortality predictions should include 
measures of tree diameter, and one measure relating to each of foliage, stems, and 
roots, even though the last is the hardest to measure. 
 
Thies et al. (2006) studied the variables controlling mortality on several hundred trees 
that died as a result of controlled burning. They developed a predictor of mortality based 
on the two most significant variables, namely needle scorch proportion and bole scorch 
proportion. Needle scorch proportion represents the difference in pre- and post-
treatment crown ratio. Bole scorch proportion is the highest point of bole blackening 
relative to the total height of the tree. Using logistic regression, they developed the 
probability of mortality, P(m) as: 
 
P(m) = exp(3.33N + 6.62B -4.4635) 
where N= needle scorch proportion and B= bole scorch proportion 
 
These two variables can be calculated from Flammap outputs of flame length and 
heat/unit area, together with canopy height and crown base.  
 
Rather than calculating absolute mortality figures for each stand in the SWA, an index of 
mortality, P(m) was based on comparison with the hypothetical stand in fuel model 9, 
which produced mortality close to the 80/80 objective (approximately 16% mortality of 
19 in trees). 
 
P(m) was calculated for a hypothetical index stand of dry ponderosa pine in standard fuel 
model 9, burned in August 80th percentile conditions (17mph wind, 85 degrees F 
temperature) with fuel moisture conditioning enabled, but without significant post-frontal 
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combustion from CWD or duff. 
 
The Flammap values of mortality were used to determine P(m), instead of the Behave 
values, so that the results could take advantage of the likely strong effects of fuel 
moisture conditioning. Flammap outputs for the index stand of ponderosa pine were 106 
BTU/sq ft for heat/unit area, and ca 0.6 feet for flame length.  
 
The Flammap outputs were modified to include additional heat/unit area that would be 
expected from post-frontal combustion of CWD and duff. These modified heat values 
were used as the basis for the P(m) index of mortality relative to fuel model 9, which was 
necessary because the Flammap output does not calculate the heat of post-frontal 
combustion. 
 
The pretreatment P(m) was calculated in field mort of shapefile effects-summary.shp, as 
described in the methods, and for comparison, a separate P(m) was calculated for each 
of the treatments. 
 
3.18. Effects of treatment on fire behavior 
 
Post-treatment effects were analyzed for each set of 3 treatments (burn, thin, or 
thin/burn) as well for the untreated landscape. The following results describe modeled 
post-treatment effects on conifer stands. Section 3.19 describes a second set of pre-
treatment effects made after modifying the fuel model parameters. 
 
The post-treatment crown potential is shown in Figure Analysis-20.a. 
 
Very few stands showed improvements in rate-of-spread for burning only or burn+thin (6 
stands, 29 acres). For the burn+thin treatment, there were 122 stands (1,224 ac) with 
moderately worse ROS and there were 11 stands (168 ac) with severely worse ROS. The 
improved stands were scored with a 1 in field rate_ros, the moderately worse stands 
were scored with a -1 and the severely worse stands were scored with a -2. Figure 
Analysis-20.b shows the stands that were improved or worsened by the burn+thin 
treatments. 
 
There were 2 stands (8 ac) that showed improvements below 4 ft for August flame 
lengths as a result of burn+thin treatments, that were scored with a 1 in field rate_flen. 
There were 36 stands (770 ac) that resulted in flame lengths worsening from < 4 ft to 4-
8 ft as a result of burn + thin that were scored with a -1 in field rate_flen. There were 2 
stands (10 ac) that resulted in flame lengths remaining > 4 ft, but less than 8 ft following 
burn + thin treatment, that were scored with a -2 in field rate_flen. There were 5 stands 
(30 ac) that resulted in flame lengths remaining > 8 ft following a burn + thin treatment, 
that were scored with a -3 in field rate_flen. There were 32 stands (368 ac) that resulted 
in flame lengths either remaining above 8 ft or worsening from 4-8 ft to > 8 ft as a result 
of a burn + thin treatment, that were scored with a -4 in field rate_flen. Flame length 
ratings are shown in Figure Analysis-20.c. May flame lengths were all less than those of 
August, but these were not used in this effects analysis. 
 
Crown fire activity determined from Flammap runs resulted in active crown fire in aspen 
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stands and deciduous stands, but passive crown fire in most of the conifer stands. 
Shrub-steppe also is classed as a crown fire by Flammap. 
 
Very few conifer stands changed their crown fire activity either for the better or worse as 
a result of treatments. To use crown fire potential as a prioritization guideline may 
require more research on the model inputs or the models themselves. 
 
There were 49 acres in stands that improved their crown activity rating and 53 acres in 
stands that got worse. For all of these stands, the change in crown fire activity was the 
same regardless of the type of treatment. Stands that improved were rated +1 in field 
rate_crn, and stands that got worse were rated -1 in field rate_crn. Figure Analysis-20.d 
shows the stands that were improved or worsened by treatments by at least one level of 
crown fire activity. 
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There were 339 stands (2,943 ac) that resulted in improved P(m) < 1.0 ft following burn 
+ thin treatment. These were scored with a 2 in field rate_pm. There were 23 stands (290 
ac) in which P(m) was unchanged but below < 1.0 ft following burn + thin treatment. 
These were scored with a 1 in field rate_pm. There were 156 stands (1,568 ac) that 
resulted in P(m) remaining > 1.0 ft following burn + thin treatment. These were scored 
with a -1 in field rate_pm. There were 112 stands (1,014 ac) that resulted in worsened 
P(m) > 1.0 ft following burn + thin treatment. These were scored with a -2 in field 
rate_pm.  
 
In all, there were 2,582 ac with P(m) > 1.0, representing stands that are least likely to 
reach the target of 80% legacy tree survival in the event of a wildfire under 80th 
percentile weather conditions. These stands are shown in detail in Figures Analysis-21.a, 
21.b, 21.c, 21.d, and 21.e, overlaid on the treatment type and on a raster map of 
individual trees. 
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If these mortality calculations are correct, then it means that project treatment priorities 
and methods may need modification to meet project objectives.  
 
The P(m) calculations model the likely survival of 19 in trees during a summer wildfire. 
This is different from the management direction for the SWA, which is based on the 
retention of all legacy trees during mechanical treatment. 
 
The use of 80% retention may be unrealistic in stands where the goal is to produce a an 
open stand with low stem density. But the presence of large surviving pines on such 
stands indicates that such trees do indeed have the ability to survive historic fires. If the 
historic fire severity was dependent on a high fire frequency sufficient to suppress shrub 
growth, then treatments need to address the composition and structure of shrubs and 
herbs that grow up following treatments as much as stem density. Therefore the 
restoration guidelines should also include a measure of expected grass and shrub cover 
as part of the desired future condition.  
 
There is evidence that even park-like stands of ponderosa pine had high mortality figures 
for individual trees. In her study of pre-colonial fire regimes occurring in open ponderosa 
pine stands in the Methow Valley, Washington, Ohlson (1996) noted that mortality was 
greatest in stands that could quickly regenerate a greater biomass of ladder fuels and 
fine surface fuels. The inflection point at which trees became stable components of the 
overstory only occurred after mean ages of 115 - 148 years.  
 
Typically, the stands with P(m) > 1.0 are open stands or stands on steep slopes, that 
would experience a strong release of understory shrubs following treatments, that would 
then contribute to longer flame lengths and higher mortality. This mortality is predicted 
to occur even though the fire behavior models are based on treatments that reduce fuel 
loads below 3.6 tons/ac, that canopy bulk density is brought below 0.2 kg/m3 and that 
all ladder fuels and lower branches were removed without contributing to additional duff 
and litter loads, all of which are probably overestimations of actual on the ground effects, 
at least in stands with high stem densities. In stands with low enough stem densities to 
allow effective removal of slash and pruning of lower branches, these stands would have 
a higher chance of surviving the 80/80 mortality objectives, but there would be much 
higher maintenance costs to keep the ground free of undergrowth. 
 
Although the index of mortality, P(m) breaks down when stands depart from closed 
canopy pine, this was controlled to some extent in the post-treatment fuel models by 
factoring in the percent canopy cover, and changing fuel models to shrub-steppe when 
canopy densities are below 30%. Therefore, the P(m) should still be viewed as a useful 
tool for prioritizing treatments, if only on a relative scale. 
 
The results of restoring fire to the SWA will replace the current decline in forest health 
with a more fire dependent landscape. This will come with the attendant needs to spend 
more time and funds on fire management. 
 
Ohlson (1996) and others, e.g., Fahnestock (1973) point out that climate may be even 
more important than fuels in controlling fire regime. If this is the case, then this supports 
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the use of fuel breaks, rather than mortality targets, as a means of protecting a range of 
stand structures from wildfire. 
 
3.19. Revisions made following review of the draft document 
 
The following changes in the fire behavior models were made to the SWA fuel reduction 
plan following a review of the draft plan in 2006 (see addendum for more additions). 
 
3.19.a. New fuel model data sets used 
 
Three different fuel model data sets were used to prioritize stands by flame length. These 
fuel model sets were named Review, Custom and Standardized, defined as follows.  
“Review” Fuel model: The review fuel model was provided by Tom Lueschen in 

Washington State plane North, NAD 1927, and assembled into a Flammap landscape 
file by Rick Lind. The Flammap3 input files are contained in folder 
CD:\fuelgis\arc\farsite\input\pre\review and are pointed to in Arcview in a View called 
FBM Review State Plane N 1927m. All of these files were left in their original projection 
except the fuel model and the flame lengths generated by Flammap3. 

“Custom” Fuel model: This is the custom fuel model built for this project in grid fmod4. 
“Standardized” Fuel model: This is a set of fuel models all in the standard 13 fuel model 

classes, but developed from the custom fuel models. The data is grid fmod5 was 
created by aggregating the custom fuel models built from this project into standard 
Anderson fuel models. 

 
3.19.b. Changes made to the pre-treatment canopy cover values, grids cancov8, 
cancov9 
 
The stand-based fuel models were modified to allow cell-based fuel modeling, using the 
Arcview ASCII raster format. This modification was only done for open stands in fuel 
model 8 or 9 with <25% canopy. This improved fire behavior modeling outputs by 
allowing fine details of canopy density to influence fire behavior within each cell, rather 
than setting canopy cover based on the stand average. This modification was needed for 
these stands because they had the greatest within-stand fuel model variability. The 
modification was not needed in dense stands and grasslands that had more even fuel 
loads. 
 
The pre-treatment canopy cover was varied by the cell size and incorporated into a 
canopy cover grid named cancov9, stored with other files used to prepare this file in the 
cover2 folder. This was done as follows: 
1. Create base1 grid. Set the analysis extent to grid base1 created by resampling base30 

to 1 m resolution. Set the analysis extent to this grid. 
2. Create grid trees1. Reclassify grid treeopen so that cells of classes 101 or 103 or 104 

(even medium patches or dense shadow patches or dense tree patches) are value 1 
and all other cells are value 0. 

3. Create grid treecov. Calculate neighborhood statistics (block) on grid tree1 that is the 
sum of all cells in a 30 x 30 window. Resample this grid to 30 m cell size. Convert to 
a percentage basis by dividing by 9.  

4. Create grid treecov5. Classify these as the midpoint of 10% intervals. 
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5. Create grid treecov7. Calculate cover as follows: The canopy cover for stands with 0-
40% cover is calculated as 0.5 * the value of treecov5; the value of the canopy cover 
is calculated as 0.75 * the canopy cover for stands with >40% cover. 

6. Create grid cancov8 that is the mean of treecov7 and cc_cov10. 
7. Create grid cancov9, that fills in all offsite cells in grid cancov8 with a value of 75% 

canopy for all cells that are classified as deciduous aspen or alder (value 45) in grid 
farsite/input/pre/fmod2/fmod2. The original values of canopy stored in field can of 
Cov_typ9h.shp were left unchanged. 

 
3.19.c. Changes made to the pre-treatment custom fuel models, grid fmod3, 
incorporated into grid fmod4 
 
1. Reclassify aspen from CM45 to CM44, to be a fuel type intermediate with FM9. Input 

these new values into the table of fuel model parameters, plot-fuel-models-table16.xls. 
Leave the remaining deciduous stands as CM45, defined as wet deciduous (alder-
birch). Merge these values with grid fmod2, as temporary grid fmod3. 

2. In grid fmod3, reclassify CM18 with <25% overstory (developed using the new cell-
based canopy cover layer, cancov9, above) as CM28. This layer has similar fuel 
parameters to CM18, but with likely different post-treatment effects.  

3. In grid fmod3, reclassify fuel model CM19 with < 25% overstory (developed using the 
new cell-based canopy cover layer, cancov9, above) as CM29. This layer has fuel 
parameters similar to CM19, but with likely different post-treatment effects.  

4. In grid fmod3, rename custom fuel model CM15 (Mature Forest/Understory) as CM41. 
5. In grid fmod3, rename CM21 (Rocks and cliffs) as CM17. 
6. To allow compatibility with FARSITE, rename fuel model CM51 (old name CM15) as 

CM41. 
7. Aggregate the Custom fuel models into the Standardized fuel model in grid flam-fmod5 

by aggregating the custom fuel models into the standard Anderson fuel models 
according to the following table. 

8. Store the fuel model assignments for the Custom and Standardized data sets in 
shapefile Cov_typ9h.shp, in fields fmcust and fmstd, respectively. The fuel model 
values for CM28, CM29, CM18 and CM19 are computed as the mode of those 
classes. 

 
3.19.d. Changes made to custom fuel model parameters 
 
1. Raise CM19 1-hour fuel loads from 0.2 tons/ac to 0.6 tons/ac. 
2. Change new CM18 fuel bed parameters to be 2/3 of the way between FM2 and CM18 

(closest to FM2), except fuel bed depth, which was set the same as FM2. 3. Dead fuel 
moisture of extinction was set to 15%. 

4. Change new CM19 fuel bed parameters to be 2/3 of the way between FM2 and CM19 
(closest to FM2), except fuel bed depth, which was set the same as FM2. Dead fuel 
moisture of extinction was set to 15%. 

5. In CM17 (old CM21; Medium Forest/Rocky) raise the 1-hr fuel loads from 0.1 to 0.3 
tons/ac; raise the herbaceous fuel load from 0.1 to 0.3 tons/ac. 

6. Change the 1-hr SAV to 3000 sq ft / cu ft for FM2, CM24, CM28, and CM29. 
7. Change all live herbaceous and live wood SAV values to 1500 sq ft / cu ft. 
8. Make initial fuel moistures correspond with FOFEM calculations. Set values higher for 
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alder-birch (CM45); FM18 and FM19. 
9. Set all foliar moisture content values to 100% except for alder-birch in CM45, which 

gets set at 120%. 
10. Ignore inputs from duff and coarse woody debris. 
 
3.19.e. Fuel model variables 
 
Following the review of the draft SWA fuel reduction plan, the custom fuel models (stored 
in field FM0 of Cov_typ9h.shp) were modified. The new custom fuel models are stored in 
field fmcust of table Cov_typ.shp. The custom fuel models were then aggregated into a 
third fuel model, and these values were stored in field fmstd of table Cov_typ.shp. Fuel 
parameters for these fuel models are given in Table 18.a and Table 18.b. 
 
Table 18.a. Custom and Standard fuel models and their names. 
FM1=Grass FM2 = Grass/Brush 
CM24 = Shrub/Savannah CM28 = grass (PSME/litter) 
CM29 = grass (PIPO/litter) FM3 = Tall Grass 
FM5 = Brush CM34 = Marsh/Swamp 
CM41 (old CM15) = Mature Forest/Understory CM44 = Aspen 
CM45 = Alder-birch CM48 = Grass/Brush/Forest-Burned 
CM49 = Grass/Brush/Forest-Thinned CM50 = Grass/Brush/Forest-Untreated 
FM8 = Forest/Short needle litter CM17 (old CM21) = Open Timber/Rocky 
FM18 = PSME/litter FM9 = Forest/long needle litter 
FM19 = PIPO/litter 98 = Water 
99 = Rock  

 
Table 18.b. Custom fuel model variables used. The assignment of dead fuel moisture of extinction 
(Mx) was assigned based on the fuel model group as follows: grass = 15%; conif = 25%; 
sagebrush-grass = 15%; PIPO = 20%; hardwoods-summer = 25%. SAV = surface area/volume 
ratio 
Standardized fuel model  FM1 FM2 FM2 FM2 FM2 FM3 FM5 FM5 FM5 FM5 FM5 FM5 FM5 FM5 
Custom fuel model units FM1 FM2 CM24 CM28 CM29 FM3 FM5 CM34 CM41 CM44 CM45 CM48 CM49 CM50 
1-hr (<1/4") dead fuel ton/a

c 
.74 2.0 1.9 1.50 1.52 3.01 1.00 1.01 1.50 2.00 2.00 .01 2.00 1.00 

10-hr (0.25-1") dead fuel  ton/a
c 

0 1.00 .30 1.10 1.20 0 0.50 1.00 2.00 2.10 2.10 0.01 1.80 0.90 

100-hr (1-3") dead fuel ton/a
c 

0 .50 .10 1.10 .73 0 0 1.00 3.50 1.86 1.86 .01 4.80 2.40 

herbaceous fuel load ton/a
c 

0 .50 .75 .40 .40 0 0 4.01 .20 .30 .30 .20 .20 .20 

shrub fuel load ton/a
c 

0 0 5.0 .10 0 0 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 3.00 

coarse wood (3”+) ton/a
c 

0 0 0 2.1 0.1 0 0 0 9.0 3.8 3.8 3.6 9.5 7.2 

fuel bed depth ft 1.00 1.00 1.50 1.00 1.00 2.50 2.00 6.00 0.50 4.00 4.00 2.50 2.50 2.00 
1-hr moisture (May/Aug) % 7/3 7/3 7/3 7/3 7/3 7/3 7/3 7/3 7/3 7/3 10/8 7/3 7/3 7/3 
10-hr moisture 
(May/Aug) 

% 8/4 8/4 8/4 8/4 8/4 8/4 8/4 8/4 8/4 8/4 10/1
0 

8/4 8/4 8/4 

100-hr moisture 
(May/Aug) 

% 16/7 16/7 16/7 16/7 16/7 16/7 16/7 16/7 16/7 16/7 18/1
1 

16/7 16/7 16/7 

herb moisture May % 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 80 100 100 100 
herb moisture Aug-80th  60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 90 60 60 60 
woody moisture May % 120 120 120 120 120 120 120 120 120 120 150 120 120 120 
woody moisture Aug-
80th 

 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 120 120 100 100 100 

Mx (moisture of 
extinction) 

% 15 15 15 15 15 25 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 

SAV dead 1-h ft2/ft3 3500 3000 3000 3000 3000 1500 2000 2500 2500 2500 2500 2500 2500 2500 
SAV live herb ft2/ft3 1500 1500 1500 1500 1500 1500 1500 1500 1500 1500 1500 1500 1500 1500 
SAV live woody ft2/ft3 1500 1500 1500 1500 1500 1500 1500 1500 1500 1500 1500 1500 1500 1500 
dead fuel heat content BTU/l

b 
8000 8000 8000 8000 8000 8000 8000 8000 8000 8000 8000 8000 8000 8000 
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live fuel heat content BTU/l
b 

8000 8000 8000 8000 8000 8000 8000 8000 8000 8000 8000 8000 8000 8000 

foliar moisture content % 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 120 100 100 100 
duff ton/a

c 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 9.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 0 9.0 9.0 

 
Fuel Model Class  FM8 FM8 FM8 FM9 FM9 
Parameter units FM8 CM17 CM18 FM9 CM19 
1-hr (<1/4") dead fuel ton/a

c 
1.50 .30 .40 2.92 .60 

10-hr (0.25-1") dead fuel  ton/a
c 

1.00 .30 1.40 0.41 1.50 

100-hr (1-3") dead fuel ton/a
c 

2.50 .10 2.50 0.15 1.20 

herbaceous fuel load ton/a
c 

0 .30 .20 0 0 

shrub fuel load ton/a
c 

0 .30 .35 0 0 

coarse wood (3”+) ton/a
c 

0 4.8 6.3 0 0.4 

fuel bed depth ft 0.20 .20 .20 0.20 .20 
1-hr moisture (May/Aug) % 7/3 7/3 7/3 7/3 7/3 
10-hr moisture 
(May/Aug) 

% 8/4 8/4 8/4 8/4 8/4 

100-hr moisture 
(May/Aug) 

% 16/7 16/7 16/7 16/7 16/7 

herb moisture May % 100 100 100 100 100 
herb moisture Aug-80th  60 60 60 60 60 
woody moisture May % 120 120 120 120 120 
woody moisture Aug-
80th 

 100 100 100 100 100 

Mx (moisture of 
extinction) 

% 30 20 20 25 20 

SAV dead 1-h ft2/ft3 2000 2500 2500 2500 2500 
SAV live herb ft2/ft3 1500 1500 1500 1500 1500 
SAV live woody ft2/ft3 1500 1500 1500 1500 1500 
dead fuel heat content BTU/l

b 
8000 8000 8000 8000 8000 

live fuel heat content BTU/l
b 

8000 8000 8000 8000 8000 

foliar moisture content % 100 100 100 100 100 
duff ton/a

c 
0 0 10.0 0 6.8 

 

3.19.f. Fire behavior modeling run parameters 
 
Prior to the draft release of this document in January, 2006, some of the fuel model 
parameters were in error. These were changed . Fire behavior modeling input data  
Flammap3 was run on three different sets of fuel model data: Review, Custom and 
Standardized. The fuel model assignments for each of the Custom and Standardized 
data sets were also stored in shapefile Cov_typ9h.shp, fields fmcust and fmstd, 
respectively. The input and output data for each fire-fuel model data set was stored in 
the following folders, with the following defaults parameters. 
 
Review fuel model data set: 

Flammap3 run files: F:\fuelgis\arc\flammap\review\ (The Flammap3 run file is named 
FlamMap3_swa.fmp. Prior to running Flammap, the file path and name will need to 
be edited with a text editor if the folder names or hard drive letter are different.) 

Arcview grid input files: CD:\fuelgis\arc\farsite\input\pre\review\export\ 
Output data: CD:\fuelgis\arc\farsite\output\pre\rev_swa\ 
Notes: The canopy base is set to 0.2 m (1 ft). Units are elevation (meters); slope (%); 

aspect (degrees) fuel model (class); canopy cover (class 0-4); stand height (m); 
stand base height (m); canopy bulk density (kg/cu-m * 100). 
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Custom fuel model data set 
Flammap3 run files: F:\fuelgis\arc\flammap\custom\ (Prior to running Flammap, the 

file path and name will need to be edited with a text editor if the folder names or 
hard drive letter are different.) 

Arcview grid input files: CD:\fuelgis\arc\farsite\input\pre\ 
Output data: CD:\fuelgis\arc\farsite\output\pre\custom\ 
Notes: The canopy base is set to 0.2 m (1 ft). Units are elevation (feet); slope 

(degrees); aspect (degrees) fuel model (class; requires the custom fuel model file 
SINLA.FMD); canopy cover (%); stand height (ft); stand base height (ft); canopy 
bulk density (kg/cu-m * 100). 

Standardized fuel model data set 
Flammap3 run files: F:\fuelgis\arc\flammap\standardized\ (Prior to running Flammap, 

the file path and name will need to be edited with a text editor if the folder names 
or hard drive letter are different.) 

Arcview grid input files: CD:\fuelgis\arc\farsite\input\pre\ 
Output data: CD:\fuelgis\arc\farsite\output\pre\fmod5\ 
Notes: The canopy base is set to 0.2 m (1 ft). Units are elevation (feet); slope 

(degrees); aspect (degrees) fuel model (class; requires the custom fuel model file 
SINLA.FMD); canopy cover (%); stand height (ft); stand base height (ft); canopy 
bulk density (kg/cu-m * 100). 

 
3.19.g. Flammap3 run parameters 
 
Flammap3 run parameters were standardized for consistency between runs as follows: 
1. Wind was set to blow uphill. 
2. Wind speed was set to 0. 
3. Foliar moisture content was set to 100%. 
4. Fuel moistures were fixed using the initial fuel moisture file provided as an optimal 

spring burning moisture profile from Michael Dunn as follows: 
a. 1-hr moisture = 7% 
b. 10-hr moisture = 8% 
c. 100-hr moisture = 16% 
d. herb moisture = 100% 
e. woody moisture = 120%. 

 
After each Flammap3 run, the flame length was exported as an ASCII decimal data file in 
units of feet. This file was imported into Arcview as a decimal grid into the View named 
“FBM comparisons - Final Review”. 
 
3.19.h. Flame length calculations for the pre-treatment stands 
 
Flame lengths were calculated for the pre-treatment landscape as a means of prioritizing 
treatments. 
 
The grid files containing values for flame length were processed as follows: 
1. Values of zero were set to null (No Data) to prevent those values from skewing sets of 

averaged values over polygons near rocky areas or lakes. 
2. The mean flame length of non-null cell values was computed from cells overlapping 
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stand polygons of shapefile effects-review.shp, for each of the different data sets: 
Review, Custom and Standardized, summarized respectively in fields flen-rev, flen-
cust, flen-std.  

3. A single most accurate value for flame lengths was chosen from the three data sets 
and saved in field flen-pri in shapefile effects-review.shp. The decision of which data set 
represented the most accurate value of expected flame length for each polygon was 
made as described below.  

 
The flame lengths calculated by Flammap3 for the SWA are shown in Figure Analysis-22. 
The flame lengths were modeled as shown in Table 19. 

 

 
Figure. Analysis-22. Oroville weather data for 2006, used to develop 80th percentile 
weather data for the post-treatment Flammap simulations. 
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Table 19. Approximate flame lengths (feet) for each of the three sets of fuel model data, with the 
most accurate flame length data set shaded blue. The column marked Substitute represents 
flame length values used when the data source was null for that polygon, which could happen 
when sliver polygons were used to calculate a mean of a fractional cell area. Rows without shading 
have no preferred data set. 

Cover type Review Custom Standardized Substitute 
18 Rock/Cliffs and 19 Water    0 
17 Developed areas 1-2.5 null null  
16 Agricultural areas 1-3 1-3 1-3 1.50 
14 Shrub-steppe 1-5 1-5 1-5 2.50 
15 Shrub Upland 1-5 1 1-5 2.00 
12 Deciduous Wetland (alder-birch) 0.7 2.6 0.5 0.50 
13 Marsh & Swamp 1.3 0.5-3 0.5-3 1.00 
11 Aspen Upland 1-3.5 3-27 1-1.5 3.00 
10 Riparian Conifer 1 - 5 1 1 2.50 
103 Mature conifer / Rocky 1-4 0.5-1 0.6-1.2 0.80 
101 Pole 1-3 0.3-0.7 1-2.5 1.50 
102 Mature & Pole 1-7 1-2 1-2 1.60 
104 Medium Conifer PIPO 1-3 <1 1-3 2.00 
105 Medium Conifer PSME 1-4 <1 <1 or >8 1.00 
106 Medium Conifer & Shrub North 1-5 0.3-0.5 0.7-3 1.50 
107 Open Mature Conifer PIPO 1-6 0.5-3 1-7 or >10 8.00 
108 Open Mature Conifer PSME 2-6 1 2-30 5.00 
109 Open Conifer Steep North 1-4 0.5-1 0.5-1 0.80 
110 Open Conifer & Regen PIPO 1-4 0.5-1 2-15 adjacent values 
111 Open Conifer & Regen PSME 1-6 0.5-1 2-20 adjacent values 
112 Open Conifer & Shrub PIPO 1-4 0.5-1 2-10 adjacent values 
113 Open Conifer & Shrub PSME 1-6 0.5-1 or >5 0.5-20 adjacent values 

Notes: 
101 Pole. The difference between the Custom and the Standardized model is that the 

Custom model has only 0.6 tons/ac 1-hr fuels versus 2.92 for the Standardized 
model. The 10-hr and 100-hr fuel loads of the Standardized model are much higher, 
and there is also shrub loading present that is absent from the Review model. 

102 Mature & Pole. The main difference between the models is that the Review model is 
primarily classified as Timber/Litter/Understory, (FM10), with some cells classified 
as Short-needle timber (FM8), while the Custom and Standardized models are 
classified as FM5. The latter two are classed as timber/understory. If the ground 
condition was short-needle timber, the FM8 flame lengths would be realistic, but 
often this does not match the ecological conditions, which have higher log loadings, 
and unpredictable canopy and shrub loadings. The custom model flame lengths are 
depressed due to the damping effect of shrub moisture, however shrub cover is 
variable and dependent on canopy deadfall and subsequent release. In stands without 
significant shrub cover, the short-needle fuel model 8 is adequate, although wind 
reduction factors and fuel moisture conditioning would vary with the canopy. But this 
still fails to model the fire as it does in the real world where fire is carried through the 
open areas in fine fuels, and then lays down in the shady needle duff where it can 
smolder due to the damping effect of the canopy and shrubs. 

105 Medium Conifer PSME. The flame lengths of the Review model varied from about 1-
4 feet, with the high values produced when the fuel model was grass (FM1) or 
dormant shrub (FM6). The Custom model (FM18) produced flame lengths less than 1 
foot, while the Standard model (FM8) produced flame lengths of either less than one 
foot, or else very high (> 8 feet) (when the fuel model was CM18). Null values are 
assigned to be 1.0 ft since all of these were > 40% canopy. 

107 Open Mature Conifer PIPO. The standardized model produced flame lengths around 
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1 - 7 feet, except when classed as FM2, in which case they were often > 10 ft. If the 
Standard model is blank, use a value of 8 feet, since all of these are < 30% canopy 
cover). 

108 Open Mature Conifer PSME. Flame lengths for the Review model are around 2 - 6 
feet (they are predominantly FM 2, but have a wide mix of other fuel models); flame 
lengths for the Custom model are around 1 foot, except where they are partly 
classified as CM28; flame lengths for the Standardized model were variable between 
2 - 30 feet. The Standardized model stands are classified as FM2. When the 
Standardized model is blank, use a value of 5 ft as a conservative flame length FM2, 
since all of these stands are open. 

109 Open Conifer Steep North. Flame lengths for the Review model (mixed FM8 and 
FM9) are around 1 - 4 feet; flame lengths for both the Custom model (CM17) and the 
Standardized model (FM8) are around 0.5 - 1 foot. These are open grassy stands, 
that would classify as FM1, but probably burn more like an open FM8. 

110 Open Conifer & Regen PIPO. Flame lengths for the Review model are around 1 - 4 
feet; flame lengths for the Custom model (CM19) are around 0.5 - 1 foot; flame 
lengths for the Standardized model (FM9) are around 2 - 15 feet, with the high values 
due to cells classified as CM29 (FM2). Some of these should be classified as grass 
(FM1) rather than shrub, which would result in lower flame lengths, but they would 
still be over 4 feet. If the Standardized model values are blank, classify the polygon 
like the nearest adjacent stand. 

111 Open Conifer & Regen PSME. Flame lengths for the Review model are around 1 - 6 
feet; flame lengths for the Custom model (CM18, CM28) are around 0.5 - 1 foot; 
flame lengths for the Standardized model (FM8) are around 2 - 20 feet, with the high 
values due to cells classified as CM28 (FM2). 

112 Open Conifer & Shrub PIPO. Flame lengths for the Review model are around 1 - 4 
feet; flame lengths for the Custom model (CM19) are around 0.5 - 1 foot; flame 
lengths for the Standardized model (FM9) are around 2 - 10 feet, with the high values 
due to cells classified as CM29 (FM2). 

113 Open Conifer & Shrub PSME. Flame lengths for the Review model are around 1 - 6 
feet; flame lengths for the Custom model (CM18, CM28) are bimodal, either 0.5 - 1 
foot or over 5 ft; flame lengths for the Standardized model (FM8) are around 0.5 - 20 
feet, with the high values due to cells classified as CM28 (FM2). These are open 
shrubby stands, some of which burned hot before. 

115 Aspen Upland. The main difference between data sets is a very large load of fine 
fuels (2.0 tons/ac of 1-hr fuels, 2.1 tons/ac 10-hr fuels) in Custom fuel model 45. 

119 Shrub Upland. The difference in the Custom data set was primarily due to custom 
fuel model 24 having only 1/3 the amount of 10-hr fuels, and 5.0 tons/ac of shrubs, 
versus 0 for fuel model 2. 

122 Rock/Cliffs and 19 Water. Regardless of the calculated values for flame length, the 
flame length of these cover types was set to 0. 

 
3.19.i. Changed treatment categories 
 
Following recommendations made during the draft review of this document, pruning and 
raking treatments were dropped from the treatments, and replaced with a plan to use 
careful controlled burning to achieve the same objective. The purpose of the pruning and 
raking treatments was to prepare stands for controlled burning by reducing sources of 
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potential mortality through mechanical means. The treatment was changed to allow the 
controlled burn to accomplish desired thinning and pruning, and to incorporate any 
desirable mechanical preparation into the burn treatment.  
 
The rationale for this change was that burning can be controlled by the experience of the 
burners, using fuel moisture, seasonal burns, fire weather, and allowing fires to creep 
downhill into riparian areas to adjust the amount of lower branch scorch and mortality. 
In some cases, simply arranging fuels below legacy trees can accomplish mortality 
objectives for individual trees. There is evidence that mechanical pruning causes wounds 
that predispose a tree to higher mortality risks. Raking duff away from tree boles has not 
yet been found to be effective, and it may cause frost damage to feeder roots. The 
manager and the burners need to agree on mortality objectives prior to a burn, and 
provide for mechanical thinning or other fuel management mitigations if mortality and 
coarse wood retention objectives will be difficult to meet in a controlled burn. 
 
The treatment categories in field treat of Cov_typ9h.shp were changed. The treatment 
legend “Ground Conif Prune-Rake” was changed to “Ground Conif Prep & Burn” and the 
treatment legend “Heli Conif Prune-Rake” was changed to “Heli Conif Prep & Burn”. 
 
3.19.j. Changed treatment categories 
Following recommendations made during the draft review of this document, pruning and 
raking treatments were dropped from the treatments, and replaced with a plan to use 
careful controlled burning to achieve the same objective. The purpose of the pruning and 
raking treatments was to prepare stands for controlled burning by reducing sources of 
potential mortality through mechanical means. The treatment was changed to allow the 
controlled burn to accomplish desired thinning and pruning, and to incorporate any 
desirable mechanical preparation into the burn treatment.  
 
3.19.k. Changed treatment priorities 
 
Treatment priorities were changed to reflect recalculated flame lengths determined from 
the Flammap3 runs. The flame lengths are stored in fields flen-pri, flen-cust and flen-std of 
tables Effects-review2.shp, and Cov_typ9h.shp. 
 
In addition to the treatment prioritization by mortality, three additional treatment 
priorities were identified within the SWA based on three sets of stand priorities: (1) areas 
where long flame lengths would occur during controlled spring burning; (2) pole stands 
in need of stem reduction; and (3) deciduous habitats that may require fire to restore 
ecological function. The treatment priorities were selected by ownership and flagged so 
that only stands within the SWA would display. The acreage of all prioritized stands were 
calculated for each of these types of stands. The three categories of stands prioritized for 
treatment are mapped in Figure Analysis-24 and described as follows:  

(1) Flame lengths > 4 feet (Figure Analysis-23): 1,690 ac is in stands that would have 
flame lengths greater than 4.0 feet during spring burning conditions; 946 acres of 
these areas are coniferous forest. The treatment priority for this category is to 
treat stands with additional care and planning, prior to treatments. This attribute 
is coded in field Priority of Cov_typ9h.shp and Effects-review2.shp as “Hi-Flame” (on 
WDFW ownership) and “Hi-Flame-Non-SWA” (outside the SWA). 
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(2) Overstocked Pole stands (): 2,524 ac is in overstocked, suppressed pole stands 
(cover type Pole or Mature & Pole); none of these areas overlap the areas with 
high flame lengths. The treatment priority for this category is to treat stands to 
reduce stocking levels. This attribute is coded in field Priority of Cov_typ9h.shp and 
Effects-review2.shp as “Hi-Thin” (on WDFW ownership) and “Hi-Thin-Non-SWA” 
(outside the SWA). 

(3) Deciduous habitats (): 1,795 ac in deciduous habitats and moister coniferous 
habitats declining due to fire suppression, including, cover types of aspen, alder-
birch, wetlands, marshes, swamps and riparian conifer (96 acres overlap high-
flame length priority areas). The treatment priority for this stand type is to restore 
fire. This attribute is coded in field Priohab of Cov_typ9h.shp and Effects-
review2.shp as “Hi-Decid” (on WDFW ownership) and “Hi-Decid-Non-SWA” (outside 
the SWA). 
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3.19.l. Added contract deliverables 
 
The project was completed after re-running the fire behavior modeling programs and 
determining the stand treatment priorities and then editing the final SWA fuel reduction 
report to reflect these changes.  
 
The GIS files were organized and archived. The most important Arcview data was 
incorporated into a single View that could be easily used by the SWA manager. The data 
table in the main shapefile containing stand data, Cov_typ9h.shp, was copied to another 
shapefile, Cov_typ9h-brief.shp, and the data fields in this file were reduced to contain only 
the most important data. 
 
The following deliverables were provided in completion of the final SWA report and 
transferred to the SWA Manager. These deliverables included:  

(a) A CD-ROM containing all Arcview project data developed after Dec 31, 2006. 
(b) Stand-alone folders containing prepared Flammap3 run data. 
(c) A set of exported Views from Arcview for the themes used in this project, that can 

be imported into ArcGIS. 
(d) A standalone Arcview project file containing the most important data themes 

within a single folder. 
(e) New printed maps showing stands with high priorities for treatment. 
(f) A final edited version of the SWA report. 

 
3.20. Conclusion 
 
This project used a wide range of analytical techniques to process volumes of data into a 
realistic model of SWA ecology. The SWA was a good area to test models of ecology and 
fire behavior, because it is a relatively simple ecosystem, with only 2 major tree species, 
and a fairly well-described fire and vegetative ecology. 
 
Because the SWA landscape is dynamic, and several areas have been recently logged, 
flooded or burned since the beginning of the project, it is recommended that data be 
updated every decade or so, for potential future uses, as well as retrospective studies. 
 
A large amount of research for this project went into developing accurate models of 
canopy density and fuel characteristics. Canopy density modeling using patch-pattern 
analysis of digital orthophotos proved to be a powerful tool for determining canopy cover 
density over the landscape. This method worked well in the relatively open stands of the 
SWA, where sufficient calibration plots were available. It would be a useful method to use 
with other remote sensing applications, particularly since open stands are the most 
difficult to measure.  
 
The fuel reduction objectives for this project were balanced by considerations of 
practicality and expected environmental impacts. These considerations include access, 
funding, soil disturbance, regulations, and indirect effects.  
 
The benefits of restoration were also considered. This management plan will restore 
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declining forest health and wildlife habitats that are the basis for the recreational use of 
the SWA. The legacy tree retention guidelines will assure that a genetic reservoir of fire-
adapted species survives into the future. Restoration will be used a combination of 
controlled burning and mechanical thinning in conjunction with effective planning and an 
understanding of the ecosystem.  
 
A number of stand metrics were evaluated for determining the level of stand 
manipulation necessary to achieve project objectives, i.e., to reduce fuels and return fire 
to the landscape. The use of crown fire potential as a target objective was tested. In the 
SWA, canopy and weather variability make determination of crown potential problematic. 
Mortality objectives were also evaluated as a measure of treatment effectiveness, with 
more success. Stand targets were developed that would achieve 80% survival of 
dominant trees in a headfire under 80th percentile weather conditions. Unfortunately this 
objective does not match the presettlement condition for some SWA stands that is a 
basis for restoration planning. Therefore the mortality guidelines were only used to 
prioritize stands for treatments that would reduce the loss of fire-related mortality.  
 
The 13 standard fuel models were used for this project in conjunction with a number of 
custom fuel models that allow greater flexibility to match fuel conditions. There are 
limitation of the fuel modeling software that became apparent with the use of too much 
detail in the custom fire models desired for this project. The details of custom fuel model 
development can help develop new fuel models to improve the science of fire behavior 
modeling.  
 
Monitoring of the plots established during this project should be done before and after 
treatments. Management of the SWA will require more fuels management. More research 
on fire regimes is recommended. Coarse woody fuel retention guidelines should be 
developed for the SWA. The recommendation by Brown et al. (2003) to leave 5-20 
tons/ac of CWD in dry forests may not be adequate for moist forests if they are burned 
too hot. 
 
The planar intercept fuel inventory methods developed by Brown (1974) was judged to 
still be the most accurate method for getting fuel loading data. Although Brown’s method 
is time-consuming, it could be incorporated in stand examination. Once a set of fuel 
loads are available to represent typical SWA stands, fuel loads in other stands can be 
determined by reference to these standards. This would be more accurate than using 
photographic sets from outside the area, as was necessary for this project. 
 
Although the fine fuel load characteristics often determines the carrier of fire, the 
composition of fine fuels and dead surface fuels is highly dependent on the overstory. 
The overstory exerts this control through needle drop and deadfall, fuel moisture 
conditioning, wind speed entrainment, and suppression or release of understory shrubs 
and herbs. To be robust in modeling a variety of treatment effects and stand conditions, 
fire behavior models need to incorporate canopy fuel characteristics independently of 
surface fuels. The Rothermel fire behavior model used by most of the fire behavior 
software programs is extremely sensitive to small variations in fine fuel moisture that can 
give misleading outputs. When the Rothermel model doesn’t work for a given fuel type, 
the outputs of the model can be adjusted without actually correcting the flaws in the 
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model or the input data. It is important to understand the many assumptions go into the 
Rothermel model, as experience is gained with software that use it.  
 
Existing fire behavior software is rapidly changing and new tools are becoming available 
every day. However, the use of standard fuel models and time-tested programs such as 
Behave and the Rothermel model may well be around for some time to come. One way 
that models could be improved is to monitor the before and after effects of treatments 
and offer access to this data to fire behavior analysts. 
 
The use of custom fuel models for SWA post-treatment stand conditions allowed 
reasonable predictions of fire behavior to be made. Custom fuel models still carry with 
them a number of assumptions that are unlikely to be true on the ground, but knowing 
these assumptions allows fire behavior modeling to account for them. The development 
of a key to the fire models would greatly aid in the assignment of the correct fuel models. 
Despite 50 years of research, there does not appear to be a quantitative key to the fuel 
models available. For the SWA, the custom fuel models were linked to a standard fuel 
model, allowing fire behavior software to compare results between data sets that should 
give similar results. 
 
Existing fuel models do not address ladder fuel loads very well. Fuel models could be 
improved by the inclusion of a quantifiable measure that models fire behavior from 
ladder fuels and variable fuel bed depths. 
 
More research is needed on the significant influence exerted on fire behavior from 
variable foliar moisture contents. The wide range of fuel moisture contents found over the 
season and diurnally by Agee et al. (2002) likely has a profound effect on fire behavior, 
but there is little information in the literature concerning how fire behavior models 
should handle this information. Foliage moisture content variability due to arboreal 
lichen biomass is another factor that may be significant, since arboreal lichen moisture 
contents only varied between 6 and 18% in Agee’s study area. 
 
To account for lichen fuel loads present in SWA in Douglas fir stands as well as observed 
levels of needle cast and mistletoe, a figure of 80% foliar moisture content was used for 
FARSITE and Flammap fire behavior modeling. 
 
Incorporating variability into fuel loads and canopy cover could improve fire behavior 
models. FARSITE allows linking crown bulk density (CBD) to canopy cover density, but 
Flammap does not. But variable canopy density also determines the distribution of 
surface fuel loads. In nature, open stands have patches of trees intermixed with grassy 
openings and jackpot fuel caches. In such stands the rate-of-spread is determined by the 
openings, the wind speed and fuel moisture conditioning are determined by the 
overstory, and the crown potential is determined by the jackpot fuels. One way to model 
this would be to seed random openings in areas where stands are open. Another way is 
to use a higher cell resolution. The use of dual fuel models as implemented by the 
Behave program is an excellent solution, that could possibly be adapted to work within a 
spatial database. In anticipation of future fire behavior modeling needs, a canopy cover 
grid file was created that incorporates within-stand heterogeneity. The canopy of each 
cell was the mean of the stand canopy cover, and the canopy cover determined by the 
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percentage of 1 meter trees, shadows and tree patches within each 30 m cell. 
 
To some extent, variable CBD and surface fuel loads are limited by the 30m resolution 
limit of the data. However, above the limit of cell resolution, the fuel characteristics 
developed for the SWA would allow much finer resolution of canopy-cover inputs and 
outputs in fire behavior modeling. Most existing raster fuel maps are developed 
independently of silvicultural plans, and this is reflected in greater variability of external 
raster files evaluated for use in this project. The use of coincidence mapping determined 
that these external raster files were too inaccurate to use, but also helped develop 
specific layers for cover type and canopy density for the SWA. 
 
There were several output parameters that still need improvements in fire behavior 
modeling, including mortality predictions, coarse woody debris consumption and fire 
spread in discontinuous fuel beds. 
 
Several methods were used in this project to improve the reliability of the fire behavior 
models. One method was simply to prioritize stands for treatments. Another method was 
simply to subtract pre-treatment outputs from post-treatment outputs and measure the 
sign and relative magnitude of the change. Another method was to compare fire-related 
mortality, P(m) to an index stand in standard fuel model 9, with a P(m) of 1.0. The 
former method was used with rate-of-spread, flame length and crown fire activity. The 
latter method was only used for post-fire mortality calculations, as it involved a 
considerable amount of computation. 
 
Input parameters for calculation of P(m) were fuel loads, canopy cover density, heat/unit 
area, and flame length. The latter two variables are directly correlated with mortality, and 
were weighted equally in the calculation of P(m), under the assumption that both are 
positive in sign, which is realistic. The use of an index such as P(m), rather than absolute 
values for treatment effects, allowed improved modeling of coarse woody and duff fuel 
loads while still retaining the topographic and fuel moisture conditioning features of 
Flammap. The P(m) index of post-fire mortality also solved the problem of over-
sensitivity to initial fine fuel moisture content by measuring the difference of the same 
parameters on both pre- and post-treatment stands. The output of the P(m) mortality 
index was greater than 1.0 in stands expected to exceed the 80/80 mortality objectives 
and less than 1.0 in stands meeting those objectives, and would only be expected to err 
where the sign of these two was different. 
 
Initially, it was thought that crown fire activity would be the most useful output variable 
for prioritizing treatments, however the Flammap outputs did not differ enough between 
different stands of conifer for this to be a practical planning tool. Crown fire potential is 
highly dependent of having good values for canopy cover, canopy bulk density and 
canopy base height and these quantities are so variable that the crown potential derived 
from the model is unreliable.  
 
A second metric evaluated as a tool to evaluate stand treatment priority was expected 
mortality from fire. The outputs from Flammap were used to determine an index of 
mortality, P(m), with a threshold value of 1.0 being equal to the fire behavior that would 
kill less than 20% of the 19 inch dbh legacy trees in an index stand of dry ponderosa 
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pine, in fuel model 9, during an August 80th percentile simulation (simulated weather 
used 17 mph winds, and 85 F degrees temperature) with fuel moisture conditioning 
enabled. The values of P(m) were overlaid onto the map of conifer stands to determine 
their ability to meet fuel reduction objectives. A total of 2,943 acres had an improved 
P(m) following combined thinning and controlled burning treatments, that should be 
considered high priority for treatment. A total of 2,582 acres did not meet the post-
treatment P(m) threshold. If the P(m) analysis is correct, treatment objectives in these 
stands should be redesigned to meet expected long-term future stand conditions. 
 
A third metric used to prioritize stand treatment priorities was to determine stands 
where flame lengths of spring burns would be > 4 ft long. This metric gets around the 
need to know the height of the canopy base, or the canopy bulk density, and still allows 
fuel models assignments to account for canopy cover density. 
 
A fourth metrics used to prioritize stand treatment priorities was the presence of the 
Pole or the Pole & Mature cover type. These two cover types represent overstocked 
stands with suppressed codominant poles <18” as the main tree cover. The Pole & 
Mature cover type also has a residual legacy tree component that would need more 
careful silvicultural planning to retain legacy trees. 
 
A fifth metric used to prioritize stand treatment priorities was the presence of deciduous 
habitats, including aspen, alder-birch, wetlands, marshes and swamps and riparian 
conifer. All of these habitats have higher amounts of deciduous species valuable to 
wildlife. Some, but maybe not all, of these habitats are suffering decline due to fire 
exclusion. This is known to be the case for aspen stands throughout the west. Other 
stand types should have fire regime studies to confirm whether and how often fire should 
be restored within them. 
 
Ultimately, each stand will need on-the-ground evaluation prior to treatment, combined 
with careful planning and treatments to insure that legacy tree retention guidelines are 
met. For stands prioritized by mortality or flame lengths the following guidelines should 
be followed to meet the legacy tree retention objectives as follows. Treatments in dry 
areas can reduce CWD below 2.9 tons/ac (or rearranged so as to avoid continuous fuels), 
but treatments in riparian areas need to leave more CWD to match likely presettlement 
conditions (>5 tons/ac). This can be accomplished through allowing fires to creep 
downward and timing burns. Canopy base heights can be raised by allowing controlled 
fire to scorch lower branches above expected flame heights. CBD (ladder fuels) can be 
reduced below 2.0 kg/mg3 to effective eliminate crown fire hazards. Yarding should 
occur before needle drop so as not to increase duff and litter loading. 
 
It is hoped that research and management will continue on the SWA fuel reduction 
program. Returning fire to the ecosystem may be difficult, but this project has helped to 
prioritize areas where controlled fire can be included as a restoration tool. It is hoped 
that future research will take advantage of the data made available here, and improve the 
long-term land management plans for the SWA. 
 

4.0. Glossary 
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attribute: attribute table: categories of data for each area of a map theme, e.g., 
unimproved roads and paved roads could both be attributes for a theme “roads”. 

basal area: This is the area occupied by tree boles, typically presented per unit area of a 
landscape. Trees are defined to be standing live woody stems > 10 m (ca. 33 ft) in 
height, and greater than 2 in dbh, with dbh measured 5 ft above the ground. Basal 
area can be converted from sq ft/ac to sq m/ha by multiplying by 0.2296. 

canopy base height: distance from the ground surface to the base of the canopy fuel 
stratum. It represents the vertical plane where fire can carry into the overstory. It has 
also been defined by a minimum threshold of 0.012 kg/m3 of available canopy fuel, 
taken as a running mean (Scott and Reinhardt, 2005). Units used in this project were 
in feet. This file is used with surface fire intensity and foliar moisture content to 
determine the threshold for transition to crown fire. 

canopy cover: the percent cover of the vertical projection of the tree canopy onto an 
imaginary horizontal surface representing the ground surface. Canopy cover 
represents the amount of skylight that is intercepted before it strikes the forest floor. 
By definition, only overstory trees (> 10m height) are counted toward the canopy 
cover. Initially, the canopy cover was defined to represent only coniferous trees, 
however in phase 2 it was changed to include deciduous trees that would occur in 
managed aspen stands and riparian conifer zones. The older term “canopy density” is 
not used here, as it can be confused with the term “canopy bulk density” used in fire 
behavior analyses. 

canopy height (stand height): the average height of the tallest cohort of trees in a stand. 
Units used in here were in feet. Canopy height affects the wind profile above the 
terrain and is part of the fuel stratum during a crown fire. Canopy height is used with 
canopy cover to determine the wind reduction factor, the starting position of 
firebrands, and the trajectory of falling embers. 

cell: see table cell and grid cell. 
classify (cells): a rule-based algorithm for changing cell values in a raster grid. 
coarse woody debris (CWD): dead surface fuels > 3 in in diameter; 1000-hr and 10,000-

hr fuels. 
cover type: the type of vegetation (or lack of it) growing on an area, based on minimum 

and maximum percent cover of the dominant species, species group or non-living 
land cover (such as water, rock, etc.). The cover type defines both a qualitative aspect 
(the dominant cover type) as well as a quantitative aspect (the abundance of the 
predominant features of that cover type). 

crown bulk density (canopy bulk density; CBD): the mass occupied by the branches and 
foliage of the tree crown, in weight per unit volume, measured from the canopy base 
to the canopy height. Units used in this project for fire behavior modeling were 
calculated in kg/m3 (multiply by 0.0624 to change to units of lb/ft3). Grids of canopy 
bulk density were converted to integer values by multiplying the units of kg/m3 by 
100.  

crown fire activity: a rating of whether a fire is a surface fire, a passive fire (torching) or 
an active crown fire, under a given set of conditions (Scott and Reinhardt, 2001). This 
rating method was used for this project instead of crown fire potential, because wind 
speeds were fixed for the simulations. 

crown fire potential: a threshold measurement for the point where fire behavior changes 
from surface fire to crown fire. The definitions in Van Wagner (1977) differentiate 
between passive crown fire, or torching active or running, crown fire. Crown fire 
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potential can also be defined by the minimum wind speed necessary to sustain crown 
fire for a given fuel type.  

chain: 66 ft; used as a measure of rate of spread of the fire front. 
dbh: diameter at breast-height (calculated in this project in inches, for trees measured at 

5’0” above the ground). 
ecotone: an intergradient boundary between two different plant associations. 
extents: The boundaries of a GIS analysis or theme. 
field: the categories of data for each record in a table; in a spreadsheet this is equivalent 

to the columns of data. 
fireline intensity: rate of heat release in each lineal foot of the flaming front, measured 

here as BTU/lineal foot/sec. Fires are considered potentially dangerous when the 
fireline intensity exceeds 500 BTU per foot of fireline per second; they are definitely 
dangerous when they exceed 1,000 BTU per foot of fireline per second. 

flame length - length of flames in a fire with the following threshold values: flames 0 - 4 
feet high can be attacked by hand; flames 4 - 8 feet high cannot be controlled with 
handlines, but mechanized equipment can be effective; flames 8 - 11 feet high are 
difficult to control, particularly at the head of the fire and behavior includes torching, 
spotting, and crown fire; flames >11 feet commonly involve crown fire, spotting and 
major runs. 

GIS: Geographic Information System, a computer program used to manipulate geospatial 
and geographic data. 

GPS: Global Positioning System, a satellite receiver used to obtain on-the-ground 
geographic positions sent via satellites. 

georeference: Map features aligned to a specific map location and projection, generally 
defined by the geographic coordinates of corner vertices or cells. 

grid: A proprietary raster image format used by Environmental Systems Institute’s 
ArcView program. 

grid cell: in a raster file, the minimum mapping unit of a raster file representing the 
square map area. 

historical range of variability: the range of presettlement ecological conditions for a stand 
that would be expected in the absence of fire suppression. 

image: A raster file in which the individual pixels represent sampled values, typically 
from satellite images, for values of sampled spectral radiation. 

key field: a string of text present at the beginning of two or more databases which serves 
to connect them together. 

ladder fuels: ladder fuels bridge the gap between surface and aerial fuels, and carry fire 
from the surface fuel layer into tree crowns. 

legacy trees: dominant trees in a mature stand of trees that have survived from a 
previous cohort of trees.  Legacy trees are most often in their second century of life 
and have a proven ability to survive and thrive on the particular soil type, slope, 
aspect, moisture regime and disturbances of the particular micro site. 

orthophoto: digital raster scans of images which are georeferenced to lie within a given 
7.5’ USGS quadrangle. 

patch: see region. 
PNV: see potential natural vegetation. 
PVT: see potential natural vegetation 
plant association: a defined vegetative community, generally described for the condition 

at climax (see potential natural vegetation). 
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polygon coverage file: a map comprised of sets of polygons that are bounded by the 
coordinates of vector points. 

post-frontal combustion: flaming and smoldering fire activity behind the flaming front. 
This allows calculations of heat flux and emissions so that impacts such as smoke 
production and soil heating can be simulated. 

potential natural vegetation (PNV): the theoretical endpoint (climax) of undisturbed 
vegetative succession. PVT stands for Potential Vegetation Type, which are the 
individual associations within a PNV. 

raster file: an orthogonal 2-dimensional array of (usually square) cells, such as an 
ArcView grids or image files, which have a defined cell resolution given in distance 
units. 

rate-of-spread (for a fire): ROS, measured in ft/min or chains per hour. To convert chains 
per hour to ft/min, multiply by 1.1. Measures of ROS are running speed for a healthy 
person (4 mph = 352 ft/min); walking speed (1 mph = 88 ft/min) and time-of-arrival 
(TOA) at the nearest adjacent ownership. 

record: the individual cases of data in a table; in a spreadsheet this is equivalent to the 
rows of data. 

register: see georeference. 
region (of raster cells in a GIS): a group of contiguous cells in a raster file, all having the 

same value. 
relational database: a group of databases which are connected to each other by a “key 

field” present at the beginning of each database. 
resolution: The primary unit of measure for an item or theme. 
shapefile: see polygon file. 
stand: an area bounding similar vegetation composition; stands are mapped here as 

cover type polygons. 
table: a collection of data contained in a file of records (rows) and fields (columns). 
table cell: the value for a given field of a given record. 
theme: A set of files containing features and attributes for a mapped area. 
vector file: a scalable file type defined by the coordinates of points, lines and polygons. 
views: The defined limits for a GIS map screen window. 
waypoints: Locations recorded by a GPS (also see GPS). 
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